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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www, uspto, gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/631,221 12/31/2019 10518177 09850001US 9188

 
62008 7590 12/11/2019

MATER & MAIER, PLLC
345 South Patrick Street

ALEXANDRIA,VA 22314

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberand issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustmentis 88 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include
an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments
should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM)at
(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please sec PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Koichi SUZUKI, Tokyo, JAPAN;
GRLII,Inc., Tokyo, JAPAN;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USAis the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.
1R103 (Rev. 10/09)
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Receipt date: 10/22/2019 14/631,222 -—- GAU: 3715
PTO/SB/08a (02-18)Doc code: IDS

rn . - . Approvedfor use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031
Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OME control number.

 

 
 
 
 

Application Number foxSCS 
 
 

   
  

 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Fist named inventor

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Ant Unit S715
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 
   Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
 

 
U.S.PATENTS Remove
 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* No Patent Number Code’ Issue Date of cited Document

 

 
 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove
 

| hange(s) 5 pplied

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Cite No Number Code"'| Date of cited Document

  

WWA. eh b0130288794 A1_— |po13-10-31 Cited in NPLcite No.1.

docume: t,
ABUSHIKI KAISH

LRSL2LOND Ando etal.
   

lf you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add|
 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove
 

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document Country Kind|Publication Applicantofcited where Relevant Ts
Initial* No|Number? Code?| Code*| Date PP Passages or RelevantDocument .

Figures Appear

 
       

 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

 

Examiner] Cite
Initials*|No

   
 

EFS Web 2.1.18
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PARTB - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, send to:=(571)-273-2885
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be usedfortransmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenancefees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless corrected
belowor directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Tee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its ownccrtificate of mailing or transmission.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address)

62008 7590 11/01/2019 Certificate of Mailing or ‘Transmission
MAIER & MAIER, PLLC T herchy certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is hcing deposited with the United

; , States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
345 South Patrick Street addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above,or being transmitted to
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314 the USPTO via EFS-Webor byfacsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.(Typedorprinted name}

(Signature}} 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI 09850001US 9188

TITLE OF INVENTION: GAME CONTROL METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

 APPLN. ‘TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PALD ISSUB FEE ‘TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 02/03/2020

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH 3715 463-031000

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(1) The namesofup to 3 registered patent attorneys : :
or agents OR,alternatively, 1 Maier & Maier, PLLC
(2) The nameof a single firm (having as a member a
tegistered attorney or agent) and the names of upto=—«_2
2 registered palent allorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no name will be printed. 3

CFR 1.363).  

I Changeof correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 
J “Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATATO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

 
PLEASE NOTE: Unless anassigneeis identified below, no assignee data will appear onthe patent. If an assigneeis identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded,orfiled for recordation, as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion ofthis form is NOTa substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITYand STATE OR COUNTRY)

GREE,Inc. Tokyo, JAPAN

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : (Lh individual Xd Corporation or other private group entity J Government 

Aa. Fees submitted: Mltssue Fee (publication Fee (if required) Ldadvance Order - # of Copies
4b. Method of Payment: (Please first reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

XY Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (J Enclosed check 4 Non-electronic paymentbycredit card (Attach form PTO-2038)

&) the Directoris hereby authorized to charge thexxqnixnhtextsy, any deficiency, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-5976

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amount will not be acceptedat the risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously undcr micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entitystatus.
NOTE:Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

I Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29

I Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 
I Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CTR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CER 1.4 for signature requirements andcertifications.
  

Authorized Signature /Timothy J. Maier/ Date_November 20, 2019

‘Typed or printed name _Limothy J. Maier Registration No.__51,986
  

Page 2 of 3
PTOL-85 Part B (08-18) Approved for use through 01/31/2020 OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 25-Feb-2015 

GAME CONTROL METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-
Title of Invention: READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Koichi SUZUKI

fleeTimothy HosePh Mater/feony Sato
Attorney Docket Number: 09850001US

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Totalin

USD($)

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Description Fee Code

 

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:
 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
 

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE
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_ Sub-Totalin

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous: 
Total in USD (S$) 1000
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14631221

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 9188

GAME CONTROL METHOD,SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-
READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

 

Title of Invention:

pleTimothy Joseph Maier/Kaoru Saito

Filing Date: 25-FEB-2015 

Time Stamp: 14:21:31

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1{a)

Paymentinformation:

Payment Type CARD

 
RAM confirmation Number E2019AJE22198129

Deposit Account 505976

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

 
37 CFR 1.19 (Document supply fees)

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 
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37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document eas . File Size(Bytes)/
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest|Part /.zip| (ifappl.) 

179108

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) Issue_Fee_Transmittal.pdf e8cfec44cb 1016b1054e29c03 ea8f54c67be

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee-info.pdf 9989acc 110b1486bb91a1 Sf73bf2adbezbf9
feS

 

Warnings: 

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

 
New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown onthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
nationalstage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www. uspto.gav 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

MAIER & MAIER, PLLC PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH
345 South Patrick Street

3715

DATE MAILED: 11/01/2019

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI Q98S0001US 9188

TITLE OF INVENTION: GAME CONTROL METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 02/03/2020

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITSIS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUSTBE PAID WITIIIN TIIREE MONTITS FROMTITE MAILING
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD
CANNOTBE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORMWILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity statusstill applies.

Ifthe ENTITY STATUS is the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY S'TA'TUS is changed fromthat shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (fromstatus indicated above)”.

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

ll. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occurdueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

II. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communicationsprior to issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEEunless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Maintenancefees are duein utility patents issuing on applicationsfiled on or after Dec. 12, 1980.
It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. More informationis available at
www.uspto.gov/PatentMaintenanceFees.

Page 1 of 3
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PARTB - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, send to:=(571)-273-2885
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be usedfortransmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenancefees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless corrected
belowor directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Tee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its ownccrtificate of mailing or transmission.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address)

62008 7590 11/01/2019 Certificate of Mailing or ‘Transmission
MAIER & MAIER, PLLC T herchy certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is hcing deposited with the United

; , States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
345 South Patrick Street addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above,or being transmitted to
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314 the USPTO via EFS-Webor byfacsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.(Typedorprinted name}

(Signature}} 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI 09850001US 9188

TITLE OF INVENTION: GAME CONTROL METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

 APPLN. ‘TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PALD ISSUB FEE ‘TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 02/03/2020

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH 3715 463-031000

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(1) The namesofup to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively, 1
(2) The nameof a single firm (having as a member a
tegistered attorney or agent) and the names of upto=—«_2
2 registered palent allorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no name will be printed.

CFR 1.363).

I Changeof correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 
J “Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATATO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless anassigneeis identified below, no assignee data will appear onthe patent. If an assigneeis identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded,orfiled for recordation, as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion ofthis form is NOTa substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITYand STATE OR COUNTRY)

 
Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Ld individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity J Government 

Aa. Fees submitted: (hissue Fee (publication Fee (if required) Ldadvance Order - # of Copies
4b. Method of Payment: (Please first reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

(LI Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (J Enclosed check 4 Non-electronic paymentbycredit card (Attach form PTO-2038)

(J The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amount will not be acceptedat the risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously undcr micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entitystatus.
NOTE:Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

I Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29

I Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 
I Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CTR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CER 1.4 for signature requirements andcertifications.
  

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.
  

Page 2 of 3
PTOL-85 Part B (08-18) Approved for use through 01/31/2020 OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www. uspto.gav 
 

14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI 09850001US 9188

62008 7590 11/01/2019

MAIER & MAIER, PLLC PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH
345 South Patrick Street

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
3715

DATE MAILED: 11/01/2019

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applicationsfiled on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to climinate the requirement
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent
Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to provide a patent term
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeks prior
to the issue date ofthe patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the patent. Any request for reconsideration
of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issuc and publication fec payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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OMB Clearance and PRA BurdenStatement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and Budget
approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency request to
collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration date for the
agency to display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (i1) requires the agencyto inform
the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collectionis estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon
the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Deparimenit of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respond to a collection
of information unless 1t displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements
of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)
(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent
application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment
of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records fromthis system of records may
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the
Freedomof Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting
a request involving an individual, to whomthe record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuantto the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Adminisiralor, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility
to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C.
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection
of records for this purpose, and anyother relevant (i.e, GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall
not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. Arecord from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the publicif the record wasfiled
in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application
is referenced bycithcr a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issucd patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine usc, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware ofa violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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. . 14/631 ,221 SUZUKI, Koichi

DAMON J PIERCE 3715 Yes

~ The MAILING DATE ofthis communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITSIS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issueatthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1.{¥} This communication is responsive to 9/10/19.
OA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2.( An election was madebythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on ; the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3.4] The allowed claim(s) is/are 19-26 and 30-38 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent
Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information
, Please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

4.¥) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a) MAI b)J] Some=*c) L) None ofthe:

1.YJCertified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2. (1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3. (J Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

 

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE"of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTHPERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5.) CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.
C) including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentor in the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date .
Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of each
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.7 DEPOSIT OFand/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1.) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5.0 Examiner's Amendment/Comment
2.) Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. CF) Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

Paper No./Mail Date 10/22/19.
3.{ Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. CO Other .

of Biological Material
4.7 Interview Summary (PTO-413},

Paper No./Mail Date.
/DAMON J PIERCE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715

  
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20191028
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|413634291 SUZUKI, Koichi

| | | Examiner Art Unit
DAMON J PIERCE 3715

CPC Combination Sets

 

 
NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 17

/DAMONJ PIERCE/ 28 October 2019 . . a
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 19 447A

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191028
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|413634291 SUZUKI, Koichi

| | | Examiner Art Unit
DAMONJ PIERCE 3715

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

CLAIMED

A63F

NON-CLAIMED

US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION

SUBCLASS

CROSS REFERENCES(S)

CLASS SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)

 
 
NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 17

/DAMONJ PIERCE/ 28 October 2019 . . a
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 19 447A

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191028
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|413634291 SUZUKI, Koichi

| | | Examiner Art Unit
DAMON J PIERCE 3715

() Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant () CPA C) T.D. C) R.1.47
CLAIMS

Final_Original[Final__|Original|Final__[Original|Final_[Original|Final__|Original[Final__|Original[Final_|Original|Final_[Original]
a
Pteteettte
a

eeeeee
aee
ptft

 

 
NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 17

/DAMONJ PIERCE/ 28 October 2019 . . a
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 19 447A

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191028
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes|44/631,221 SUZUKI, Koichi

Mi | ll anon _DAMON J PIERCE

CPC - Searched*

CPC Combination Sets - Searched* 
* See search history printout included with this form or the SEARCH NOTESbox below to determine the scope of the
search.

Search Notes

Search Notes

Inventors searched 9/1/2017

Backward and forward searched mostrelevant art 9/1/2017

See EAST search notes 06/06/2019

See updated EASTsearch notes 10/28/2019

/D.J.P/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191028

Page 1 of 2
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes 14/631,221 SUZUKI, Koichi

Mi | ll anon _
DAMON J PIERCE 3715

Interference Search

US Class/CPC|6 subclass/CPC Group
Symbol

|== PGPubtext search 8/25/2018
|== PGPubtext search 40/28/2019

 

/D.J.P/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20191028

Page 2 of 2
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Receipt date: 10/22/2019 14/631,222 -—- GAU: 3715

Dec code: IDS PTO/SB/O8a (02-18)
“age . - . Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

Dec description: Information Disclosure Statement {IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OME control number.

foxSCS
 

 
 
 

Application Number 
 
 

   
  

 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Fist named inventor

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Ant Unit S715
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 
    Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
 

 
U.S.PATENTS Remove

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

Examiner] Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* No Patent Number Code’ Issue Date of cited Document

 

 
 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove
 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Cite No Number Code"'| Date of cited Document

  

ABUISHIKI KAISHA SQUARE
/O.o.Py1 NIX Cited in NPLcite No. 1.   

lf you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add|
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove

Pages,Columns,Lines

 

 
Name of Patentee or

Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document Country Kind|Publication Applicantofcited where Relevant Ts
Initial* No|Number? Code?| Code*| Date PP Passages or RelevantDocument .

Figures Appear

 
       

 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

 

Examiner] Cite
Initials*|No
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Receipt date: 10/22/2019 14/631221-Gam:3715
 

 

 

 

    
Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [371s
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us 

D.d.e/ .S. Office Action dated August 2, 2019, in connection with corresponding US Application No. 16/445,642 (17 pgs.). 
If you wish te add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

: : : 16/28/2019

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether cr notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST 16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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Receipt date: 10/22/2019 14/631321~GaAU:3715
Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [371s
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us
 
 

 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of informatian contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

><] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)({2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statementis not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2019-10-22

Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registratian Number 1,986

 
  
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt date: 10/22/2019 14/631,222 -—- GAU: 3715

Privacy Act Statement
 

 
The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do nat furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records forthis
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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EASTSearch History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Hits {Search Query

=

(term or time or timer or timing or sequence
or period or checkpoint or interval or rate)
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imodif$7) same (card or object or item) same }
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41044 YA63F13/44.CPC.

 

 
 

 
AG3F13/12.CPC,
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11044 1A63F13/44.CPC.
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Bibliographic Data

Application No: 14/631 22 1

Foreign Priority claimed:

35 USC 119 (a-d) conditions met:

Verified and Acknowledged:

Title:

FILINGor 371(c) DATE

02/25/2015

RULE

APPLICANTS

GREE,Inc., Tokyo, JAPAN

INVENTORS

Koichi SUZUKI Tokyo, JAPAN

CONTINUING DATA

FOREIGN APPLICATIONS

JAPAN 2014-034003 02/25/2014

® Yes ONo

Yes LINo [1 Met After Allowance

Examiner's Signature Initials

GAME CONTROL METHOD, SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY
COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.
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IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN LICENSE GRANTED**
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STATE OR COUNTRY
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ADDRESS
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Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (02-18)
ve - - 7 Approvedfor use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

Docdescription: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

fomSCS
|
 Application Number   

  
 

 
  
 

Filing Date 2015-02-25
CE,OOater [Fist Named Inventor

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT Ant Unit B15
 
 ( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
 

  Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

09850001US

Examiner Name  
 

 Attorney Docket Number
 

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

Examiner] Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* No Patent Number Code’ Issue Date of cited Document

   
If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS
 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Cite No Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Number Code'| Date of cited Document

 

ABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUAREP0130288794 P013-10-31 Cited in NPLcite No. 1.
NIX

 
 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add|
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS [Remove]

Pages,Columns, Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 
 

 
Nameof Patentee or

Applicantof cited
Document

 
 
 

 
 

Country Publication
Code?|

Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document
Initial* Number?

Ts
 

  
 

NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS [Remove] 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine,journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner} Cite
Initials*|No
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14631221

2015-02-25

Application Number    
 

 
 

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

 

.5. Office Action dated August 2, 2019, in connection with corresponding US Application No. 16/445,642 (17 pgs.). 
If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered [i
*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. * Applicant is to place a check mark hereif
English languagetranslation is attached.
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14631221

2015-02-25

Koichi SUZUKI

Application Number 

 
 

 
 

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

 First Named Inventor

  
 

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

 

 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

DX] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statementis not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2019-10-22   Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registration Number Et ,986  
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whem the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARKOFFICE

in re Patent Applicationof: Confirmation No.: 9188
Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit: 3717

U.S. Patent Application No. 14/631,221
Examiner: PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH

Filed: February 25, 2015
Attorney Docket No.: 09850001US

Title. GAME CONTROL METHOD,
SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY
COMPUTER-READABLE

RECORDING MEDIUM

 
AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE

Commissioner for Patents September 10, 2019
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to ihe Office Action mailed June 10, 2019, Applicant respectfully requesis

reconsideration of the Application in view of the following Amendments and Remarks.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2.

Remarks follow the above-mentioned amendments.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS/CLAIM LIST

Please AMENDclaims 19, 26, 30, and 35-38 as shown below.

Please CANCELclaims 27-29 without prejudice or disclaimer.

Thefollowing list of claims replaces any prior listing of claims:

1.- 18. (Canceled).

19, (Currently Amended) A non-transilory computer-readable recording medium storing

instructions to be executed by one or a plurality of computers capable of being used bya

player conducting a battle game, the instructions causing the one or a plurality of computers

to execute steps of:

displaying, onafirst field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameter set on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition, wherein the first battle condition is not changed during the first term;

at a conclusion of the first term of the battle game. automatically initiating a second

term of the battle game, and during [[a]]the second term ofthe battle game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected bythe player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

second battle condition is different from the first battle condition and is predetermined

independent fromabattle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the

second opponent character are sameor different, and wherein the secondbattle condition is

not changed during the second term; and
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during a third term of the battle game continued fromthe second term, conducting the

battle to a third opponent character based on the parameter set on the card selected by the

plaver's operation undera third battle condition, wherein the third battle condition is different

from the second battle condition and is dependent on a battle result of the second term, and

the second opponent character and the third opponent character are sameor different, and

wherein the third battle condition is not changed during the third term.

20. (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein the third battle condition is a condition for providing a reward

to the player.

21. (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein a siart timing and an end timing of each ofthe first term and

the second term are predetermined usingastart timing of the battle gameas a reference.

22. (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein an attack strength to the opponent character under the second

battle condition is higher than an attack strength to the opponent character underthefirst

battle condition.

23. (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein the parameter includes an attack strength anda life force.
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24, (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein the battle is conducted on a secondfield different from the

first field.

25, (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 19, wherein the first field and the secondfield are included in a game

screen.

26. (Currently Amended) A non-transitory computer-readable recording medium storing

instructions to be executed by one or a plurality of computers capable of being used bya

player conducting a battle game, the instructions causing the one or a plurality of computers

to execute steps of:

displaying, on a first field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

duringafirst term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameterset on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition on a secondfield different from the first field, wherein the first battle condition is

not changed during the first term; and

at a conclusion ofthefirst term of the battle game, automatically initiating a second
 

term of the battle game, and during [[a]|the second term ofthe battle game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected bythe player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

second battle condition is different from the first battle condition and is predetermined

independent froma battle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the
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second opponent character are sameor different, and wherein the second battle condition is

not changed during the second term.

27. - 29. (Canceled).

30. (Currently Amended) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim ||28||26, wherein the second battle condition is a condition for providing

a reward to the player.

31, (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 26, wherein a start timing and an end timing of each ofthe first term and

the second term are predetermined using a start timing of the battle gameas a reference.

32, (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 26, wherein an attack strength to the opponent character under the second

battle condition is higher than an attack strength to the opponent character underthe first

battle condition.

33. (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 26, wherein the parameter includes an attack strength and a life force.

34, (Previously Presented) The non-transitory computer-readable recording medium

according to claim 26, wherein the first field and the second field are included in a game

screen.
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35, (Currently Amended) A battle game control method executed by one or a plurality of

computers capable of being used bya player, the method comprising:

displaying, onafirst field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

duringafirst term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameterset on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition, wherein the first battle condition is not changed during thefirst term;

ata conclusion of the first term of the balile game, automatically initiating a second

term of the battle same, and during [[a]]the second term ofthe battle game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected bythe player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

second battle condition is different from the first battle condition and is predetermined

independentfrom a battle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the

second opponent character are sameor different, and wherein the secondbattle condition is

not changed during the second term; and

during a third term of the battle game continued from the second term, conducting the

battle to a third opponent character based on the parameter set on the card selected by the

player's operation undera third battle condition, wherein the third battle condition is different

from the second battle condition and is dependent on a battle result of the second term, and

the second opponent character and the third opponent character are sameor different, and

wherein the third battle condition is not changed during the third term.

36. (Currently Amended) A battle game control method executed by one or a plurality of

computers capable of being used bya player, the method comprising:
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displaying, on a first field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameterset on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition on a secondfield different fromthe first field, wherein the first battle condition is

not changed duringthe first term; and

at a conclusion of the first term of the battle game, automatically initiating a second

term of the battle game. and during [[a]]the second term ofthe batile game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected by the player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

second battle condition is different from the first battle condition and is predetermined

independent from a battle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the

second opponent character are sameor different, and wherein the secondbattle condition is

not changed during the second term.

37. (Currently Amended) A battle game control system comprising:

one or more computers;

a memorystoring instructions; and

a processor, by executing the instructions, programmedto:

display, onafirst field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameter set on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition, wherein the first battle condition is not changed during thefirst term;
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at a conclusion of the first term of the battle game, automatically initiating a second

term of the battle game, and during |[a]|the second term ofthe battle game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected by the player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

secondbattle condition is different fromthe first battle condition and is predetermined

independent from a battle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the

second opponent character are sameor different, and wherein the second battle condition 1s

not changed during the second term; and

during a third term of the battle game continued from the second term, conducting the

battle to a third opponent character based on the parameter set on the card selected by the

player's operation undera third battle condition, wherein the third battle condition is different

from the second battle condition and is dependent on a battle result of the second term, and

the second opponent character and the third opponent character are sameor different, and

wherein the third battle condition is not changed during the third term.

38, (Currently Amended) A battle game control system comprising:

one or more computers;

a memorystoring instructions; and

a processor, by executing the instructions, programmedto:

display, onafirst field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of

virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent character

based on a parameter set on a card selected by a player's operation undera first battle

condition on a secondfield different fromthe first field, wherein the first battle condition is

not changed during thefirst term; and
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at a conclusion of the first term of the battle game, automatically initiating a second

term of the battle game, and during |[a]|the second term ofthe battle game continued from

the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character based on the parameterset

on the card selected by the player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the

secondbattle condition is different fromthe first battle condition and is predetermined

independent fromabattle result of the first term, and the first opponent character and the

second opponentcharacter are sameor different, and wherein the secondbattle condition 1s

not changed during the second term.
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REMARKS

Favorable reconsideration of this Application, in light of the following discussion,is

respectfully requested. Claims 19-38 were previously presented. Claims 19, 26, 30, and 35-

38 have been amended. Claims 27-29 have been canceled without prejudice or disclaimer.

Accordingly, claims 19-26 and 30-38 are pending in the present Application. Applicant

submits that upon entry of the present Response, claims 19-26 and 30-38 are in condition for

allowance. Moreover, the Applicant submits that no new matter has been introduced by the

foregoing amendments.

Examiner Interview

First, Applicant wishes to thank the Examiner for the courtesy of an interview granted

to Applicant's representative on Thursday, August 29", at which time the outstandingissues in

this case were discussed. Arguments similar to the ones developed hereinafter were presented,

and the Examinerindicated that in light of the arguments and the proposed amendmentto each

of the independent claims, the amended claims would appear to be allowable over the cited

prior art reference, and he would reconsider the outstanding groundsfor rejection upon formal

submission of a response.

In particular, Applicant presented arguments related to the recitation of a “battle

condition”in the present claims and contendedthat the cited Meyers reference did not teach a

“battle condition” as contended. Applicant also presented a proposed amendmentrelating to

the “terms” of the battle game. in which, at the conclusion of a first term of the battle game, a

second term would automatically be initiated, based on, for example, paragraph [0048] of the

application as published. The Examiner indicated that, while the claims of the present

application might be distinguishable based on the “battle condition” alone, the contemplated

amendmenthelpedto clarify the “terms,” and as such the proposed amendment has been made
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in the present response. The Examiner also indicated that, while he had more priorart, he

thought could potentially be relevant that he would have to review, he would be willing to

contact us for a potential Examiner’s Amendment before making the rejection final if he

thought the rejection could be overcome by such an amendment. Applicant appreciates this

indication from the Examiner.

The Examiner also requested that, if Applicant is to make the proposed amendment,

Applicant review the claims in detail in order to ensure that the claim amendments were

properly incorporated into all of the independent claims and in order to ensure that all of the

dependent claims were of proper form. In response, Applicant has canceled dependent

claim 27, which is directed to a limitation that had been previously incorporated into

independent claim 26 (“wherein the second battle condition is ... predetermined independent

from a battle result of the first term”), as well as claims 28-29, which are directed to alternative

limitations. Claim 30, which previously depended from claim 28, has been amendedin order

to depend from claim 26 instead, with support for such an amendment being provided based

on, for example, paragraph [0051] of the application as published. No newmatter has been

added by the amendmentsto the claims.

Rejectionsunder35U.S.C.§103

In the outstanding Action, claims 19, 20, 22-30 and 32-38 stand rejected under

35U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over US Patent Application Publication

No. 2004/0143852, applied for by Meyers (“Meyers”) in view of US Patent Application

Publication No. 2005/0054402, applied for by Noguchiet al. (“Noguchi”).

Claims 21 and 31 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Meyers

and Noguchi as applied to claims 19 and 26 above, and further in view of an NPL document

titled - Enterbrain Inc., “Great collision guardian break” (hereinafter “Enterbrain”’).

ll
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Addressing nowthe rejection of claims 19-38 under 35 U.S.C. §103 as unpatentable

over Meyers, Noguchi, and Enterbrain,this rejection is respectfully traversed. Claims 19, 26,

and 35-38 are the independent claims presently under consideration. Claims 19, 26, and 35-38

have been amended in order to overcomethe present rejection. (As noted above, claims 27-29

have been canceled without prejudice or disclaimer.)

In particular, the present claims have been amended in order to provide the following

limitations, with claim 19, as amended, being provided belowfor reference:

19, (Currently Amended) A non-transilory compuler-readable recording
medium storing instructions to be executed by oneor a plurality of computers
capable of being used by a player conducting a battle game, the instructions
causing the one or a plurality of computers to execute stepsof:

displaying, on a first field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck
which is a stack of virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first
opponent character based on a parameter set on a card selected bya player's
operation undera first battle condition, wherein thefirst battle condition is not
changed during thefirst term;

at_a_ conclusion of the first term of the battle game, automatically
initiating a second term of the battle game. and during [[a]]the second term of
the battle game continued from thefirst term, conducting the battle to a second
opponent character based on the parameter set on the card selected by the
player's operation under a second battle condition, wherein the secondbattle
condition is different from the first battle condition and is predetermined
independentfrom a battle result ofthe first term, and thefirst opponent character
and the second opponentcharacter are sameor different, and wherein the second
battle condition is not changed during the second term; and

during a third term of the battle game continued from the second term,
conducting the battle to a third opponent character based on the parameter set
on the card selected by the player's operation under a third battle condition,
wherein the third battle condition is different from the second battle condition

and is dependenton a battle result of the second term, and the second opponent
character and the third opponent character are same or different, and wherein
the third battle condition is not changed during the third term.

Support for the above amendmentto the claims, providing that a second term of the

battle game is automatically initiated at a conclusion ofthe first term of the battle game, can

be foundin, for example, paragraph [0048] of the application as published. No new matter has

been added.
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Applicant contends that, even without an amendmentsuchasis presently provided, the

claims are believed to be patentable over the cited references, at least based on the recitation

of a “battle condition.”

To briefly summarize the new primary Meyers reference, Meyers centers around

various systems for a massively multiplayer online role playing game (MMORPG)system,

such as Dark Age of Camelot (DAOC), and in particular concerns systemsfor providing global

bonuses to the players or to monsters during certain time periods. Meyers contemplates, for

example, that in a MMORPG sysiem, al various times, certain events in the stars can

temporarily swing the balance of power between factions. A “blood moon” condition, for

example, may give all evil creatures a damage bonus for its duration. Meyers contemplates

that player skills, such as an astrology skill, can be used to predict these patterns in the short

term, but specifically contemplates that this will never happen with total accuracy. (Mevers

specifically contemplates introducing inaccuracies into certain elements of gameplayin order

to increase the apparent authenticity of the experience and make it less “video gamey,”

contemplating similar adjustments to NPC dialog that causes NPCs to be dishonest or to leak

information to their friends as per paragraph [0056] of the Mevers reference.)

The present characterization of the Meyers reference appears to be that a first period in

which there is a first game bonus (e.g. a “blood moon” condition) can be a first term of the

battle game, and a second period in which there is not the first game bonus but instead might

be a second game bonus(e.g. no “blood moon” condition) can be a second term of the battle

game. Alternatively, it is noted that some of the conditions that are imposed are site-specific,

for example “places of power”like near a templethat offer certain bonuses.’

| See pages 4-5 of the outstanding Office Action.
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Response to Office Action of June 10, 2019

It appears that, in Meyers as characterized, a first “term” would be a period in which

the useris at a first site offering a first bonus, and a second “term” would be a period in which

the user is not at the first site offering a first bonus but instead is at a second site offering a

second bonus, with these terms being non-sequential. (For example, a game character moves

fromafirst location, a “place of power” with a first bonus, to a second location with a different

bonus.) Alternatively, the “terms” maybe timings of gaming events; for example, aftera first

event has occurred, at a second time, a second event may occurin the stars in order to swing

the balance of power, such as a second “blood moon.”

Meyers also is alleged to provide a “battle condition” such as is provided by the

previously-presented independent claims. A “battle condition” as provided therein may be a

“first battle condition” associated with the first term of the battle game, a “second battle

condition” associated with a second term of the battle game (noted to be different from thefirst

batile condition and predetermined independently from a battle result of the first term), or a

“third battle condition” associated with a third term of the battle game (different from the

second battle condition and based on the battle result of the second term). Meyers is alleged

to provide thes “battle conditions” on the groundsthatthe first and second “battle conditions”

are battle conditions associated with certain areas, while the third “battle condition” may be

based on the teaching of an experience point system, wherebythe user might level up and grow

more powerful in the first and second term and beable to carry this powerinto the third term.

Applicant notes, however, that there is a problem with this characterization of Meyers.

In particular, given this characterization of the “battle conditions,” there appears to be a

problem with the characterization of the “third battle condition.”

It is noted, in the present claims, that “battle conditions” are conditions applicable to

the whole battle, or to a broader set of players (e.g. the claims provide for “conducting a

battle ... underthe {first, second, third} battle condition”). The “first battle condition” and

14
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the “secondbattle condition” are each bonuses that the characters are receiving from being in

a certain area (such as being around the “Temple of Light”) or based on global events (e.g.

events in the stars like the “blood moon”), but this isn’t true for the “third battle condition,”

whichis specifically something that affects only one player (the player’s advancementin skill)

and is not a general condition that 1s applicable to the global events like the events in thestars.

Meyers does not, in fact, appear to teach any conditions that would be “based on the battle

result of the second term.” Assuch,it is believed that at least the limitation of “conducting the

battle ... under a third battle condition”is not met.

As noted, however, the present claims have been amendedin order to provide further

clarification. Specifically, the claims provide for “at a conclusion of the first term ofthe battle
3

game, automatically initiating a second term ofthe battle game

The Meyers reference doesn’t appear to have “terms” that are similar to what is

disclosed in the present application; for example, (here aren’! predefined match roundsthat the

user automatically transitions between, or anything of the kind in the MMORPG combats of

Meyers. The user seemingly has to go to a newplaceto start a new“term:” for example, the

user mayhaveto transition from a first “place of power” where theyreceiveafirst bonus (such

as a “Temple of Fire”) to a second “place of power” where they receive a second bonus (such

as a “Temple of Light”), or may have to wait for a second global event such as a “blood moon”

to start.”

Since it does not appearthat the effects caused bythe “places of power” can overlap in

any way,’ there does not appear to be any wayfor the user to have oneeffect gained from a

terrain type automatically cause another effect gained from a terrain type. As such, there does

2 See, for example, paragraphs [0045| and [0046] of the Meyers reference.
+ Bonefits appear to be associated specifically with one terrain type. whichis only found in certain areas.

For example, paragraph [0045] of Meyers notes that a given effect such as intermittent damage to evil characters
or powerboosts to good characters maybe a property of the “holy ground”fixed terrain feature.
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not appear to be any way to havethis transition happen “automatically,” or at a “conclusion of

the first term.” (Likewise, the player does not move automatically between areas, and as such

the transition would not be “automatically initiated” for that reason as well.)

The sameis trueforthe alternative potential “battle condition” of Meyers. The “global

events” that provide conditions (such as the “blood moon” that provides a global bonus or

penalty) are provided for seemingly arbitrary and deliberately unpredictable lengths of time,*

and do not seem to overlap or transition into one another.

While the combination of both types of effecis may lead to overlapping “terms,” such

as a term corresponding to whenthe user is on a terrain type and a second term corresponding

to when the user is under a blood moon, even under such an interpretation there would be no

disclosure of having events triggered by a “conclusion”ofthe first term, most specifically the

automatic initiation of a second term as provided in the present claims. Meyersis not believed

to provide any mechanism for automatic transition between “terms,” no matier whatis actually

characterized as a “term.” The other references do not make up for the deficiencies of Meyers

in this regard.

Therefore, even if the combination of Mevers and Noguchiis assumedto be proper, the

combination fails to teach every elementofthe claimed invention. Specifically, it is contended

that the combination fails to teach or suggest the limitations associated with the “battle

conditions,” and fails to teach the newly-added limitations regarding the first and second

4 See, for example, paragraph [0046] of Mevers, indicating that events take place at “various times,” and
that knowledge of when the events are intended to stop andstart are gated behind skills, such as the “astrology”
skill, which deliberately do not function with total accuracy.
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>

“terms.” Accordingly, Applicant respectfully traverses, and requests reconsideration of, this

rejection based on these references.*

As aresult, Applicant respectfully submits that independent claims 19, 26, and 35-38

are patentable over Meyers, Noguchi, and Enterbrain. As claims 20-25 depend from

independent claim 19, and claims 30-34 depend from independent claim 26, Applicant

respectfully submits that claims 20-25 and 30-34 are likewise patentable over Meyers,

Noguchi, and Enterbrain.

Accordingly, for at least the reasons set forth above, Applicant respectfully requests

that the §103 rejections of claims 19-26 and 30-38 be withdrawn.

> See MPEP 2142 stating, as one of the three "basic criteria |that| must be met" in order to establish a
primafacie case of obviousness, that "the prior art reference (or references when combined) must teach or suggest
all the claimlimitations," (emphasis added). See also MPEP 2143.03: “All words in a claim must be considered
in judging the patentability of that claim against the prior art."
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CONCLUSION

Consequently, in viewof the present amendmentand in light of the above discussion,

the outstanding groundsof rejection are believed to have been overcome. The Application, as

amended, is believed to be in condition of allowance. An early and favorable action to that

effect 1s respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

/Timothy J. Maier/
Maier & Maier, PLLC Timothy J. Maier
345 South Patrick Street Attorney of Record
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 Reg. No. 51,986
(703) 740-8322
Customer No. 62008

TJM/COH/ksh

September 10, 2019
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14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI 09850001US 9188

MA IER meen

MAIER & MAIER, PLLC
345 South Patrick Street PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH.
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314

3715
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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/631 ,221 SUZUKI, Koichi

Applicant-InitiatedInterview Summary Examiner Art Unit|AIA (FITF)Status
DAMON J PIERCE 3715 Yes

All participants (applicant, applicants representative, PTO personnel):

(1) DAMON J. PIERCE.

(2) Chris Ohslund.

Date ofInterview: 29 August 2019.

 Type: ™ Telephonic () Video Conference
C] Personal[copy given to: {J applicant O applicant's representative]

  Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: © Yes ) No.

lf Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed Oi01 (112 O102 M103 Cothers
(Tor each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 19.

Identification of prior art discussed: Meyers and Noguchi.

Substanceof Interview
(For eachissue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics mayinclude: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

The Applicant requested an interview with the Examiner to discuss differences betweenthe instant claimed invention
and cited prior art, and propose claim amendments. Consequently, the Examiner stated that the proposed claim
amendments appearto overcomethe cited prior art..

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substanceof the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of ane month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing cate of this interview summary form, whicheveris later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview.

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and properrecordation of
the substance of an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome ofthe interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

OC Attachment

/DAMON J PIERCE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Summaryof Recordof Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Cade of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)
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warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (85 U.S.C.
132}

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to any
alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Officeif that recordisitself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance ofinterviews.

Itis the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. It is the examiners responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,or pointing out
typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions orthe like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portionofthefile, and listed on the
"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the conclusion of
the interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicants correspondence addresseither with or prior
to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other circumstances dictate, the
Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the nextofficial communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
- Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
- Nameof applicant
- Nameof examiner
- Date of interview
- Type ofinterview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
- Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
- An indication whetheror not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- An identification of the specific prior art discussed
-  Anindication whether an agreement was reached andif so. a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

- The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is nat an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance ofthe interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview unless
it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the substance of the
interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,-
2) an identification of the claims discussed.
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) anidentification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on

the Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed

by the examiner.
Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicants record of the substanceof an interview. If the record is not complete and accurate,

the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should sendaletter setting forth the examiners version of the statement
attributed to him or her.If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, Interview Record OK on the paperrecording
the substance of the interview along with the date and the examinersinitials.
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Interview Agendafor U.S. Patent Application No. 14/631,221

(Thursday, August 29", 2:00 PM EST)

I. Summaryof Rejection

A. The present claims stand rejected in view of the new Meyers reference, in view of the previously-cited

Noguchi reference (and, for some of the dependentclaims, the Enterbrain NPL document). Meyers

centers around various systems for a massively multiplayer online role playing game (MMORPG) system,

such as Dark Age of Camelot (DAOC), and in particular concerns systemsfor providing global bonuses to

the players or to monsters during certain time periods.

1. Meyers contemplates, for example, that in a MMORPGsystem,at various times, certain events

in the stars can temporarily swing the balance of power between factions. A “blood moon”

condition, for example, may give all evil creatures a damage bonusfor its duration. Meyers

contemplates that player skills, such as an astrologyskill, can be used to predict these patternsin

the short term, but specifically contemplates that this will never happen with total accuracy.

(Meyers specifically contemplates introducing inaccuracies into certain elements of gameplayin

order to increase the apparent authenticity of the experience and makeit less “video gamey,”

contemplating similar adjustments to NPC dialog that causes NPCs to be dishonest or to leak

information to their friends as per paragraph [0056].)

2. The present characterization of the Meyers reference appearsto be thata first period in which

thereis a first game bonus(e.g. a “blood moon”condition) can be a first term of the battle game,

and a secondperiod in which there is not the first game bonus but instead might be a second

game bonus (e.g. no “blood moon” condition) can be a second term of the battle game.

Alternatively, the examiner notes that some of the conditions that are imposed aresite-specific,

for example “places of power”like near a temple that offer certain bonuses.

3. It appears that a first “term” would be a period in which theuseris at a first site offering a first

bonus, and a second “term” would be a period in which a user is not at the first site offering a first

bonus, with the present rejection apparently being based on a player conducting a battle ina first

locale against a first opponent characterfor a first period of time, can conducta battle in a second

locale against a second opponent characterfor a second period of time, and so forth, with these

being the “first term,” the “second term,” and so forth.

4. Meyers also is alleged to provide a “battle condition” (which, as noted in the present

independent claims, may be associated with a second term of the battle game, in which it is

different from thefirst battle condition and predetermined independently from a battle result of

the first term, and may also be associated with a third term of the battle game, in whichit is

different from the second battle condition but is based on the battle result of the second term)

on the grounds that the first and second “battle conditions” may be battle conditions associated

with certain areas, while the third “battle condition” may be based on the teaching of an

experience point system, whereby the user might level up and grow more powerful in thefirst

and second term and beable to carry this powerinto the third term.
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Il. Argument — The “Battle Condition” Limitations of the Present Claims are Not Met

A. Given this characterization of the “battle conditions,” there appears to be a problem with the
characterization of the “third battle condition.”

1. It is noted that “battle conditions” in the present claims are conditions applicable to the whole

battle, or to a broaderset of players (e.g. “conducting a battle... under the {first, second, third}

battle condition”).

2. The “first battle condition” and the “second battle condition” are each bonuses that the

characters are receiving from being in a certain area or based on global events (e.g. events in the

stars), but this isn’t true for the “third battle condition,” which is specifically something that

affects only one player (the player’s advancementin skill) and is not a general condition that is

applicable to the global eventslike the events in the stars.

3. As such,it is believed that at least the limitation of “conducting the battle... under a third battle
condition”is not met.

Ill. Proposed Amendment — “Terms” of Meyers

A. Meyers doesn’t appear to have “terms”that are similar to whatis disclosed in the present application;

there aren’t predefined match rounds that the user automatically transitions between,or anything of the

kind in the MMORPG combats of Meyers. The user seemingly has to go to a new place to start a new
“term.”

B. Since the player doesn’t automatically move between locations, and the “global events” that provide

conditions (such as the “blood moon”that provides a global bonusor penalty) are provided for seemingly

arbitrary and deliberately unpredictable lengths of time (and do not seem to overlap or transition into

one another) the present claims can be amended to add “automatic transition between terms,” for

example as follows. (Such amendment would be based on, for example, paragraph [0048] of the

application as published.)

19. (Currently Amended) A non-transitory computer-readable recording medium storing

instructions to be executed by one ora plurality of computers capable of being used by a

player conducting a battle game, the instructions causing the one or a plurality of

computersto execute stepsof:

displaying, ona first field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack
of virtual cards;

during a first term of the battle game, conducting a battle to a first opponent

character based on a parameter set on a card selected by a player's operation under a

first battle condition, wherein the first battle condition is not changed during the first
term;

at_a conclusion of the first term of the battle game, automatically initiating a

second term of the battle game, and during [[a]]the second term of the battle game

continued from the first term, conducting the battle to a second opponent character
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based on the parameterset on the card selected by the player's operation under a second

battle condition, wherein the second battle condition is different from the first battle

condition and is predetermined independent from a battle result of the first term, and

the first opponent character and the second opponent character are sameordifferent,

and wherein the second battle condition is not changed during the second term; and

during a third term of the battle game continued from the second term,

conducting the battle to a third opponent character based on the parameter set on the

card selected by the player's operation undera third battle condition, wherein the third

battle condition is different from the second battle condition and is dependent on a battle

result of the second term, and the second opponent character and the third opponent

character are same or different, and wherein the third battle condition is not changed

during the third term.

IV. Any Other Matters
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14/631,221 02/25/2015 Koichi SUZUKI 09850001US 9188
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NOTIFLCATION DATE DELIVERY MODE
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date” to the
following e-mail address(es):

patent @ maierandmaier.com
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14/631 ,221 SUZUKI, Koichi

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit|AIA (FITF) Status
DAMONJ PIERCE 3715 Yes

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with ihe correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORYPERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a}. In no event, however, may a reply be timelyfiled after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing
date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term
adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)(#] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 6/19/18 and 12/21/2018.

(] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on .
2a)(J This action is FINAL. 2b)\¥]This action is non-final.

3)(2 An election was madeby the applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on
: the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Fxparte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims*

5) Claim(s) 19-38 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) ___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

} €() Claim(s)_ is/are allowed.

} Claim(s) 19-38 is/are rejected.
)

)

[) Claim(s) is/are objected to.

[] Claim(s)__ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement
* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.ijsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers

10)C) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)2 The drawing(s)filedon__is/are: a) accepted or b)(1 objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 GFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12)() Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a}-(d)or (f).

Certified copies:

aD All b) Some** c)() Noneofthe:

1.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.1] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

** See the attached detailed Office action foralist of the certified copies not received.

 

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) ([) Interview Summary (PTO-413)
. . Paper No{s)/Mail Date

2) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/O8b) 4) () other:
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 12/21/18, 2/12/19, 2/14/19, and 4/10/19. *———_U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice ofPre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013,is being examined under thefirst

inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

2. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in 37 CFR

1.17(e), wasfiled in this application after allowance or after an Office action under Ex Parte Quayle, 25

USPQ 74, 453 0.G. 213 (Comm'r Pat. 1935). Since this applicationis eligible for continued examination

under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, prosecution in this

application has been reopened pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submissionfiled on 12/21/2018

has been entered.

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The information disclosure statementsfiled 12/21/2018 and 2/12/2019fails to comply with the

provisions of 37 CFR 1.97, 1.98 and MPEP § 609 because they both include NPL documentsnot in the

English language or corresponding English translations(see listing of citations with line through). It has

been placedin the applicationfile, but the information referred to therein has not been considered as to

the merits. Applicant is advised that the date of any re-submission of any item of information contained

in this information disclosure statement or the submission of any missing element(s) will be the date of

submission for purposes of determining compliance with the requirements based on the timeoffiling

the statement, includingall certification requirements for statements under 37 CFR 1.97(e). See MPEP

§ 609.05(a).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4, In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35 U.S.C. 102

and 103 (or as subject to pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103)is incorrect, any correction of the statutory

basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of rejectionif the prior art relied upon, and

the rationale supporting the rejection, would be the same undereither status.

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections

set forth in this Office action:

A patentfor a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed invention is
not identically disclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the claimed invention
and the priorart are such that the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious before the
effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which the

claimed invention pertains. Patentability shall not be negated by the mannerin which the invention
was made.

6. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966),

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103 are

summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contentsof the priorart.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claimsat issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness or

nonobviousness.

7. Claims 19, 20, 22-30, and 32-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over US

Pub. 20040143852 to Meyersin view of US Pub. 20050054402 to Noguchiet al (Noguchi).
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Claims 19, 26, and 35-38. Meyers discloses a non-transitory computer-readable recording

mediumstoring instructions to be executed by oneora plurality of computers capable of being used

by a player conducting a battle game(4]2-6 and 12 discloses computerized systems for online computer

gaming, specifically for use in multiplayer online games which inherently includes game software stored

on some form of electronic storage medium, the type of games are MMORPG’s which includefighting

amongvideo game characters, also see Fig. 3 and 442 discloses basic program logic and

gameserver software related to the game), the instructions causing the one or a plurality of computers

to execute steps of

duringa first term of the battle game (145 disclosessites, terrain, “place of power”, and certain

areas which are interpreted as terms as related to location of game characters,i.e. a game character

travels to a first location; and 945 and 46 discloses various times, temporarily, and duration which are

also interpreted as terms as related to timing of gaming events,i.e. at a first time a first event occursin

the stars to swing the balance of power), conducting a battle to a first opponent character based ona

parameterset under a first battle condition (945 and 46 discloses spells, powers, and magic abilities

which are modified according to a special benefit and/or bonus,the abilities have associated parameters

related to fighting with other game characters, and the special benefit and/or bonus effects on the

abilities are interpreted as battle conditions), wherein the first battle condition is not changed during

the first term (145 and 46 wherethe special benefit or bonus provided while in thefirst location or

during the first event does not change until the player character moves to a newlocation or until the

allotted fixed duration expires or a new eventoccursin the stars; note also see 4109 and 136-138);

during a second term of the battle game continuedfrom thefirst term (145 disclosessites,

terrain, “place of power”, and certain areas which are interpreted as termsas related to location of

game characters, i.e. a game character movesfromafirst location to a second location; and 446

discloses various times, temporarily, and duration whichare also interpreted as terms as related to
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timing of gaming events,i.e. at a second time a second eventoccursin the stars to swing the balance of

power), conducting the battle to a second opponentcharacter based on the parameterset under a

secondbattle condition (9145 and 46discloses spells, powers, and magic abilities which are modified

accordingto a special benefit and/or bonus, the abilities have associated parametersrelated to fighting

with other game characters, and the special benefit and/or bonuseffects on the abilities are interpreted

as battle conditions), wherein the secondbattle condition is different from thefirst battle condition

and is predetermined independentfrom a battle result of the first term (945 and 46 such that different

gameeffects occurat different locations and different times/events), and the first opponent character

and the second opponentcharacter are sameor different, and wherein the second battle conditionis

not changed during the second term (45 and 46 wherethe special benefit or bonus provided while in

the second location or during the second event does not change until the player character moves to a

newlocation or until the allotted fixed duration expires or a new eventoccursin the stars); and

during a third term of the battle game continued from the second term (9145 discloses sites,

terrain, “place of power”, and certain areas which are interpreted as termsas related to location of

game characters, i.e. a game character moves from the second location to a third location; and 446

discloses various times, temporarily, and duration which are also interpreted as terms as related to

timing of gaming events, i.e. at a third time a third event occurs in the stars), conducting the battle to a

third opponent character based on the parameterset undera third battle condition (178-85 and 87-91

disclosesskill levels interpreted as the third battle condition, such that the abilities correspond to the

game characters’ achievedskill levels; note as stated above 945 and 46 discloses spells, powers, and

magic abilities, the abilities have associated parameters related to fighting with other game characters),

whereinthe third battle condition is different from the second battle condition and is dependent ona

battle result of the second term (4778-85 and 87-91 disclosesskill level where the increaseinaskill level

depends on howplayercharacters performed in previous gamebattles in this case while in the second
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location or in during the second event), and the second opponentcharacterandthe third opponent

character are sameordifferent, and wherein thethird battle condition is not changed during the third

term (9178-85 and 87-91 discloses that improvementtoaskill occurs up to a certain limit and then

ceases as disclosed in 9/78, i.e. a player character reaches 50% skill level yet decides to battle other game

characters prior to meeting other requirements to improveskill, in this case the skill level remains the

sameduring the battle).

However, Meyers fails to explicitly disclose:

displaying, onafirstfield, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a stack of virtual

cards; and

conducting a battle toafirst, second, and third opponent character based on a parameterset on

a card selected by a player's operation (emphasis added).

Noguchi teachesdisplaying, on a first field, a plurality of cards selected from a deck whichis a

stack of virtual cards (Fig. 2, and 141); and conducting a battle based on a parameterset on a card

selected by a player's operation (Fig. 3, and 930-32). The gaming system of Meyers would have

motivation to use the teachings of Noguchi in order to allow additional commandsusing player selected

cards during a gamebattle in doing so would make the game play morestrategic in hopes of making the

game morefun for a specific demographic of game players.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art before the effective filing date

of the claimed invention to modify the gaming system of Meyers with the teachings of Noguchi in order

to allow additional commandsusing player selected cards during a gamebattle in doing so would make

the game play morestrategic in hopes of making the game morefun for a specific demographic of game

players.
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Claims 20 and 30. Meyers discloses wherein the third battle condition is a condition for

providing a reward to the player (478-85, 87-91 discloses improvingskill level).

Claims 22 and 32. Meyers in view of Noguchi teaches wherein an attack strength to the

opponent character under the secondbattle condition is higher than an attack strength to the

opponent character under thefirst battle condition (see Meyers 9145 and 46, and see Noguchi

9148, 52-60, 74, and 78 during a continued battle yet a different action by a player affects the

health value/points of an enemy character).

Claims 23 and 33. Meyers in view of Noguchi teaches wherein the parameterincludes

an attack strength and a life force (see Meyers 4160, and see Noguchi 148, 52-60, and 77

discloses level of effect and damage).

Claim 24. Meyers in view of Noguchi teaches wherein the battle is conducted ona

secondfield different from thefirst field (see Noguchi Fig. 2 and 4A, and 4]34 and 68).

Claims 25 and 34. Meyers in view of Noguchi teaches wherein thefirst field and the

secondfield are included in a game screen (see Noguchi Fig. 2 and 4A, and 934 and 68).

Claim 27. Meyers discloses wherein the second battle condition is predetermined

independent from a battle result of the first term (945 and 46 such that different game effects

occurat different locations and different times/events).
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Claim 28. Meyers discloses wherein the second battle condition depends on a battle

result of the first term (/78-85 and 87-91 disclosesskill level where the increase in a skill level

depends on howplayercharacters performed in previous gamebattles in this case while in the

first location or in during the first event).

Claim 29. Meyers discloses wherein the secondbattle condition depends on an

attack status of the first term (178-85 and 87-91 discloses skill level where the increase

in a skill level depends on how player characters performed in previous gamebattles in

this case while in the first location or in during the first event).

8. Claims 21 and 31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over US Pub.

20040143852 to Meyersin view of US Pub. 20050054402 to Noguchiet al (Noguchi) as applied to claims

19 and 26 above,andfurther in view of NPL document(listed in IDS dated 2/12/2019 - under NPL

documents item #16) titled — Enterbrain Inc., “Great collision guardian break” (herein referred to as

Enterbrain).

Claims 21 and 31. Meyersdiscloses wherein a start timing and an end timing of each of

the first term and the second term (445, 46, and 109 discloses various times, temporarily, and

duration which are also interpreted as terms as related to timing of gaming events).

However, Meyers fails to explicitly disclose each of the first term and the second term

are predetermined using a start timing of the battle game as a reference (emphasis added).

Enterbrain teacheseach ofthefirst term and the second term are predetermined using

a start timing of the battle game as a reference (under “#3” discloses event bonusesevery day

or every week interpreted as the termsare set to a daily and/or weekly time period). The
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gaming system of Meyers would have motivation to use the teachings of Enterbrain in order to

have set times when game bonuses are available which would add to additional strategic play to

the game and also entice gameplayers to continue to play the game until the next interval for

the next bonus in hopesto increase the popularity of the game.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art before the effective

filing date of the claimed invention to modify the gaming system of Meyers with the teachings

of Enterbrain in order to have set times when game bonusesare available which would add to

additional strategic play to the game and also entice game players to continue to play the game

until the next interval for the next bonus in hopes to increase the popularity of the game.

Conclusion

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to DAMONJ PIERCE whose telephone numberis (571)270-1997. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F 8am-5pm.

Examinerinterviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO AutomatedInterview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Kang Hu can be reached on 571-270-1344. The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis

application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-
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direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/DAMONJ PIERCE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3715
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Privacy Act Statement
 

 1.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do nat furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records forthis
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [ari7
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us 

 

. .._|Include nameof the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the itemExaminer] Cite oe . . :
ate (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TSInitials No . : .

publisher, city and/or country where published. 

 lapanesefiling patent dated June 14, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No.
P017-/00609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (51 pgs.).

 

 

 

 
ARAIUAS 2. SA intionaLeuidence cated eld t DSR RHAR AID lk? CCU An ASS LE t NOEN2a PI

Patent No. 6043844 (9 pgs.)

lapanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated October 4, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case
lo. 201 7-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (4 pgs., including English translation).

 

 

lapanese Written Opinion dated December 1, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP

 

japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated January 15, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition
ase No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (22 pgs., including English translation).

 

 

 

 
 

 

  abanese Des

 

 
 

  
  

   
 

La i scoiplion ol Evidence daied March.16.. 2078 Inechon with JP Opposition Case No. 207 /./00609 9 —
P Patent No. 6043844 (2 pgs.). CI

0 ification of duplicate copy of the Written Opinion dated July 2, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition J
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Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit | 3717 
Examiner Name  Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)
  
Attorney Docket Number | 09850001US
 

 

D.g.p/| 12
 

BD.. By}
/ 14

D.JT.P/
nglish translation).

 

D.I.P/  
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State-of-the-art online action RPG C9 (Continent of the Ninth) Pmang Officila Site Game Guide (web page) dated
September 1, 2013 (saved on September1, 2013, search on May 31, 2017), in connection with JP Cpposiltion Case

lo. 201 7-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (25 pgs., including partial English translation). https://web.archive.org/
eb/20130901235716/http:/c9 pmangjp/game_guides/766

 
 pyoftheWrittenOpinionissuedonMay9,2018, mailed onJuly2,2018, in connectionwithJPIFoc

|| pposition Gase No. 201/-/G0609 of JP Patent No. Gu4a644 (ié pgs.7
lapanese Decision on Patent Opposition dated June 19, 2018, received on July 3, 2018, in connection with JP

Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (26 pgs., including English translation).

lapanese Omihara watersweightfight - fighting cap (web page) dated October 24, 2013 (search on May 11, 2017), in
D.d.P/|13 onnection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (108 pgs., including a partial English

ranslation). http://seesaawiki_jp/fantasica/d/%C2%E7T%B3%A4HBB*BS%BFRESHBE%ES%CO%EF

lapanese [Exclusive Information] Finally "Dolly" to Famitsu App (web page) dated August 22, 2012 (saved on August
D7, 2012, search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No.
6043844 (11 pgs., including partial English translation). http:/Avebarchive.orgAveb/20120827001459/hittp-/fapp.
amitsu.com:80/20120822_84305/

lapanese (Dr. X Department) Dedicated to beginners! Explanation about "Drago Leagues" (Capture 4th Baron Masarl
len} (veb page) dated March 25, 2013 (saved on March 27, 2013, search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP

/D.5.B/ Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (19 pgs., including partial English translation). http://
eb.archive.org/web/201 30327024836/https-//app.famitsu.com/20130325_143480/

nterbrain Inc., "Great collision guardian break", Weekly Famitsu (Famitsu mobage} (web page) dated January 10,
2013, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (5pgs., including partial

reat clash! Guardian Break Characteristic Event Bonus GameStrategy Information (GREE Mobage - Other}, dated

17 October 21, 2012 (search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No
/D.7.B/ 6043844 (7 pgs., including partial English translation). http://barbarossa?’doorblogjp/archives/19185151 html

 
'ixion Saaga" Posted a Tactical Battle Test play report. What Is the evaluation of the newly added online matchup
base battle” (Crush or Build)? (web page) dated June 6, 2012 (saved on June 5, 2012, search on May 31, 2017), in

/D.7.P/| 18 onnection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (23 pgs., including partial English
ranslation.). https:/Aveb.archive.org/web/20120605172904/http-/Avwww4gamer.net:80/games/136/
(013604/20120601030/
 
 

I orldwide!", Famitsu App, dated June 25, 2013, in connection with UP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent
lo. 6043844 (19 pgs.). https:/fapp famitsu_-com/20130625180640/

Eonnection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No 6043844 (3 pgs). "
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Filing Date 2015-02-25 
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit | 3717
 

  Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)
  
Attorney Docket Number | 09850001US
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Application Number 14631221

 

 

Filing Date 2015-02-25 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit | 3717
 

 

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us
 
  
 

 

   
EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). * For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. “ Applicantis to place a check mark here if
English languagetranslation is attached.
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Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [ari7
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us 

 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of informatian contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)({2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

* Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2018-12-21

Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registratian Number 1,986

 
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement
 

 1.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do nat furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records forthis
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CER 1.99)

Application Number 14631221 
Filing Date  201 5-02-25

 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Examiner Name Darnon Joseph Pierce (9188) 
Attorney Docket Number 08850001US
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Initial® No Patent Number

 

Issue Date

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Cclumns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Name of Patentee or Applicant
| of cited Document

 

iif you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information piease click the Add button.

US.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS
 

  Pages,Columns,Lines whereExaminer| | Publication :
i Gite No | Relevant Passages or Relevant

Kind|Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
Number Code’! Date | of cHed Document Figures Appear 

Llf you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

: _ | Pages,Columns,LinesName of Patentee or .
Examiner! Cie | Foreign Document i Country | Kind | Publication

Applicant of citedInitia [No | Number? | Code?i | Code‘) Date Document

/D.¢0, P/| { 2006-1 12058 iA 2008-05-22|ARUZE CORP.

2008-01 4956 2006-01-19|ARUZE CORP.
 

penneeenedeensenneeebene!

l where Relevant <
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i Figures Appear
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| herein are based on a

i concurrent proceeding
in a foreign jurisdiction;
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The references provided]
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| concurrent preceeding
iin a foreign jurisdiction:

| machine-generated
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: CORRECTED ° Application Number 14831221
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  

. ia, | include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate}, title of the ttem
Examiner! Cite | : : . ; wn
ata i (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, dale, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), 1 75Intiais” (No | i

i | publisher, city and/or country where published. i 

| Japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated October 4, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Casel
| No. 2017-780609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (4 pgs., including English translation}.

 

Japanese Writen Opinion dated December 1, 2017, in connection with JP Qoposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP

| Japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated January 15, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition
| Case No, 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6042844 (22 ngs., including English translation).
 

   
[Japanese notification of duplicate copy of ihe Written Gpinion dated July 2, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition
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CORRECTED Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 

  
 

Japanese duplicate copy of the Written Opinion issued on May&2018, mailed on July 2, 2018, in connection with uP | CyLOppoesition Case No nd HOBOS Patent No Sods sad (6 ods

| Japanese Decision on Patent Opposition dated June 19, 2018, received on July 3, 2018, in connection with JP
| Opposition Case No, 2017-700609 of JP Patent No, 8043544 (26 ogs., Including English translation}.
 

| Japanese Omihara watersweight fight - fighting cap (web page) dated Ocieber 24, 2013 (earch on May 11, 2017), in |
i connection with JP Opposition Case No. 20717-700809 of JP Patent No, 6043344 (108 ogs., including a partial English |
| fransiation). httpu/seesaawiki,jpfantasica/d/eC2%E7eBAdBBMROBFMESMBERESRCOMEF i

Japanese {Exciusive Information] Finally “Doity" to Famitsu App (Qweb page} dated August 22, 2012 (saved on August |
| 27, 2012, search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No.
| 6043844 (17 ogs., including partial English translation), htto:/Aveb archive .orgAveb/201 20827001 459/intip Mapp.
| famitsu.com:80/20120322_84305/

| Japanese (Dr. X Department) Dedicated to beginners! Explanation about "Drago Leagues" (Capture 4th Baron Masai|
| Hen} (web page) dated March 25, 2013 (saved on March 27, 2013, search on May 11, 2047), inconnection with JP |
| Opposition Case No. 2017-700608 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (19 pas., including partial English translation). http.//
| web.archive org/web/201 30327024836/nttps:/app. famiisu.com/20130325_143480/

i Enterbrain inc., “Great collision guardian break", Weekly Famiisu (Famitsu mobage) (web pags) daied January 19,
| 2073, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700809 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (pgs., Including partial
| English transiation).

Great clash! Guardian Break Characteristic Event Bonus Game Strategy Information (GREE Mobage- Otner), dated |
| October 21, 2042 (search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Coposition Case No. 2017-700809 of JP Patent Nol
6043844 (7 pgs., Including partial English transtation}. ntto:/‘parbarossa7 doorbleg jp/archives/19185157 html
 

| "Ixion Saaga” Posted a Tactical Battle Test play report. Vwhat is the evaluation of the newly added online matchup
| “base battle" (Crush or Build)? Qweb page) dated June 8, 2012 (saved on dune 5, 2012, search on May 31, 2017), in

| connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (23 pas., including partial English
‘ transtation.). https /Aveb.archive orgével/20 1206051 72904/ittoAwww dgamernet:dG/games/136/
| GO13804/291 20601 030/

| "Staie-of-ine-aeon ine action RPG CG (Continent ofthe Niath} Pmang Officila Site Game Guicia (web page) datedi September1, 3 (saved on September 1, 2073, search on May 31, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Gase| No, 3017700608 of UP Patent No, 6043644 (25 ngs., including partia! English translation). hitps:/Aweb.archive.org/
web/Z01 309012357 1S/htip/c® pmang jo/game_quides/266

 
 

| wor der Famisu nop, dated June 35 307> in connecro with JSooner rerers No 217
| No. 6043844 (19 pgs.). hitps: appfamitsu.com/20130628180640/
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221
Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

 
First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit
 

 

 

  
 

 
22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (& pgs.). -
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221

Filing Date 2015-02-25
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

 
First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit
 

 

 

 
 

Tsubasa Yamamotid, Second Report¢onthe Configuration of Yu-Gi-Oh 50's, subrnitted August 31, 2078, in Gase No.
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

 
 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit

Examiner Name [Damon Joseph Pierce (0188)

 

 

|Attorney Docket Number 09850001 Us

 

 

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

{DAMON J PIERCE/ Date Considered | 05/29/2019

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Drawline through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Ermperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possibis. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English tanguage translation is attached.
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Application Number 14831221
CORRECTED

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Piease see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 io make the appropriate seiection(s):

__ That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statemeni was first cited in any communication
f"| from a@ foreign patent office in @ counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure siatement. See 37 CFR 1.97(8)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure siatement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item ofinformation contained in the information cisclosure statement was known to

[| any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56{c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

{| See attached certification statement.

[| The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith,

i] A certification statement is not submitted herewith,
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representaiive is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(c) for the
form of the signature.

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-BD}

Narme/Print Timothy J. Maier Registration Nurnber

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. Theinformation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour io complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to ihe USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the indivicual case. Any comments on the amaunt of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1456. BO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22343-1456.
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Receipt date: 02/12/2019 14/631,221 - GAG: 3715
CORRECTED

Privacy Act Statement
 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached formrelated io a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authorily for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(0}{2): (2) furmishing of the information solicited
is voluntary: and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission relaied fo a patent application or patent. Hf you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
resull in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records fromthis system of records may be disclosed to the
Deparment of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A recard from this system of records may be cisciosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenling evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, io whom ihe record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance fram the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to § U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Apntication fileci under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
io the Patent Cocperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 278(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2306. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recards for this
purpose, and any other relevant {.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall net be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disciased, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 36 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuantio 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, fo the public ifthe record was filed in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by etther a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PAST Seah Hiciany
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CAST Search History (Prior Art) 
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PAST Seah Hiciany     
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Receipt date: 02/14/2019 14/631,221 - GAG: 3715

Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (02-18)
Pra . . . Approvedfor use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OME control number.

| 4631221
fooSSCS

3717

 

 
 
 

Application Number 
 
 

  
Filing Date 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor

Art Unit

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us

  
 

  
    
 

 

U.S.PATENTS Remove

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

Examiner] Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* No Patent Number Code’ Issue Date of cited Document

 

 
 If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove
 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Cite No Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Number Code’) Date of cited Document

     
lf you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add|

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove

Pages,Columns,Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

 

Name of Patentee or

Applicant of cited
Document

Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document Country Kind|Publication: 5
Initial* No|Number3 Code2| Code‘4| Date qT

 
       

 

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

 

Examiner] Cite
Initials*|No
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Receipt date: 02/14/2019 14/634,221~-GAO:3715—
 

 

 

 

    
Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [ari7
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us 

 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether cr notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST 16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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Receipt date: 02/14/2019 14/634,221~-GAO:3715—
 

 

 

 

    
Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT An Unit [ari7
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188)

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001Us 

 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of informatian contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)({2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

* Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2019-02-14

Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registratian Number 1,986

 
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt date: 02/14/2019 14/631,221 - GAG: 3715

Privacy Act Statement
 

 1.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do nat furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records forthis
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (02-18)
ve - - 7 Approvedfor use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

Docdescription: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

fomSCS
|
 Application Number   

  
 

 
  
 

Filing Date 2015-02-25
CE,OOater [Fist Named Inventor

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT Ant Unit B15
 
 ( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
 

 PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH

09850001US

Examiner Name  
 

 Attorney Docket Number
 

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

Examiner] Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* No Patent Number Code’ Issue Date of cited Document

   
If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS
 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Cite No Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Number Code'| Date of cited Document

  
 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add|
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS [Remove]

Pages,Columns, Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 
 

 
Nameof Patentee or

Applicantof cited
Document

 
 
 

 
 

Country Publication
Code?|

Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document
Initial* Number?

Ts
 

  
 

NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS [Remove] 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine,journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner} Cite
Initials*|No
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14631221

2015-02-25

Application Number 

 
 

 
  

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 Examiner Name PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH

Attorney Docket Number | 09850001US
 

 

evocation Decision of the JIPO Judgment to Cancel Patent dated March 26, 2019, in connection with JP Court Case
lo. H30-10109 of JP Patent No. 6043844; 57 pages. 

If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered [i
*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. * Applicant is to place a check mark hereif
English languagetranslation is attached.
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14631221

2015-02-25

Application Number  
 

 
 

 
  

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 
 Examiner Name PIERCE, DAMON JOSEPH

Attorney Docket Number | 09850001US
 

  
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited in any communication
X_ from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[| any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

 

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statementis not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature. 

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2019-04-10   Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registration Number Et ,986  
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whem the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant: GREE,Inc. Confirmation No.: 9188

U.S. Patent Application No. 14/631,221 Art Unit: 3717

Filing Date: February 25, 2015 Examiner: Pierce, Damon Joseph

Title: GAME CONTROL

METHOD, SYSTEM, AND
NON-TRANSITORY

COMPUTER-READABLE
RECORDING MEDIUM

Attorney Docket No.: 09850001US 
TRANSMITTAL OF INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

AND

STATEMENT OF RELEVANCE

Commissionerfor Patents April 10, 2019
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Transmitted concurrently herewith is an Information Disclosure Statement SBO8a.

Further, it is stated that this disclosure is a judgment of the Japan Intellectual Property High

Court that the present inventions have inventive step over the evidences Al and A4.

It is respectfully requested that the information disclosed herein be made of record in

this application.

MAIER & MAIER, PLLC Respectfully submitted,
345 South Patrick Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 740-8322 /Timothy J. Maier/
Customer No. 62008 Timothy J. Maicr

Attorney for Applicant
Reg. No. 51,986

TJM/ks

Attachment:

Information Disclosure Statement PTO-Form SBO8
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14631221

9188

GAME CONTROL METHOD,SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-
READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention:

pleTimothy Joseph Maier/Kaoru Saito

Filing Date: 25-FEB-2015 

Time Stamp: 10:52:58

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1{a)

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing: 

Document ae . File Size(Bytes)/
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1034464 
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Form (SB08) IDS.pdf no 482daa3aa68ed 1ef203a1a6d178645290d23|
77208
 

Warnings: 
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Information:

AU.S. Patent Number Citation or a U.S. Publication NumberCitation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may remove the form to add the required data in orderto correct the Informational Messageif
you areciting U.S. References. If you chose notto include U.S. References, the imageof the form will be processed and be madeavailable
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no datawill be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or Non PatentLiterature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems.

Transmittal Letter IDS_Transmittal.pdf 6f323f759b21d54f417aa70ca0b2c2ddbbd

 

Warnings:

Information:

393829

Non PatentLiterature NPL_JIP_Judgment.pdf b1676a68686d0bcd 1ffd65beaaac0ad3 65h)

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
NationalStage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submissionto enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0O/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Doc code: IDS

Docdescription: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

 Application Number

Filing Date 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor

Art Unit
 

 

 

PTO/SB/08a (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

  

  
 P015-02-25

oichi SUZUKI

3717 
 

4631221

 

 Examiner Name  Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

Attorney Docket Number  09850001US  
 

  
U.S.PATENTS

. . . . Pages,Columns,Lines where
Examiner Cite Patent Number Kind Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code’ of cited Document

Figures Appear 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Add

 

Kind
Code’

Publication
Date

Publication
NumberExaminet! cite NoInitial  Nameof Patentee or Applicant

of cited Document

 
Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button|Add| 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
 [Remove]SS 

  
 

  
 

 

Country Publication
Code?|

Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document
Initial* Number?
  
  

Nameof Patentee or

Applicantof cited
Document

  Pages,Columns, Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

  
 
  

Ts

 
 

NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS
 

Examiner} Cite
Initials*|No

 
EFS Web 2.1.18

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine,journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.
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14631221

2015-02-25

Application Number 

 
 

 
 

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

 

lapanese document Case for Canceling Patent Cancellation Decision-Defendant's First Brief dated December5,
P018, in connection with JP Court Case No. H30-10109 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (29 pgs.). 

If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered [i
*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. * Applicant is to place a check mark hereif
English languagetranslation is attached.
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14631221

2015-02-25

Application Number    
 

 
 

Filing Date

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

  Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us
Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

  
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[| any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

 

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

x Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature. 

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2019-02-14   Name/Print Timothy J. Maier Registration Number Et ,986  
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whem the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposesof
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14631221

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 9188

GAME CONTROL METHOD,SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-
READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

 

Title of Invention:

pleTimothy Joseph Maier/Kelli Harris

Filing Date: 25-FEB-2015 

Time Stamp: 17:29:57

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1{a)

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing: 

Document File Size(Bytes)/
DocumentDescription File Name

Number Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.) 
 

 

1 Transmittal Letter 09850001 US-IDS-Trans-Ltr.pdf no 1aed3a13aa6281 7foe76bc9726a554 1862bb|
60691

Warnings:
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Information:

1034432

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 09850001US-IDS-Form-
Form {SB08) PTOSBO8a.pdf Soc2c449cbe6 1848f305c20807bb233b009}

 

Warnings:

Information:

AU.S. Patent NumberCitation or a U.S. Publication NumberCitation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may remove the form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Messageif
you areciting U.S. References.If you chose notto include U.S. References, the imageof the form will be processed and be madeavailable
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or Non PatentLiterature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems.

3944618

Other Reference-Patent/App/Search 09850001 US-NPL-1-JP-Motion-
documents Dismiss.pdf 66c3308a74024935e6016da21ZebcS63bfq

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
NationalStage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submissionto enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0O/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant: GREE,Inc. Confirmation No.: 9188

U.S. Patent Application No. 14/631,221 Art Unit: 3717

Filing Date: February 25, 2015 Examiner: Damon Joseph Pierce

Title: GAME CONTROL METHOD,
SYSTEM, AND NON-
TRANSITORY COMPUTER-

READABLE RECORDING
MEDIUM

Attorney Docket No.: 09850001US$ 
TRANSMITTAL OF INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND

STATEMENT OF RELEVANCE

Commissioner for Patents February 14, 2019
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Transmitted concurrently herewith is an Information Disclosure Statement SBO8a.

Further, it is stated that the references provided herein are based on a concurrent

proceeding in a foreign jurisdiction.

It is respectfully requested that the information disclosed herein be made of record in

this application.

MATER & MAIER, PLLC Respectfully submitted,
345 South Patrick Street

Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 740-8322 ‘Timothy J. Maier/
Customer No. 62008 Timothy J. Mater

Attomey for Applicant
Reg. No. 51,986

TJM/ksh
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Doc code: IDS

Doc description: Information Biscilosure Statement GDS) Filed

PTOMSB/O8a (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0851-0024

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required io respond to a collectionof information untess it contains a valid OMB control number.
 

CORRECTED

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CER 1.99)

Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 

Examiner Name Darnon Joseph Pierce (9188) 
Attorney Docket Number 08850001US

 

 
Examiner] Cite
Initial® No Patent Number

 

Issue Date

U.S.PATENTS

 Pages,Cclumns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Name of Patentee or Applicant
| of cited Document

 

iif you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information piease click the Add button. 

 
Examiner Cite No | Publication

i | Number

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Kind|Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
Code’) Date Pages,Columns,Lines where

i ved Tyan Relevant Passages or Relevant
| of cited Document

Figures Appear 
Llf you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner! Cite | Foreign Document | Country
Initia [No | Number? | Code2j

‘ | 2008-11 2858

|
| 2008-01 4956

eeeeeeeenenecccceceebeeeeceeeeeentlennnneenncncneeeeeeeeeeneeeeeeteennnenencneeLaceeeeceeenecne

 
i PagesColumns,Lines

l where Relevant <
i Passages or Relevant| -
i Figures Appear
i The references provided
| herein are based on a

i concurrent proceeding
in a foreign jurisdiction;

| machine-generated ;
The references provided]

| | herein are based on a
1 2008-01-19|ARUZE CORP. i concurrent proceeding
! iin a foreign jurisdiction:

| machine-generated

Name of Patentee or

Applicant of cited
Document

|Kind | Publication
| CadeDate

A | 2008-05-22|ARUZE CORP. 
lf you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information piease click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS 
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 

  
 

|. | include name of the author din CAPEITAL LETTERS), title of the articie (when appropriate}, title of the item
Examineri Cite j | a a _ . qt | : - snarl -
inffiais” iNo | {book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, dale, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), | TS
ais” | publisher, city and/or country where published. 

| Japanese filing of oppositions to grant of patent dated June 14, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No.
i 2077-70060of UP Patent No. 6043844 (51 pqs.).

Japanese description of evidence dated June 14, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP]
| Patent No, 6043844 (@ pgs}, |

| Japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated October 4, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Casel
| No. 2017-780609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (4 pgs., including English translation}.
 

Japanese Vvritten Opinion dated December 1, 2017, in connection with JP Qoposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP
| Paient No. 6043844 (@ pqs.).

| Japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated January 15, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition
| Case No, 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6042844 (22 ngs., including English translation).
 

 
Japanese Correction Request dated March 16, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition Case No, 2017-700609 of JP

| Patent No. 6043844 (7 ogs.).

 
| Japanese Corrected Claims dated March 16, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of UP
| Patent No. 6043844 (2 ogs.).

Japanese Yritten Opinion dated March 16, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition Gase No. 2017-700609 of JP

| Patent No. 6043844 (20 pqs.}.

| dapanese Description of Evidence dated March 16, 2078, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of
i JP Patent No. 6043344 (2 pgs). |

 
Japanese notification of duplicate copy of the Written Opinion dated July 2, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition i ry

| Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (4 pgs).
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CORRECTED Application Number 14631221

Filing Date 2015-02-25 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 

  
 

 
 

4 Japanese duplicate copy of the Written Opinion issued on May 3, 2018, mailed on July 2, 2018, in connection with JP | Cy
| Opposition Case No. 2017-70060 of UP Patent No. 6043644 (16 pgs.). ‘a

aIennai

| 12 | Japanese Decision on Patent Opposition dated June 19, 2018, received on July 3, 2018, in connection with JP pz
| | Opposition Case No, 2017-700609 of JP Patent No, 8043544 (26 ogs., Including English translation}. |

|
| Japanese Omihara watersweight fight - fighting cap (web page) dated Ocieber 24, 2013 (earch on May 11, 2017), in | _

13 | connection with JP Opposition Case No. 20717-700809 of JP Patent No. 6043344 (108 ogs., including a partial English | A
| fransiation). httpu/seesaawiki,jpfantasica/d/eC2%E7eBAdBBMROBFMESMBER ESRCOMEF |

Japanese {Exciusive Information] Finally “Doity" to Famitsu App (Qweb page} dated August 22, 2012 (saved on August |
| 27, 2012, search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No.
| 6043844 (17 ogs., including partial English translation), htto:/Aveb archive .orgAveb/201 20827001 459/intip Mapp.
| famitsu.com:80/20120322_84305/

| Japanese (Dr. X Department) Dedicated to beginners! Explanation about "Drago Leagues" (Capture 4th Baron Masai|
| Hen} (web page) dated March 25, 2013 (saved on March 27, 2013, search on May 11, 2047), inconnection with JP |
| Opposition Case No. 2017-700608 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (19 pas., including partial English translation). http.//
| web.archive org/web/201 30327024836/nttps:/app. famiisu.com/20130325_143480/

i Enterbrain inc., “Great collision guardian break", Weekly Famiisu (Famitsu mobage) (web pags) daied January 19,
| 2073, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700809 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (pgs., Including partial
| English transiation).

Great clash! Guardian Break Characteristic Event Bonus Game Strategy Information (GREE Mobage- Otner), dated |
| October 21, 2042 (search on May 11, 2017), in connection with JP Coposition Case No. 2017-700809 of JP Patent Nol
6043844 (7 pgs., Including partial English transtation}. ntto:/‘parbarossa7 doorbleg jp/archives/19185157 html
 

| "Ixion Saaga” Posted a Tactical Battle Test play report. Vwhat is the evaluation of the newly added online matchup
| “base battle" (Crush or Build)? Qweb page) dated June 8, 2012 (saved on dune 5, 2012, search on May 31, 2017), in

| connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (23 pas., including partial English
‘ transtation.). https /Aveb.archive orgével/20 1206051 72904/ittoAwww dgamernet:dG/games/136/
| GO13804/291 20601 030/

"Staie-of-ine-art online action RPG C9 (Continent ofthe Niath} Pmang Officila Site Game Guide (web page) daied
| September 1, 2073 (saved on September 1, 20713, search on May 37, 2017), in connection with JP Opposition Gase
| No, 2017-700609 of UP Patent No, 6643844 (25 ogs., including partial English translation). https:/web.archive.org/
| web/Z01 309012357 1S/htip/c® pmang jo/game_quides/266 

| Gzbrain Inc., "Bellvering a game guide of Simulation RPG" Striking Fantasy “that marveled 4 milion peapie |
| worldwide!" Famitsu App, dated June 25, 2073, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-700609 of JP Patent
| No. 6043844 (19 pgs.}. nitps:/app.famitsu.com/20130625_180640/ \

 
| Sanseido Co., Lid., “Daijirin” (BDictionary}, Second Edition, publisned by Sanseide Co., Lid., dated October 1, 1999, in
| connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2077-700808 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (3 pgs.). |
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  
 

i [Takaaki YAMAZAKI, A Report on Operation Check of Virlua Striker, submitted October 17, 2017, in Case No. H29 YO ||oe
i | 22040 of UP Patent No. 5793592 (11 pgs.). i bed

 
ergs, )

Answer, submitted September 20, 2017, in Case No. H29 YO 22175 of UP Patent No. 8043844 (37 ogs.).

| Supercell's Second Brief, submitted November 14, 2017, in Case No. H29 YO 22175 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (29
| PgS.).

Supercell's Second Brief, submitted June &, 2018, in Case No. H30 YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6223252

| 62282624 (42 0gs.).

| wikipedia page, Yu-Gi-Oh! 50's STARDUST ACCELERATOR-WORLD CHAMPOINSHIP 2006-, printed May 15, 2018 |
1 (5 pgs.).
 

Konami Digital Eniertainment, “Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL Official Card Game" Official Rulebook, dated March 19, 2011 G2
| ggs.).

| BIGLOBE News, Yu-Gi-Oh! card certified as Guinness, June 16, 2011 (4 pgs.}.
 

Konami Digital Enteriainment, Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's STARDUST ACCELERATOR WORLD CHAMPOINSHIP 2609 Owner's |
| Manual, March 28, 2009 (24 pqs.). |

 
| Tsubasa YAMAMOTO, A Report on the configuration of Yu-Gi-Oh 50's, submitted May 21, 2018, in Case No. H30 YO
| 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (& pgs.). i
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CORRECTED Application Number 14831221

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 09850001 US

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  
 

 
 

33 Eight Senses, PC GAME SOFT “BATTLE LINE" package caver, June 30, 2009 (7 pg}.

a4a+eereeeetneeeemeneeeetnneseneeceeeeetnnesenmumeeesenneseumnneveeetneestuanneeeniineeteanreeemuneeseanrerunmuceeseaererinuneeseaeteeiaeeeeceaneeeuunneeeeeaereeineeeemneseeineetemmnneeeeninrecunemneeeene|eesenmenee
|
134 | BATTLE LINE Rule Manual, printed May 10, 2018 (30 pgs).

|

35 4 Gamer, Net, "Professioinal Baseball Famista Online” is undeniably “"Famista”, August 17, 2006 (5 pgs). tI

| KONAMI CORPORATION, Game Boy Advance “Captain Tsubasa The path of glory" Instruction Manual, February 21,
1 2002 (35 pgs.). |

| Takaaki YAMAZAKI, A Report on Operation Check of Cagiain Tsubasa's configuration, submitted July 72, 2046,
| in Case No. H30 26-YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (14 pgs.}.

| GREE's Third Brief, submitted July 30, 2078, in Case Noa. H30 YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (28 pqs.}.

| Supercel’s Fourth Brief, submitted August 31, 20178 20048, in Case No. H30 YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252
| (24 pgs.).
 

Tsubasa Yamamoto, Second Report on the Configuration of Yu-Gi-Oh 5D's, submitted August 31, 2078, in Case No.

| HS0 YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (4 pgs.}.

| Takaaki YAMAZAKI, A Report on Operation Check of Captain Tsubasa's configuration “Shoot scene", submitted
| August 31, 2018, in Case No. H30 YO 22006 of JP Patent No. 6228252 (6 pgs.}.
 

Nippon Professional Baseball, 2013 Official Baseball Rules, April 4, 2013 (4 pgs.)

 
| Toshiki Aigawa, Net back relay - Toshiki Aigawsa'‘s Netterland, printed August 22, 2018 (4 pgs.).
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CORRECTED Application Number 14631221

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  
 
  

 

 
 {|_|

5 GREE's Second Brief, submitted September 7, 2078, in Case No. H30 YO 22036 of JP Patent No. 6295002 (18 59s}. tI  

 
 

if you wish to add additional non-patentliterature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATUREeeeennpenne

Date Considered |

 

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Drawline through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the ind ion of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent docurnent.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possibis. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i
English tanguage translation is attached.
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Application Number 14831221
CORRECTED

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
Filing Date 2015-02-25 

First Named inventor|Koichi SUZUK!

Art Unit

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99}
  
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Piease see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 io make the appropriate seiection(s):

__ That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statemeni was first cited in any communication
f"| from a@ foreign patent office in @ counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure siatement. See 37 CFR 1.97(8)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure siatement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item ofinformation contained in the information cisclosure statement was known to

[| any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56{c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

{| See attached certification statement.

[| The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith,

i] A certification statement is not submitted herewith,
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representaiive is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(c) for the
form of the signature.

Signature ‘Timothy J. Maier/ Date (YYYY-MM-BD}

Narme/Print Timothy J. Maier Registration Nurnber

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. Theinformation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour io complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to ihe USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the indivicual case. Any comments on the amaunt of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1456. BO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22343-1456.
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CORRECTED

Privacy Act Statement
 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached formrelated io a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authorily for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(0}{2): (2) furmishing of the information solicited
is voluntary: and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission relaied fo a patent application or patent. Hf you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
resull in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records fromthis system of records may be disclosed to the
Deparment of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A recard from this system of records may be cisciosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenling evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, io whom ihe record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance fram the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to § U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Apntication fileci under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
io the Patent Cocperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 278(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2306. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recards for this
purpose, and any other relevant {.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall net be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disciased, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 36 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuantio 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, fo the public ifthe record was filed in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by etther a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14631221

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 9188

GAME CONTROL METHOD,SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-
READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

 

Title of Invention:

pleTimothy Joseph Maier/Kelli Harris

Filing Date: 25-FEB-2015 

Time Stamp: 17:44:09

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1{a)

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing: 

Document File Size(Bytes)/
DocumentDescription File Name

Number Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.) 
 

 

1 Transmittal Letter 09850001US-IDS-Trans. pdf no 2S0a88efac427786edf202c12b2f4e86819fa3}
1c9

Warnings:
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Information:

112741

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 09850001 US-Crrtd-IDS-Form-
Form {SB08) PTOSBO8a.pdf ©29a2cd9905287321d994cc 1 397bb9ddb?

bd4c3a

 

Warnings:

This is not an USPTOsupplied IDSfillable form

Total Files Size (in bytes) 202007

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown onthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARKOFFICE

in re Patent Application of: Confirmation No.: 9188
Koichi SUZUKI

Art Unit: 3717

U.S. Patent Application No. 14/631,221
Examiner: Damon Joseph Pierce

Filed: February 25, 2015
Attorney Docket No.: 09850001US

Title) GAME CONTROL METHOD,
SYSTEM, AND NON-TRANSITORY
COMPUTER-READABLE

RECORDING MEDIUM

 
TRANSMITTAL OF CORRECTED INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents February 12, 2019
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Transmitted herewith is a “Corrected Information Disclosure Statement by Applicant’,

with corrections therein as listed below.

1. NPL cite No. 24 has been corrected to read “... in Case No. H29”, rather than “... in
Case No. H289”,

2. NPL cite No. 27 has been corrected to read “... of JP Patent No. 6228252”, rather

than “... of JP Patent No. 62282524”;

3. NPL cile No. 37 has been corrected to read “... in Case No. H30”, rather than“... in
Case No. H29”; and

4. NPL cite No. 39 has been corrected to read “... submitted August 31, 2018”, rather
than “... submitted August 31, 26948”.

It is respectfully submitted that the corrections to the Information Disclosure Statement

filed December 21, 2018, do not add any new matter and merely correct information pertaining

to the cited documents.

Entry of the Corrected Information Disclosure Statement and indication of

consideration of the Corrected Information Disclosure Statement is respectfully requested.
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Application No.: 14/631,221
Attorney Docket No.: 09850001US

Corrected Information Disclosure Statement

Favorable action on the merits is respectfully requested.

Nofee is believed due in connection with this submission.

Respectfully submitted,

/Timothy J. Maier/
Maier & Maier, PLLC Timothy J. Maier
345 South Patrick Street Attorney of Record
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 Reg. No. 51,986
(703) 740-8322
Customer No. 62008

TJM/COH/TMH/ksh

February 12, 2019
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (02-18)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL
(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

Application|fi4631,221 Filing|bo15-02-25 Docket Number | hogso001us
Number Date (if applicable)

First Named) |chi SUZUKI Examiner amon JosephPierce (9188)Inventor Name

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application.
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to anyutility or plant application filed prior to June 8,
1995, or to any design application. The Instruction Sheetfor this form is located at WWW.USPTO.GOV

 

    
SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER37 CFR1.114
 

Note:If the RCEis proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCEwill be entered in the order
in which they werefiled unless applicant instructs otherwise. If applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s)
entered, applicant must request non-entry of such amendment(s). 

O Previously submitted. If a final Office action is outstanding, any amendmentsfiled after the final Office action may be considered as asubmission evenif this box is not checked.

LI] Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on

[_] Other 

><] Enclosed

[_] Amendment/Reply

Information Disclosure Statement(IDS)

L] Affidavit(s)/ Declaration(s)

[_] Other
 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CO Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 CFR 1.103(c) for a period of months(Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 CFR 1.17({i) required) 
[_] Other 
 

FEES

The RCEfee under 37 CFR 1.17(e) is required by 37 CFR 1.114 when the RCEisfiled.
The Director is hereby authorized to charge any underpaymentof fees, or credit any overpayments, to
Deposit Account No b05976

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED

Patent Practitioner Signature

Applicant Signature

 
 

EFS - Web 2.1.16
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (02-18)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approvedfor use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

Signature of Registered U.S. Patent Practitioner 

  imothy J. Maier Registration Number 1986

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.114. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to
file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time
will vary depending upon theindividual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce,
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be
advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information
solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom ofInformation
Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom ofInformation Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need
for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treatyin this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization,
pursuantto the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce)directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may
be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an
application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware ofa viclation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Doc code: IDS

Docdescription: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

PTO/SB/08a (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number

Filing Date 2015-02-25

First Named Inventor oichi SUZUKI

Art Unit 3717

4631221 

 
  

 
 

    
  

Exami   ner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 
 

 Attorney Docket Number 09850001US  
 

 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Patentcitatio

U.S.P

U.S.PATENTS

. . . . Pages,Columns,Lines where
Examiner Cite Patent Number Kind Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code’ of cited Document

 
n information please click the Add button.

ATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Figures Appear 

Add

 

Kind
Code’

Publication
Number

Examiner

Initia’|Cte No Date Publication

 
If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button,

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Nameof Patentee or Applicant
of cited Document

 

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
 [Remove]SS 

  
 

 
 

Country
Code2i

Foreign Document
Number?

— po
P006-014956

Examiner] Cite
Initial*

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document

 
EFS Web 2.1.18

  

 
 

NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS

 

 
 
 
 

Pages,Columns, Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

e@ references provided
herein are based on a

concurrent proceeding
in a foreign jurisdiction;
machine-generated

e references provided
herein are based on a

concurrent proceeding
in a foreign jurisdiction;
machine-generated

 Nameof Patentee or

Applicantof cited
Document

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Publication 5
Date qT

2008-05-22 ARUZE CORP.  

 
 

 
 

2006-01-19 ARUZE CORP.
 
 citation information please click the Add button
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

14631221  Application Number 

 
 

 
 

Filing Date 2015-02-25 
  First Named Inventor|Koichi SUZUKI

 Examiner Name Damon Joseph Pierce (9188) 

 Attorney Docket Number | o9850001us 

 

 
Examiner} Cite
Initials*

Include nameof the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine,journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),

No publisher, city and/or country where published.

japanesefiling of oppositions to grant of patent dated June 14, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No.
P017-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (51 pgs.).

lapanese description of evidence dated June 14, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-/00609 of JP
Patent No. 6043844 (9 pgs.).

japanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated October 4, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case
lo. 201 7-700609 of JP Patent No. 6043844 (4 pgs., including English translation).

lapanese Written Opinion dated December1, 2017, in connection with JP Opposition Case No. 2017-/00609 of JP
Patent No. 6043844 (9 pgs.).

lapanese Notice of Reasons for Revocation of a Patent dated January 15, 2018, in connection with JP Opposition
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Abstract of JP2008113888 (4)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a game sysiern capable of preventing the
result of a game from being easily affected by the difference in ihe speed of thinking or
the degree of skill of players on the input of cormmands caused by the difference
among the players in the experience in the game in which a pluralily of players
narlicipate. (SOLUTION: The receiving time for receiving commands transmutied fram a
terminal device 3 is set ina shop server 2 {9 execute game processes, and commands
fram: ine terminal device 3 are reacenved only in the receiving time. When the receiving
time termingies, the shop server 2 executes a orocess for advancing the game based
on the commands received in the receiving time. “COPYRIGHT: (()2008JPO&INPIT
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Notice
This translation is machine-generated. lt carmot be guaranteed thatit is intelligible, accurate,

complete, reliable or fit for specific purposes. Critical decisions, such as commercially relevant or

financial decisions, should not be based on machine-translation output.

CLAIMS JP2008113858

i.

A plurality of input means provided corresponding to each of the plurality of players and to

which instructions fromthe respective players are inputted respectively; a programfor executing

the game on the basis of the instructions inputted from the plurality of input means And a game

control unit that reads the programfrom the storage unit and controls the game based on the

instruction input to the plurality of input units according to the program, The game control

means has a reception period setting means for setting an acceptance period of an instruction

inputted respectively from the plurality of input means, and whenthe reception period ends, the

input means accepted during the reception period And starts the processing of the program

based on an instruction from the game program.

a.

Wherein said game control means has in-process input means for inputting an instruction from

said plurality of players during processing of said program, and said garne control means

instructs from said in-process input means during processing ofsaid program The game

processing apparatus performs a process based on an instruction from the in-process input
means.

3.

The game control means suspends the processing of the program based on the instruction from

the input means while performing the process based on the instruction input fromthe in-process

input means The described game system.
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4.

The game control means has an instruction input limiting means for limiting the number of

contents which can be instructed bythe in-process input means and the input of the Instruction

to the in-process input means The game system according to 2 or 3.
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Notice
This translation is machine-generated. lt carmot be guaranteed thatit is intelligible, accurate,

complete, reliable or fit for specific purposes. Critical decisions, such as commercially relevant or

financial decisions, should not be based on machine-translation output.

DESCRIPTION JP20081 13858

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a game system in which a result of a game is hardly

influenced by a difference in thinking speed between each player for not being accustomed to the

game andskill level on command input in a game played by a plurality ofplayers participating

To do. SOLUTION: in a shop server 2 performing a gameprocess, a reception period of a
command transmitted from the terminal device 3 is determined, and a command fromthe

terminal device 3 is accepted only during the reception period. Further, when the above-

mentioned accepting period ends, the shop server 2 performs a process of advancing the game

based on the command received during the accepting period. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(O00 ft]

TECHNICAL FIELD The present invention relates to a game system capable of playing a battle

game arnong a plurality of players.

O002)

In recent years, with the spread of the Internet, a lot of users have enjoyed a role playing game in

a vast game space that is logged in from a personal computer of each hometo a server of a game

management company and is provided by the server There.

03-09-2018 1
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Further, even in a so-called arcade game machineinstalled in a game center, various information

can be exchanged betweenservers installed in each game center, and between plural terminal

devices connected to the server, or other A garne system capable of performing various hattle

games with a terminal device connected te a server has been realized. As a game provided by this

type of game system, besides a mahjong game, a golf same,etc., there is a competitive type game

using an IC card.

{O03}

As an example of the competitive game, in the case of a soccer game, for example, a plurality of

preliminarily prepared plural values of parameters of various parameters corresponding to the

player are stored in a memory of an IC card on which a photograph ofan existing professional

soccer player is printed To do. On the other hand, a terminal device installed in the game center

is provided with a placement panel capable of placing a plurality of the above-mentioned IC cards

at atime, and a plurality of IC cards And a card reader for reading the value of the parameterare

provided. Then, the player places a plurality of IC cards (corresponding to athletes who play

soccerin the game space) on the top panel accerding to cach position ofthe soccer, stored in the

placed IC card In accordance with various parameters, playing soccer games with players on
other terminal devices.

[0004]

Further, as another battle type game, there is also one such as disclosed in Patent Document1,

for example. In Patent Document 1, capability values of various characters are stored ina

contactless iC card such as a transponder of an RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification} system,

and these capability values are read by a card reader of the terminal device. Then, a character

image having the read ability value is displayed in the garne space, and a characterimage ofa

player who is playing on another terminal device is battle-plaved in the game space to determine

a match-up type It is a game. Thatis, the player inputs a command designating the behavior

(movement, attack, defense, etc) of the character corresponding to the character card read by the

terminal device, and in the case of battle with the enemy character, the character The victory or

defeat is determined based on the ability value.

[C005]

JP-A-2005-342264
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[O06]

Meanwhile, in the battle-type game disclosed in Patent Document 1, a command reception period

in which the time in the gamespace has elapsed in real time, a command for specifying the

behavior of the character can be input, and a command The occurrence frequency of the

accepting period depends on the value of "moving force" whichis one ofthe abilities each

character possesses.

Thatis, the larger the value of the "movement force” of the characteris, the shorter the command

reception period becomes, and dhe occurrence frequency of the command reception period is

also higher. On the other hand,if the value of the "movernent force" of the character is small, the

command reception period becomes long and the occurrence frequencyof the command

reception period is low. When the command reception period ends, each character takes an

action corresponding to a conmmand entered within the command reception period within the

game space.

[0007]

Therefore, for a character having a small value of “moving force", the time from the input of the

command by the player until the character takes the action according to the command becomes

long, the character is easily subjected to the attack from the enemycharacter during that time,

Battle in space becomes disadvantageous. Further, even in a case where characters having the

same "moving force” have a battle, in the case of a player not familiar with the game provided by

the game system, for example, in a situation in the pame space changing every momentIt takes

time to select the command that is appropriate and the time to input the selected command can

not besatisfied satisfactorily, and as a result, the battle may be disadvantageous.

[O008}

Further, in order to more effectively lead a battle, for example, wheninputting a command

requiring a complicated procedure or inputting a plurality of commands, depending on the skill

level of the command input to the terminal device of each player, the advantage of battle , There

is a possibility of disadvantage. In orderto eliminate the advantageous and disadvantageous

disadvantages of battle according to the skill with respect to this commandinput,it is
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conceivable to attach a dedicated controller whichfacilitates the input operation of the command

to the terminal device. However, The cost of the apparatus may be increased.

[O09]

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a

game in which a result of a gameis hardly influenced by a difference among players concerning

a thinking speed and a skill regarding command input in a game played bya plurality of players

participating,It is aimed to provide a system.

[0010]

In order to achieve the above object, the present invention provides a game systemincluding a

plurality of input means provided corresponding to each of a plurality of players and to which

instructions from respective players are inputted respectively, a plurality of input means A

storage unit that stores a programfor executing a game based on an instruction; and a control

unit that reads the program fromthe storage unit and controls the game based on the instruction

input to the plurality of input units according te the program And a game control means, wherein

said gamic control means has a reception period setting moans for setting an acceptance period

of an instruction inputted from each of said plurality of input means, and when said acceptance

period ends , The processing of the program is started based on an instruction fromthe input

urit accepted during the accepting period.

[O01 1]

Here, the "put means" may be any device as long as the player can input some instructions,

such as a switch such as a push button type or a slide type, a joystick, a touch panel provided on

the screen ofthe display, orthelike.

"Game" in the language "program for executing a game" means a game in which winning or

losing is determined based on the input instructionafter instructions from the input means are
made.

[0012]

According to the present invention, an instruction input from each of a plurality of input means is
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accepted by the game control means only during an acceptance period set by the acceptance

period setting means, and when the acceptance period ends, the game control means Processing

of a program for executing the game based on aninstruction from each input means accepted

during the reception pericdis started.

Therefore, the reception period in the game control means of the command inputted fromthe

input means corresponding to eachof the plurality of players is equally givento all the plurality

of players. Because ofthis, because of not being used to the game, the result of the gameis

hardlyinfluenced by the difference in the thinking speed between each player andthe skill level

with respect to command input.

[0013]

Further, the present invention is the game system as described above, wherein the game contro]

means has in-process input means for inputting instructions from the plurality of players during

the processing of the program, and the game control means Wherein, whenan instructionis

input from the in-process input means during the processing of the program, a process based on

an instruction from the in-process input means is performed.

[0014]

According to the present invention, in the course of processing the programfor executing the

game by the game control means, in the case wherethere is an instruction from the player

inputted from the inputting means during processing, processing based on the instructionis
executed It will be broken.

Therefore, even after giving an instruction from the above-described imput means, thereis an

opportunity to influence the progress of the gameby the processing of the above-mentioned

program, based onthe intention of the player. Therefore, for exampie, if the content of the

instruction Even whenit is inappropriate to develop a game advantageously, opportunides to

compensate for the disadvantage caused by the game are given, so that the interest of the game

can be improved.

fOO15]

In the game device according to the present invention, while the processing of the programis

being performed in accordance with the instruction input from the in-process input means, the
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game control means is based on an instruction from the input means The processing of the

programis interrupted.

[O016]

According to the present invention, during the processing of the program based on the

instruction input from the inputting means during the processing described above, the

processing of the program basedontheinstruction input fromthe inputting means is

temporarily interrupted.

Therefore, in the case where the processing of the program based onthe instruction input from

the inputting means during the above-mentioned processing is not performed, even when the

game development is disadvantageous to the player, the situation that the disadvantageous

Situation occurs Since there is a possibility of being avoidable, interest in the game can be

improved.

[0017]

Purther, the present invention is characterized in chat in any one of the above-mentioned game

systems having input means during processing, the game contral means controls the numberof

contents which can be instructed by the in-process input means and to the in-process input

means And an input limiting unit that restricts the input of the instruction of the input
instruction.

[OO18}

Here, as a specific methodof "restricting the input of instructions to the inputting means during

processing", for example, the numberoftimes that instructions can be input from the inputting

means during processing during the processing of the program by the game control means When

a restriction is set or an instruction is input from the inputting means during the processing,it is

possible to prevent the next instruction from being input unless a predetermined time has

elapsed.

[OO19}

According to the present invention, since the number of contents that can be instructed by the
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inputting means during processing and the input ofinstructions to the inputting means during

processing are restricted, excessive interference with the progress of the game byeach playeris

suppressedIt is possible to makeit difficult for the garne system having the inputting means

during processing to have an influence on the result of the game duc to the speed of judgment

and the difference in agility generated between players.

[0020]

According to the game system of the present invention, in a game in whicha plurality ofplayers

participate, the period during which a command can be input from each corresponding Input

means by each player is equally givento all the players participating in the game, It is possible to

make it difficult for the game result to be influenced by the difference in the thinking speed and

the skill level with respect to command input occurring between players because they are not

used to the game.

[0021]

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTSHereinafter, a preferred

embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings, taking a

case where the present invention is applied to a so-called arcade game machine.

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the overall configuration of a game system according to the present
embodiment.

This game system is installed in a center server 1 connected to the Internet via a communication

line 4 and one in each of a plurality of game centers (three stores in FIG. 1), and is connected to

the Internet via a communication line 4 A plurality of terminal devices 3 (eight in FIG. 1 in the

case of FIG. 1) and one terminal device 3 (one in FIG. 1) connected to the shop server 2, which

are installed in the respective game centers and connectedto the shop server 2 via the dedicated

line 5 And a card vending machine 6. Machine ID unique to each terminal device 3 including the

shop code assigned to the shop server 2 connected thereto is assigned to each terminal device 3.

For example, in FIG. 1,when the code of the shop server 2 of the store Ais "A" and the code of
the terminal device 3 in the store Ais "1", the machineID of this terminal device 3 is "a 1°

Become.
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[0022|

A game to be provided to a player by the above-described gamesystemis a fighting type game in

which battle is performed with a player who is playing a game with another terminal device 3

using a card, in this game, a plurality of game cards, which are 1C cards, are arranged at a

predetermined position (a placement panel 38 to be described later) of the terminal device 3, and

based on the data stored in the memories of the arranged gare cards, And fight against the

player who is playing with another terminal device 3. An iC card used as a garne card may be a

contact type or a non-contact type. When a non-contact type IC card is adopted, for example, a

transporider in an RFID system may be used.

[G023}

The gare cards described above are classificd into two types, character cards and magical cards.

Onthe surface of the character card, a picture of a character(a person displayed as an imagein

the terminal device 3) to fight in the game space is drawn, and plural kinds of characters having

different ability values (described later) are previously displayed It is prepared. A memoryis

embedded in the character card, and unique identification information (hereinafter referred to as

a character number) corresponding to the character drawn on the card surface is stored in the

memory. In the store server2, the ability (life force, magical power, attack power, defense power,

movement power, etc.) corresponding to the identification information of each character is stored

as data, and the character server placed in the terminal device 3 Recognizes the identification

information, and controls battle performed in the game space based on the abilicy of the

character corresponding to the recognized identification information.

[O024|

A magic card is a card used when a player wants to intervene between characters engaged ina

game space, and depending on the type of the magic card, it is possible to give an influence to his

/ her characterfighting, It can adverselyaffect the character of the opponent.Memoryis also

embedded in this magic card, and each memory stores unique identification information

(hereinafter referred to as a magic number) corresponding to the kind of magic drawn on the

card surface. The kind and usage of the magic card will be described in detail later.
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[OO2Z5]

in the game system shown in FIG. 1, the player purchases an {C card called an 1D card from the

card vending machine 6, and makes the terminal device 3 read the IC card, so that the game can

be executed. Furthermore, the history of the game performed in the game systemis stured in the

center server i in association with the data stored in the iD card, and evenif the gameis played

next time in the game system, the game results up to the previous time are reflected You can

continue to play gamesin the state. Like the gamecard, either the contact type IC card or the

non-contact type 1C card may be adopted as the 1D card, and in the case where the non-contact

type IC card is adopted, it is possible to use the transponderin the RFID system.

[0026]

Each part of the game system shown in FIG. 1 will be described below. The center server 1

communicates with a plurality of shop servers 2 via the Internet and stores status information of

each character owned by a player playing a game at each game center. Mere, a block diagram

showing the hardware configuration of the center server | is shown in FIG. 2. The center server

1 includes a contre! unit 100 that controls the operation of the center server 1 anda

communication interface circuit 104 that communicates data with a plurality of shop servers 2
via the Internet.

[c027|

The contrel unit 100 includes a CPU 101, a ROM 102, and a RAM 103. The CPU 101 controls

the game system having the configuration shownin FIG. 1 according to the control program

stored in the ROM 102. The ROM 102 maybe a storage device such as a semiconductor memory

or a hard disk drive mountedin the center server 1, or may be a removable storage medium such

as a magneto-optical disk drive, a CD drive, a DVD drive, or the like Or may be a storage device,

The RAM 103stores, for example, information on each player transmitted from the shop server 2

installed in each game ceriter.

[0028]
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Here, the content of the information on the playerstored in the RAM 103 will be described with

reference to FIGS. 3 to 5. FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the contents of authentication information.

Whenthe player purchases the ID card from the card vending machine 6, this authentication

information associates the player ID and the password sct bythe player himsclf with the ID data

stored in advance in the memory of the 1D card . The terminal device 3 reads the ID data from the

memoryofthe inserted ID card, transmits it to the ceriter server 1 via the shop server 2, and

transmits the player 1D and the password inputted bythe player to the center server 1. The

center server i authenticates the player based on the authentication information shownin FIG. 5

and the player ID. password and ID data received from the terminal device 3.

0029}

ity. 4 is a diagram showing the contents of the player participation information. The game space

provided by the game systemis partitioned in advance and is information for recognizing the

player whois currently playing the game in eachof the divided areas (hereinafter referred to as

play fields). In the game provided by the game system, numbers uniqueto each play field in the

game space (hereinafter referred to as field numbers) arc assigned. Here, in this game system, up

to four players can play games at the sametime in each play field, so that the player designates a

playfield to play the game before starting the game.

[0030]

In FIG. 4, the order of acceptance of execution of the game is stored in the center server 1

corresponding to each field number in the columnof"reception order’, and in the orderof

reception, the number of players who received the execution of the game ID code, the machine ID

of the terminal device 3 used by the player corresponding to the ID code, the code of the store
server 2 to which the terminal device 3 to which the terminal device 3 is attached is connected

via the icased line 5 Hereinafter referred to as store server code) are stored. In the column "ID

code” of the field number "3" in FIG. 4, "CPU" means that the terminal device 3 having the

machine ID "c 3° chat is playing the garne in the same play fleld, It means that the playeris

operating as an opponent ofthe player corresponding to the ID code "P 11”. Thatis, the player

with the ID code "P 11" performs a game provided by the game systern with the terminal device

3 having the machine ID "c 3° without fighting with other players.

[003 If
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The pieces of information constituting the player participation information shownin FIG. 4 are

updated based on the data transmitted from each shop server2 installed in the shaps A to C, and

are stored in the RAM 103. Further, cach time the center server 1 updates the contents ofthe

player participation information, the center server 1 transmits the updated pleyer information to

each shop server2.

[O0S2]

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the types of gamecards possessed by each player and the contents

of slatus information indicating the status thereof. That is. for each ID data corresponding to the

player whe accessed the game systemin the past, the character number and the magic number

(described later) of the game card possessed by each player and the experience value

corresponding to each character card are stored . In FIG. 5, as an example, the status information

of the player corresponding to the ID data “Pi” and "P2" is shown. Among these status

information, the status information of the player ID playing the game in the play field

corresponding to cach “field numiber” included in the player participation information shownin

FIG. 4 corresponds to the “field number” And is transmitted to the store server 2 of the store
server code stored.

{0033}

For example, in the case of the player participation information of the contents shown in FIG. 4,

for the shop server 2 of the shop server code "A" and "B", the player playing the game with the

field number "1" GD data" (ID data "P 3", "P 10°, °P 2", "P 8") playing a game with thefield

riumber "2", and the statuses of the players who are playing the game withthe field number"2"

(P 1,P 2, PY, informationis transmitted. In addition to the status information sent to the shop

server 2 of the shop server codes "A" and "B", the gameis played with the Meld number "3" to the

shop server 2 of the shop server code "C" Status information of players (ID data "P11", "P4", "P7")

is also transmitted. As a result, each shop server 2 stores the status inforrnation received from

the center server 1, recognizes the type of the game card owned by each player by referring to

the status information when performing the game processing, and stores the battle result The

content ofthe status informationis updated.

[0034]
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Next, the shop server 2 exchanges various data with the center server | or another shop server 2

via the communication line 4 and the Internet. and also via the dedicated line 5, the terminal

server 2 installed in the game center 3 and the card vending machine 6. FIG. 6 is a block diagram

showing the hardware configuration of the shop server 2. The shop server 2 includes a control

unit 200 that controls the operation of the shop server 2. The control unit 200 includes a CPU

201, a ROM 202, and a RAM 203. The CPU 201 executes the game progression program stored

in the ROM 202 and periorms a process of progressing the gare. In addition to the game

progression program described above, the ROM 202also stores various data used in a gameto

be provided to the player by the terminal device3.

[0035]

The data stored in the ROM 202 includes, for example, a capacity value setting table, a capacity

value correction table, and the like. FIG. 7 shows an example ofthe ability value setting table. The

ability value setting table defines various abilities corresponding to the type of the character card

described above. As shownin the figure, in correspondence with cach character number, the

“experience value’, "level", “life force”, "magical power", “attack power", "defense power", “moving

force”, "attack hit "" Critical hit rate, "and" attack avoidance rate "are defined by numerical values.

[0036]

Here, the "experience value" defines a value necessary for the value of the “level” of the character

to rise. That is, in the present game system, when winning the battle with the enemy character,

the value of the “experience value” is appropriately added to the teammate character who

participated in the battle, but as a result, the ability value In the setting table, when the

experience value of the character exceeds the value ofthe "experience value” corresponding to

the current level, the level of the character is increased. “Level” indicates the strength of each

character by a numerical value, andif it is Che same character, the higher the numerical value,

the higher the ability value of the character as a whole, which means that it is a strong character

in this game . "Vitality" is a numerical representation of the physical strength of a character, and

its value decreases whenit is attacked by an enemy character and damaged. When the value of

the character's “vitality” becomes "0", the character disappears from within the playfield and can

not be used for the game for a predetermined period oftime.
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[0037]

"Magical power" is a numerical representation of the magical ability that a character can use in

battle, and when a character uses magic, the value of “magical power" decreases bya value

corresponding to the type of magic used. And, if the value of "magical power” is less than the

value required for the magic to be used, Ghat magic will not be used. The value of "magical

power" decreased during battle is recovered with time at a predetermined speed, and its recovery

speed changes according to the “level” of the character. "Attacking power" is a numerical value

expressing the force with which a character can damageother characters, and the higherthe

numerical value is, the more damage is given to other characters (that is, the other characters

You can reducethe “life force" value of the character more}}. "Defense power" is a numerical

representation of the power to defend against attacks from other characters, and the higher the

numerical value, the less damage the attack from other characters can be. "Movement force”

represents the distance the character can move on the play field, and as the numerical value

increases, the character can move a long distance onthe play feid.

[0038]

"Attack Accuracy Ratio” indicates the rate at which a character can hit an attack on another

character. As the numerical value increases, damage to other characters can be given with a

higher probability. "Critical hit rate" indicates the probability of occurrence ofa critical hit (an

attack capable of giving damage greater than a normal attack when a character attacks another

character), and the higher the numerical value, the higher the probability A critical hit occurs in.

"Anti-attack rate" indicates a rate at which the attack can be avoided (that is, the numerical value

of“life force” does not decrease) when the character is attacked by another character, and the

higher the numerical valueis, the higher You can avoid attacks with probability.

[O0S9|

The battle between characters in this game system is determined based on the values of various

abilities described above. In addition, the magic card described above can increase or decrease

the value of various abilities of the ally or enemy character when the useis instructed bythe

player during the battle between the characters, wherebythe battle between the characters by

the playerIt can interfere. The type of the magic card and the effect at the time of use will be
described in detail later.
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[0040]

The contents of the capacity value correction table are as shown in FIG. 8, and for each of the

predetermined three random numbervalue ranges (0 to G3, 64 to 95, 96 ta 127), the ability to

be corrected ("Attack hit rate", “critical hit rate”, “attack avoidance rate") and their correction

values are stored. In addition, the magnitude of each correction value differs according to the

level of the character. As a result, when battle between characters occurs in the game space, the

CPU 201 generates a random number and increases or decreases theability value corresponding

to the value of the random mumber according to the correction value according to the level of the
character.

[O041]

Note that the ROM 202 may be a storage device such as a semiconductor memory or a hard disk

drive mountedin the shopserver2, or a storage medium such as a magneto-optical disk drive, a

CD drive, a DVDdrive. or the like is removed It may be a possible storage device.

[0042]

Returning to FIG. 6, the RAM 203 temporarily stores various data generated during the process

of the game progress program described above.

4) and the status information (see FIG. 5) transmitted from the center server 1, the status

information (see FIG. 5), and the data transmitted from each terminal device 3 connected via the

leased line 5 A flag indicating whetheror not there is a terminal apparatus 3 connected to the

own apparatus based on the various types of data and the player participation information

shownin FIG. 4 in which “order of reception" is "1" F (details will be described later), and thelike.

The communication interface circuit 204 is for transmitting and receiving various data to and

from the center server 1 or anotherstore server 2 via the Internet. The interface circuit group

205 is connected to the eight terminal devices 3 and one card vending machine 6 installed in the

game center via the leased line 5, and performs transmission and reception of various data under
the control of the CPU 201.

[0043]
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Next, the terminal device 3 and the card vending machine 6 which are installed in the game

center and transmit and receive various data to and from the shop server 2 will be described.FIG.

9 is a perspective view showing the external appearance of the terminal device 3 and the card

vending machine 6 in a state installed on the floor in one game center. As shown in the figure,

eight terminal devices 3 and one card vending machine 6 are installed in one gamecenter, and

each terminal device 3 is assigned a unique machine ID Is given.

jO044]

The card vending machine 6 issues an 1D card to be used when a player performs a game in this

game system. When issuing the [D card, the card vending machine 6 sends the ID data stored in

the memory of the ID card and the player ID and password entered and input from the keyboard

(not shown) by the player to the center After sending it to the server 1, it issues the 1D card to

the player. On the other hand, the ceriter server 1 adds the above-mentioned information

received via the Internet to the authentication information (see FIG. 3) stored in the RAM 103

and stores it.

[0045]

Next, the hardware configuration of the terminal device 3 will be described in detail with

reference to FIGS. 10 and 11. Here, FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing the external

appearance of the terminal device 3, and FIG. 11 is a black diagram showing the internal

hardware configurationof the terminal device 3. As shownin FIG. 10, the terminal device 3

includes a housing 30, a first display 31 provided at an approximately center of the front surface

of the housing 30 so as to be inclined so that the screenis obliquely upward, a first display 31

And a second display 32 provided abovethefirst display 32. A touch panel 33 is installed on the

surface of thefirst display 31. When a finger or the like of a player touches the screen of the first

display 31, a detection signal corresponding to the contact position is outputted to an operation

input section 314. The touch panel 33 is a rectangular thin layered body having substantially

the same dimensions as the screen ofthe first display 31, and the touch panel 35 is formed by

arranging pressure sensitive materials made of linear transparent materials at predetermined

pitches in longitudinal and lateral directions, with a transparent cover And thelike.

Conventionally known touch panel 33 can be adopted.

[O046|
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Speakers 34 for outputting soundare installed on both left and right sides of the second display

32. On the lower side of the first display 31. a sever-segment display unit 319, a coin insertion

slot 35 into which coins are inserted, and the above-described 1D card (not shown) are arranged

in order frorn the left toward the front of the terminal device 3 And an ID card insertion port 36

to be inserted are provided. Further, on the lowerside of the 7-segment display unit 319, the

coin insertion slot 35, and the 1D card insertion slot 36, an operation table 37 is provided so as to

project forward. On the uppersurface of the operation table 37, there are provided a placement

panel 38 on which a plurality of game cards (character cards or magic cards) 7 can be placed,

and an operation switch 318 including four push button type switches.

[(O0047|

Next, the internal configuration of the terminal device 3 will be described with reference to FIG.

LL. The control unit S00 controls the overall operation ofthe terminal device 3, and includes a

CPU 301, a ROM 302, and a RAM 303. The ROM302 stores a game program, various image data

displayed onthefirst display 31, and the like. Among these image data, for example, a teammate

character image indicating a character which can be operated by a player, an enemycharacter

image operated by an opponent player, a play field serving as a stage for battle betweenthe ally

character image and the enemy character imageis displayed A button image representing a

button for accepting a predetermined instruction, an image showing the kind of a magic card

(hereinafter referred to as a magic card image), and the like. In addition, the ROM 302 also

stores, for example, an object constituting a teammate character, an object constituting an enemy

character, texture data, a background image, and the like. An object or the like constituting the

teammate character or the enemycharacteror the like is composed of a predetermined numiber

of polygons so that three-dimensional drawing can be performed.

[O048|

Note that the ROM 302 maybe a storage device such as a semiconductor memory or a hard disk

drive mounted in the terminal device 3, or a storage medium such as a magneto-optical disk

drive, a CD drive, a DVD drive, or thelike is removed It may be a possible storage device. Further,

it may be constituted by appropriately combining the various storage devices described above.

[O049|
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The RAM 303 temporarily stores various data generated during the processing of the above-

described game program. In addition to the above-described player participation information (sec

FiG. 4) and status information (see FIG. 5), the player information shownin FIG. 12 generated by

the shop server 2 and the object position information shown in FIG. 13 are stored. The player

infornzation is information indicating the type of the game card possessed by the player playing

the game at the terminal device 3 and the ability value of each character card. Here, the player

information shownin FIG. 12 shows the player information corresponding to the ID data "P1"

and "P2", respectively. The object position information includes coordinate information indicating

the type of the image displayed on the display 31 andits displayposition.

[OOS0}

In the object position information shownin FIG. 13, “object code”is information unique to each

chiect, and consists of “type” and "number". Among the various symbols shown in the "type"

column, "B" moans a button image for displaying an area for accepting the instruction when the

player inputs an instruction from the touch panel 33 shown in FIG. 10. "C" means a registered

magic card image. Further, "P" means a teammate character image and “E” means an enemy

character image. The number shown in the "number" column is a unique number given

beforehand corresponding to the above-described various images.

[0051]

In the "display position coordinate” column, information indicating the position in the display

area of the first display 31 by XY coordinates is shown. Also, in the "play field coordinates”

coluronare coordinates set in advance in the play fieid spreading in the virtual game space, each

terminal device 3 which performs a game with the same playficid has a common coordinate

system have. The play field coordinates are represented by xy coordinates. The “operation

reception’ column shows information as to whether or not the operation on each objectis

possible from the touch panel 33 described above. That is, with respect to an object whose

“OPERATION ACCEPTABLE’ column shows "O"" it is in a state in which it is possible for an

operation by a player and an object indicated "X" It is in an impossible state.

[0052]
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Furthermore, althoughthe playfield coordinates are set like the objects corresponding to the

numbers "P 0106" and "P 0107", those in whichthe display position coordinates are not set exist

on the playfield, but the first The object 31 is not displayed on the display 31. in addition,

although playfield coordinates are set as objects of type “B" (button image) or type "C" (magic

card image), those in which the display position coordinates are not set are displayed on thefirst

display 31 But it does not exist on the play field.

[OO53}

Returning to FIG. 11, the communication interface circuit 304 performs transmission and

reception of object position information, data on contents of authentication information

transmitted to the center server 1, and the shop server 2 via the leased line 5. In addition, the

communication interface circuit 304 transmits various commands input from the operation input

unit 314 according to an instruction input bythe player via the touch panel 353 to the store

server 2 via the leased line 5. As a result. the shop server 2 advances the game based on the

received command. Further, the communication interface circuit 304 recoives display commands

for the first display 31 or the second display 32 fromthe store server ¢ via the leased Hne5.

[OO54|]

The first rendering processing unit 311 displays a game screen including a play field image and a

game card image onthefirst display 31, and includes a VDP (Video Display Processor), a video

RAM,andthe like. According to the display command received from the shop server 2, the first

rendering processing unit 311 refers to the object position information and the status

information stored in the RAM 303, and extracts the image data from the ROM 302. Then, by

storing the image data in the video RAMin accordance with the priority order displayed on the

first display 31 (for example, the order of the playfield image, the character image, the button

image, the magic card image), a game screen is generated, 1 display 31. As a result, on the first

display 31, a game screen described later is displayed.

[OOS5|

The second drawing processing unit 312 displays a battle image representing a battle between

the tearnmate character and the enemycharacter on the second display 32, and includes a VDP,
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a video RAM, and the like. In accordance with the display command, the second drawing

processing unit 312 reads an object (for example, an object forming a teammate character, an

object making up an enemy character, etc.) stored in the ROM 302 from a position on the three-

dimensional space in a pscude three-dimensional space Calculates light source calculation

processing and the like, performs writing processing of image data to be drawn on the video

RAMbased onthe calculation result (for example, a region of the video RAM designated by the

polygon, Etc.), thereby generating a battle image and outputting the battle image to the secandae

display 32. As a result, a battle screen to be described later is displayed on the second display 32.

[0056]

Theaudio reproduction unit 313 outputs audio, BGM, and the like to the speaker 34 according to

an instruction fromthe store server 2. The operation input unit 314 is a microcomputer

including a memory 314 a and a timer 314 b, buffers the contact position indicated by the

detection signa! output from the touch panel 33 as data in a predetermined storage area of the

memory 314 a, The timer 31 4b, ctc., and supplies the determination result to the control unit

300 as an operation command. As described above, since the detection signal is buffered as data

in the memory 314 a of the operation input unit 314, even if an instruction for a plurality of

character images is instantaneously input by the touch panel 33, for example, At the sarne time

or concurrently, processing corresponding to the instruction can be executed. In the

predetermined area of the memory 314 a of the operation input unit 314, the object position
information shownin FIG. 13 is stored.

[0057]

Whenthe coir sensor 315 detects a coin inserted through the coin slot 35 shownin FIG. 10, the

coin sensor 315 transmits a coin detection signal indicating this to the control unit 300. The ID
card reader 316 reads the ID data from the ID card 8 inserted in the ID card insertion slot 36 and

transmits it to the control unit 300. The game card reader 317 is installed on the backside of the

placement panel 38 shown in FIG. 10 and carries character data on the placement panel 38

together with various data read from the game card 7 placed on the placement panel 38 And

transmits information indicating the placed position to the control unit 300. The operation

switch 318 outputs an ON signal from the push button type switch operated bythe player to the

control unit 300. The seven-segment display unit 319 displays numerals according to a control

signal output from the CPU 3O1.
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[OO58]

Next, the content of the game screen displayed on the above-describedfirst display 31 will be

described with reference to FIG. 14. In this figure, (a} is a diagram showing an example of a game

screen displayed on the first display 31 of the terminal device 3, (b) is a diagram showing an

example of a game screen displayed on the game screen shownin (a) FIG. 5 is a diagram for

explaining a display area. As shown in FIG. 14, on the upperleft of the game screen 50 displayed

onthefirst display 31, a playfield display area 51 is arranged. In the playfield display area 51, a

partial image of the play field is displayed, and in the display area the image of the playfleld is

scroli-displayed according to the progress status of the game (for exarnple, movement of the

character, etc.) . In FIG. 14, five ally character images 52 a te 52 e and five enemycharacter

images 53 a te 53 e (characters shown by shaded hatching in FIG. 14 (@)) are displayed in the

playfield display area 51 Are arranged. These character images 52 and 53are images which can

be operated bythe player. In this game system, by touching the character images 52 and 53

displayed throughthe touch panel 33 shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, You can specify the character to

operate.

[O059}

On the right side of the play field display area 51 and on the upperside of the game screen 50,

there are displayed three images of competing players on which images representing other

players plaving a game in the same play field (hereinafter referred to as battle players) are

displayed Areas 54 a - 54 c are arranged in a row. A card enlarged display area 55 is arranged

underthe battle player display areas 54a to 54c.In this display area, images and ability values of

characters displayed in card display areas 58ato 58e And is enlarged and displayed. On the

lowerside of the play field display area 51 and ontheleft side of the game screen 50, registered

magic card display areas 56a to 56dfor displaying magic cards (hereinafter referredto as

registered magic cards} registered by the player in the terminal device 3 56 c are arranged. In

this game system, up to three magic cards can be registered in the terminal device 3.

[OO6O}

On the lower side of the registered magic card display areas 56a to 56c, magic activation button

display areas 57a to 57c are arranged corresponding to each registered magic card display area.

A magically activated button image is displayedin this display area, and when the player touches
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a desired magic activation button image via the touch panel 33 while the characters are fighting

in the play field, the magic activation button image is displayed It is possible to activate the effect

of the corresponding magic card. Thatis, the effect of the magic card can be givento the battle

between the characters by the will of dhe player.

[006 If

Here, the effect of each spell card is shown in FIG. In this game system, eight types of magic

cards, magic rumbers "1001" - "1008", are prepared. The magic number "1001" is a magic card

named "magical shield", and activating this magic card can invalidate the damage the character

designated by the player receives. The magic mumber "1002" is a magic card named “magical

recovery’, and byactivating this magic card,it is possible to restore the magical power of a

teammate character designated by the player by a fixed value. Magic number *1003"is a magic

card named "Magical Arrow’, and invoking this Magic card can give constant damageto all

enemy characters. The magic number "1004" is a magic card named "location exchange”, and

when this spell card is activated, the position of the enemy character displayedin the play field

display arca 51 is randomly changed. The magic number "1005" is a magic card named "speed

change", and byactivating this magic card, it is possible to halve the attack avoidance rate of the

enemy character designated by the plaver. The magic number "1006" is a magic card named

"Capability Value Rising A", and by activating this Magical Card, you can double the defense

powerof the Team character designated by the player. The magic number "1007" is a magic card

named "ability value increase B", and by activating this magic card, it is possible to double the

vitality of the teammate character designated by the player. The magic number "1008"is a magic

card named “Hissatsushi", and by activating this Magic card, you can double the critical hit rate

of the teammate character designated by the player.

{0062}

Returning to FIG. 14, on the right sides of the registered magic card display areas 5Ga to 56c and

the magic activation button display areas 57a to 57c, there are displayed on the right side of the

registered magic card display areas 5Ga to 5Gc and the magic invoked button display areas 57a

to 57c the display of the character card placed on the placing panel 38 Five character card

display areas 58a to 58e are arranged in a horizontal row. In these character card display areas

58a to S8e, a character image corresponding to the character card placed on the placing panel

38 is displayed. When the player touches the character card display areas 58 a to 58 e on which

the character imageis displayed, the character image and the ability value of the character are

enlarged and displayed in the card enlarged display area 55 described above.
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{0063}

On the upper side of the character card display areas 58 a to 58 e, six button display areas 59 a

to 59 fon which button images for the player to input various instructions are displayed are

arranged in a raw. When the plaver touches the button display area on which the various button

images are displayed via the touch panel 33, the instruction corresponding to the button image

displayed in the touched button display area 39 is entered. For example, whenthe player touches

the button display area 59a or which the button image "ALL-OUT WAR"is displayed,it is

possible to input an instruction to add atotal attack to one enemycharacter with a plurality of

tearnmate characters . Further. when touching the button display area 59 b where the button

image "JOIN"is displayed, it is possible to input an instruction to gather a plurality of ally

characters in one place. Further. when touching the button display area 59 c in which the button

irnage "STOP"is displayed, it is possible to input an instruction to stop all the movernents of the

plurality of teammate characters. Further, when touching the button display area 59 d on which

the button image "MOVE" is displayed, it is passible to input an instruction to move all of the

plurality of teammate characters. When touching the button display arca 39c on which the

button image "MAP"is displayed, an instruction to display an image showing the map of the

entire play field currently playing the gamein the playfield display area 51 Can be input.

Further. when touching the button display area 5% fon which the button image "CHANGE/

ENTER"is displayed, an instruction to newly register or change the registered magic card

displayed in the registered magic card display areas 56 a - 56 c, Alternatively,it is possible to

input an instruction to replace the character card displayed in the character card display areas
58 a - 58 e with another character card.

[O064]

In this way, on the game screen 50 displayed on the first display 31, a displayarea for displaying

various images is set. Of the images displayed in the respective display areas, the display position

of the image (object) to be operated by che touch panel 33 is managed by the object position
information of FIG. 13 described above.

[0065]

Next, the content of pracessing in the present game system will be described with reference to
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the drawings. First, with reference to FIG. 16, processes executed by the center server 1, the shop

server 2, and the terminal device 3 before the player starts a game in the present game system
will be described.

(CO66]

In FIG. 16, when a player inserts a coin into the coin slot 35 of the terminal device 3 shownin

FIG. 10 in orderto play a gamein this game system, the detection signal of the coin inserted

from the coin sensor 315 shown in FIG. 11 And is outputted to the CPU 301. As a result, the CPU

301 recognizes that the coin has been inserted (step S1). Next, when the player inserts the ID
card into the ID card insertion slot 36 shownin FIG. 10, the ID card reader 316 shown in FIG. 11

reads the ID code recorded on the ID card 8 and outputs it to the CPU 301 (step § 2). As a result,

the CPU 301 displays an input screen for inputting the player ID and the password on the first

display 31 shown in FIG. 10, and accepts these data inputs (step $3}. The input screen includes,

for example, a display area for displaying the image of the keyboard and the entered player ID

and password (however, the password is displayed with a stubborn character) on thefirst display

31 of the terminal device 3. Then, when the player touches each key of the keyboard on the

iryput screen displayed onthefirst display 31 via the touch panel 33 appropriately, when

inputting the player ID and the password, the CPU 301 inputs the inputted pleyer ID and

password , And transmits it to the shop server 2 via the dedicated line 5 by the communication

interface circuit 304(see FIG, 11) together with the ID code output fromthe ID card reader 316

(step $4}. Upon receiving the player ID, the password, and the ID code from the terminal device 3,

the store server 2 transmits these pieces of information to the center server 1 via the Internet

through the communication interface circuit 204.

[0067]

Whenthe center server 1 receives the player 1D, the password, and the ID code from the shop

server 2 through the Internet circuit group 104, the CPU 101 starts the authentication process

(step $20). Thatis, the CPU 101 refers to the authentication information (see FIG. 3) stored in the

RAM103 and determines whether or not corresponding informationis registered (thatis,

whether or not to allow the gamein this game system to be permitted) to decide. Then, the result

of the authentication process is transmitted to the terminal device 3 which transmitted the player

1D, the password, and the ID code via the shop server 2 as a response signal (step $21).

[O068}
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Upon receiving the above-described response signal, the terminal device 3 accepts the selection

of the game mode bythe player when the execution of the ganic is permitted by the

authentication processing performed bythe center server 1 (step $5). Thatis, it is possible to

select a playfield for playing a game, to select an opponent (for example, whether to play a game

with an arbitrary player who is playing a game on another terminal device 3, a pseudo player

controlled by the shop server 2 Players ") and selection of whether to play the game) andthe like

can be performed. As a result, when the player finishes various selections, the CPU 301 causes

the game card reader 317 to read the character number or the magic number (hereinafter, these

information will be referred to as identification information collectively) from the game card 7

placed on the placing panel 38 ) (Step $ 6). Then, the CPU 301 transmits the entry data including

the ID data, the machine ID assigned to its own machine, the contents selected by the player in

the process ofstep 55, the identification information read in the process of step S6, etc. via the

shop server 2 To the center server 1 (step $ 7). Upon sending the entry data to the center server

1, the CPU 301 enters a standbystate until receiving object position information and thelike(te

be describedlater) from the shop server 2 (step 5 8).

[OO69|

Jn the other hard, the CPU 101 of the center server | accepts an entry from the terminal device

3 {step $22}, and updates the player participation information shown in FIG. 4 (step 523). Thatis,

the ID data, the machine ID, the field number ofthe play field selected bythe player are read

from the received entry data and information corresponding to each field of the player

participation information shown in FIG. 4 is stored in the RAM 103 onthe basis of them . When

the CPUplayeris specified as the opponent among the entry dala received in step $22, the CPU

101 sets the CPU player in the "ID data" field of the player participation information. Next, the

CPU 101 extracts from the RAM 103 the status information (see FIG. 5) of the player and the

other players playing the game with the playfield selected by the player(step $25), and the

player updated in step 523 Together with the participation information, transmits the extracted

status information to the shop server2 (step 526)

[O070}

Uponreceiving the status information of each player from the center server 1, the shop server 2

performs an initial setting process (step 510). In this initial setting process, player participation
information received from the center server 1 is stored in the RAM 203, and based on the status
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information of each player and the ability value setting table shown in FIG. 7 stored in the ROM

202, And generates the player information shown in FIG. 12 and the object position information

shown in FIG. 13, and stares themin the RAM 203. Then, the shop server 2 transmits the

generated player information and the object position information to the terminal device 3

performing the game in the same play field (step S 11). Thereafter, the shop server 2 and the

terminal device 3 respectively start processing related to the game (steps $ 12 and 9).

[O07 1]

As shownin FIG. 16, in the present game system, a plurality of players can play a game with one

play field and aiso can enter a playfield in which a gameis already in progress.

[O07 2}

Next, the game process executed in the shop server 2 and the terminal device 5 after the gameis

started in steps 5 9 and S 12 of the flawchart shown in FIG. 16 will be described.

First, with reference to the flowchart shownin FIG. 17, the flow of the game process executed in

the shop server 2 will be described.

{0073}

Whenthe shop server 2 starts the game process, the CPU 201refers to the player participation

information (see FIG. 4) stored in the RAM 203, and determines whether or not the play field in

which the own machineis in the acceptance order "1" among the field numbers (Step S <b> 200).

For example, in the player participation information showninFIG. 4, in the case of the shop

server 2 of the shop server code "A", the reception order is "1" in the field number 1, so the

judgment result in step S200 is YES. if the determination result in step $200 is YES, the flag F

stored in the RAM 203 is set to "1" Gtep $201). Then, the CPU 201 starts clocking by the built-in

timer (step $202), and in the play field in which the reception order is "1", the terminal device 3

whichis playing the game is connected to the shop server 2 to which the terminal device 3 is

connected The acceptance period start signal and the play field number corresponding to the

acceptance period start signal are transmitted (step 5203). At this time, the acceptance period

start signal is transmitted to the terminal device 3 whichis playing the game in the play field

among the terminal devices 3 connected to the own device by the leased line 5. This acceptance

period start signal is a signal indicating that a period (command acceptance period) during which
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the registration of the magic card, arrangement of the character card and various instructions

becomes possible in the terminal device 3 has started. For example, in the player participation

information of FIG. 4, in the play field 1, the terminal device 3 having the machine IDs “b 1" and

“c L" is playing a game. Therefore, the shop server 2 of the shop server code "A" sends the

internet to the shop server 2 of the shop server codes "B" and "C" to which the terminal devices 3

of the machine IDs “b 1" and "c 1" are connected And transmits the acceptance period start signal

and the play Geld number "1" through the reception period start signal. Also, the acceptance

period start signal is transmitted to the terminal devices 3 havirig the machine IDs “a 1" and “a 3"
via the dedicated line 5.

[0074]

(im the other hand, in step 5200,if there is no play field in which the own machineis in the

acceptance order "1" among the respective field numbers, the determination result in step S200

is NO, and the flag F is set to “O" Gtep 8204) and judges whether or not an acceptance period

start signal has been received from another shop server 2 (step $205). If the acceptance period

start signal is net received, the determination result of step $205 is NO. the process of step $205

is performed until the reception period start signal is received, and the standbystate is set. When

receiving the acceptance period start signal from another shop server 2, the result of the

determination in step $205 is YES, and the process shifts to the processing in step S203

described above. If the result of the determination in step S200 is NO, the transmission

destination of the acceptance period start signal in the process of step $203 is the same as the

transmission destination of the play sent accompanying the acceptance period start signal

received from another shop server 2 The terminal] device 3 is playing a game with a field
number.

[007 5}

Upon completion of the process of step 5203, the CPU 201 transmits, to the RAM205,the

command transmitted from another shop server via the Internet and the command transmitted

from the terminal device 3 connected to itself by the dedicated line 5 Remember. When there is a

terminal device 3 playing a game in a play Meld in which the other shop server 2 is in the

acceptance order "1" among the commands transmitted from the terminal device 3 connected to

the own device Transmits the command transmitted fram the terminal device 3 to the shop

server 2 having the reception order "1" (step S206). Then, the CPU 201 determines whetheror

not dte value of the flag F is "1" (step 5207}. [f itis "1", the determination result is YES, and the
timer built in the CPU 201 Determines whether or not the measured time of the command
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reaches a predetermined commandacceptance allowable time (step $208). If the time measured

bythe timer has not reached the command acceptance allowable time described above, the

determination result of step S208 is NO, the process returns to step S206, and the command

from the terminal device 3 is accepted. On the other hand, if the measured time of the timer has

reached the command acceptance allowable time, the judgment result of step S208 becomes YES,

and the shop server which transmitted the acceptance period start signal and the play field

number at the aforementioned step $203 2, an acceptance period end signal and a playfield

number are transmitted (step $209). At this time, even for the terminal device 3 whichis playing

a game in the play field where the command reception period has ended out among the terminal

devices 3 connected to the own device via the leased Hine 5, an acceptance period end signal .

[0076]

On the other hand, when the value of the flag F is "O" at the aforementioned step $207, the result

of determination at step 5207 is NO, and the CPU 201 determines whetheror not a reception

period end signal has been received from another shap server 2 (Step $210). If the acceptance

period ond signal has not been received. the result of the determination in stop $210 is NO, and

the process returns te step $206. Onthe other hand, if the acceptance period end signal has been

received, the determination result of step S210 is YES, and the above-described processing of

step $209 is performed. In this case, the destination of the acceptance period end signal by the

process of step S209 is the same as that of the terminal device 3 whichis playing the game with

the play field number transmitted accompanying the acceptance period start signal received from

another shop server 2 Become.

[0077]

Next, the CPU 201refers to the RAM 203 and judges whether or not a command is received from

another shop server 2 or the terminal device 3 (step S 211). Ifit is determined that some

command has been received from another shop server 2 or terminal device 3, the determination

result is YES and the CPU 201 determines that the terminal device 3 (the terminal connected to

another shop server 2 (including the device 3)} on the basis of the received command (step

$212). This command processing is performed for a play field whose own machine is "1" in the

“reception order" columnof the player participation information shownin FIG. 4, which will be

described in detail later. Upon completion of the command processing in step $212, the CPU 201

then transmits the updated player information and the object position information, as a result of

the command processing in step $212, to the shop server 2 and eachterrninal device 3 that has

transmitted the command (Step $213). Further, the CPU 201 transmits a display command for
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displaying the situation during battle orthe like to thefirst display 31 of the terminal device 3

based on the command processing of step $212 (step $214).

[0078]

Then, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the game is ended when the competition of the

four players in theplayfield is ended or whenall four players input instructions to end the game

(step $215). If it is determined that the gare does not end, the determination result of step $215

is NO, and the process returns to step 5200. On the other hand, if arry one of the above

conditions is satisfied, the CPU 201 causes the communication interface circuit 204 to transmit

the status information of the player stored in the RAM 203 to the center server | via the

communication line 4 (Step $216). As a result, the status information stored in the RAM 103 of

the center server 1 is updated.

[007 9}

Next, with reference ta FIG. 18, details of the command processing in step S 214 of FIG. 17 will
be described in detail. First, che CPU 201 determines whether or not a command to use a

character card has been received fromthe terminal device 3 (step $220). If the command to use
the character card has been received from the terminal device 3, the result of the determination

in step 5220 is YES, the CPU 201 sets the playfield coordinates of the character, and based on

the play field coordinates, The display position coordinates of the character image on the first

display 31 of the device 3 are set (step S221).

[OO8O0}

Next, when the process of step $221 is completed or when the cormmmandto the effect that the

character card is used is not received from the terminal device 3 (step $220, NO), the CPU 201

does not perform the process of step $221, Whether or not a command to register a magic card

is received from the terminal device 3 is judged (step S222}. Here, in the game provided bythe

present game system, three magic cards can be registered before a battle process which will be

described later in one battle. Regarding the registration of this magic card, a terminal device 3

Will be described. If it is determined that a commandto register a magic card is received from

the terminal device 3, the determination result in step S222 becomes YES, and the CPU 201

updates the object position information of the specified magic card to be registered { Step S223).
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That is, among the object position information of the magic card to which the registrationis

designated, the information of the information in the “operation reception” columnis changed to

"X" is changedto "C". At this time, if there are four or more object position information of thewy

magic card whose information in the “Operation reception" columnis “©”, three items arc

randomly selected from those, and the three selected Only the object position information of the
WeoN

magic card is set, and the information of the "operation reception” column is set to "CO".oF

[O08 1]

Next, when the process of step $222 is completed or when a command to register a magic cardis

not received from the terminal device 3 (step $222, NO), the CPU 201 does not performthe

process of step 5223, lt is determined whether or not a command to move the character image

displayed in the playfield display area has been received from the terminal device 3 (step $224).

if the command to move the character image is received from the terminal device 3, the

determination result in step $224 becornes YES, and the CPU 201 sets display position

coordinates corresponding to the character image (step S225).

(0082)

Upon compietion of the process of step $ 225 or when the command to move the character

image is received from the terminal device 3 (step $ 224, NO), the process of step S 225 is not

performed, and the CPU 201 transmits another command (Gtep $226), and executes battle

processing (step S227). Details of this battle process will be described later. Thereafter, the CPU

201 updates the playerinformation stored in the RAM 203 according to the result ofthe battle

process (step S 228), updates the object position information stored in the RAM 203(step $ 229)

The command process is terminated.

[G083)

Next, the battle process in step $227 in FIG. 17 will be described with reference to the flowchart

shownin FIG. While the battle process shown in FIG. 19 is being performed, an interrupt signal is

periadically generated bya timer incorporated in the CPU 201, and each time the interrupt

signal is generated, the CPU 201 And suspends the battle process shownin FIG. 19 and executes

the interrupt process shown in FIG. 20 which will be describedlater.
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[0084]

in the following description, a case where a character number "0101" operated by the ID data

"PL" ofthe status information shown in FIG. 5 and a character mumber "0110" operated by the ID

data "P2" battle will be described as an example. First, the CPU 201refers to the player

information stored in the RAM 203, compares the level of the character number "0101" with the

character number "0110" operated by the ID data "P2" (step $240). compares the level of beth

Are the same (step 5241). According to the player information shownin FIG. 12, the level of the
character number "0101" of the iD data "PL" is "1" and the level of the character number "O110"

of the ID data "P2" is "3" . Therefore, the determination result of step S 241 is NO. As a result, the

CPU 201 corrects the ability value of the lowlevel character (step $242). That is, the CPU 201

executes a random number generation program stored in the ROM 202, and samples one

random number fram a predetermined numerical range (for example, 0 to 127). Then, based on

the value of the sampled random number and the ability value correction table shownin FIG. &,

the ability value to be corrected is increased. For exarnple,if the value of the sampled random

numberis "23", "2" is added to the value of "attack hit ratio" of the character "OLO1" (80%: see

the ability value setting table of FIG. 7) %. When the levels of both characters are the same, the

result of the determination in step 5241 becomes YES, andthe process proceeds to the next

process without performing the process ofstep $2.42.

[0085]

Next, the CPU 201 determines whether or not it is the timing at which the character acts (step

$243), The timing at which the character acts is determined by the movementforce ofthe

character. The higher the moving force, the more frequently the character acts.If it is the timing

at which the characteracts, the result of the determination in step S243 is YES, and the CPU 201

executes the program stored in the ROM 202 to select the behaviorof the character (step $244).

As an action of the character, for example, besides attack based on offensive powerto other

characters or attack by magic, support ta other ally character by magic, escape from battle, and

the like can be cited, In addition, the method ofselecting the behavior of the characteris not

particularly limited, and it may be selected by lottery, for example. Also, when there is a Jat of

magical power, use of magic, attacks to other characters whenthereis little magical power,

attack when you havea life force lower than a predetermined value, escape from battle, progress

of the game, ability value of the character etc. As shown in FIG.

[OO86I
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Next, in step $245, as a result of the process of step $244, the CPU 201 determines whether

attack based on attack power or attack by magic has been selected for other characters as the
behavior of the character. When an attack on another characteris selected, the result of the

determination is YES, and the CPU 201 makes a hit determination of the attack (step $246). In

this processing, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the attack of the character hits based on

the attack hit rate and the critical hit rate of the attacking character and the attack avoidance

rate of the attack target character, Deterrnines that the characterhit, based on the offensive

powerofthe attacking character and the defensive powerofthe attacked character, the damage

to the attacked character is calculated. Then, the CPU 201 updates the player information stored

in the RAM 203 based on the hit determination result made in step 5245 (step S247}.

Specifically, when an attack on another character hits, the value of the vitality of the other

character is decreased. Then, the CPU 201 transmits a display command for displaying a battle

image to the second display 32 of the terminal device 3 via the dedicated line 5 by the

communication interface circuit 204 (step S$ <b> 248).

{0087}

If no attack is selected in the action selection in step 52453, the result of the determination is NO,

the CPU ZO] performs various processes so that the character executes the selected other action

(step $249) Updates the player information stored in the RAM 203 according to the processing

result (step 5250), and then shifts to the processing of the above-described step $248.

Furthermore, if the character does not act at the aforementioned step $8264, the result of the

determination is NO, and the process of step $248 is performedas it is.

[O088}

Upon completion of the processing of step 5248, the CPU 201 determines whether or net the

battle has ended (step $251). In this process, the CPU 201 determines that the cornpetition has

ended when the vitality of one of the characters has become “O" or when one of the characters

escapes from the match. [f it is determined that the battle has not ended, the CPU 201 returns to

the process of step 5 261. On the other hand,if it is determined that the competition has ended,

the player information such as increasing the experience value of the character winning the

match is updated and storedin the RAM 203 (step $252). Then, the CPU 201 ends thebattle

process.
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[O089]

Next, with reference to the flowchart shownin FIG. 20, an interrupt process executed in

accordance with an interrupt signal periodically generated by a timer incorporated in the CPU

201 during the above-described battle process of FIG. 19 will be described. While this

interruption process is being performed, the battle process shown in FIG. 19 is interrupted.

[OOS0}

First, when the interruption signal is generated, the CPU 201 first judges whether or not the

player has activated the registered magic card (step $ 261). That is, when the player touches the

magic activation button image corresponding to the registered spell card displayed onthe first

display 31 of the terminal device 3 while the shop server 2 is performing the battle process of

FIG. 19, the terminal device 3 (including the terminal device 3 connected to the other shop server

2) that has been received fromthe shop server2. If the spell activation command has not been

received, the result of the determination in step S260 is NO, and the CPU 201 ends the

interruption process of FU. 20 and resumes from the step in which the battle process of FIG. 19

is interrupted.

[O09 1]

On the other hand, when the playeractivates the enrollment magic card, the judgment result of

step $260 becomes YES, and while the battle process of FIG. 19 is being executed, the CPU 201

judges whether the registered magic card activated by the player It is judged whether or not the

activation court is 3 or less (step $261). Information on the numberofactivations is transmitted

from the terminal device 3 together with the above-mentioned magic activation command. When

the activation magic card activated by the player exceeds 3 times, the result of the determination

in step $261 is NO and the CPU ZOL ends the interrupt processing of FIG. 20 and executes the

battle Resume from the step where processing was interrupted.

[0092]

Onthe other hand, if the nurnber of activations of the erirolled magic card activated by the player
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is three or less, the judgment result of step $261 becomes YES and the enrolled magic card

shownin FIG. 15 Player information of the enemy or ally character according to the effect of the

magic card (step $262). Then, the CPU 201 causes the communicationinterface circuit 204 to

transmit a display commandfor displaying an image showing the state in which the magic has

been activated to the second display 32 of the terminal device 3 via the dedicatedline 5 (step $

264}, The interrupt process of FIG. 20 is terminated, and the process is restarted fromthe step

of interrupting the battle process of FIG. 19.

{OO93}

Next, with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 21, the flow of the game process executed by

the terminal device 3 will be described. First, the CPU 301 of the terminal device 3 judges

whether coramand acceptance accepted by the shop server 2 to which the command input by the

player is connected via the leased line 5 has started (step 5300). That is, when the CPU SO1 has

received the acceptance periodstart signal from the shop server 2 connected via the leased Ene

5, the result of the determination in step 5300 is YES, and the command reception is received in

the play ficid display area 51 of the first display 31 It indicates that it is inside (step S$ 301). Next,

the CPU 301 determines whether or not a card change instruction has been input {step $8 302).

This card change instruction corresponds to an image corresponding to the magic card displayed

on the registered magic card display areas 56a to 56c (see FIG. 14) of the first display 31 or

character card display areas 58a to 58e (see FIG. 14) Is an instruction to newly register or

change the character image displayed on the screen. Here, the new registration / change

instruction of various game cards is performed by placing various game cards to be newly

registered or changed on the placing panel 38, and thereafter displaying a button display on

which a button image "CHANGE / ENTER"is displayed This is done by touching the region 58 f

(see FIG. 14).

[O09 4]

If itis determined that the card change instruction has been input, the CPU 301 transmits a card

change instruction to the shop server 2 via the dedicated Hine 5 by the communication interface

circuit $04 (step 5 303). As a result, the shop server 2 recognizes the game card used in the play

field based on the received card changeinstruction, and updates the object position information.

Further, when a game card which has not been used up to nowis newly registered, the status

information is updated. Upon completion of the process of step $303, or whenthe result of

determination in step 5302 is NO, the CPU 301 determines whether or not a command has been

input by the player (step $304). The command is input via the touch panel 33 shownin FIG. 10
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or on the basis of the player's operation on the operation switch 318. [fa commandis input, the

result of the determination in step 5 304 is YES, and an input process of the input commandis

performed (step S 505).

jG095)]

The command input process is a process performed by the operation input unit 314 (see FIG.

11), and the operation input unit 314 displays, on the basis of the detection signal from the

touch pane! 33, the presence / absence of contact by the player on the touch panel 33, Contact

time, movement of the contact position and the like, and is displayed on the first display 31

based on the information of "object code", “display position coordinate” and "play field

coordinate” of the object position information shown in FIG. 13 Designation of the character

image and the various game card images, the movement of the designated character image, the

operation on various button images, and the like. Then, based on the recognition result, the

movement of the teammate character image, the attack instruction to the enemy character by the

teammate character, the designation of the enemycharacter to be attacked, the designation of

the character card image to be enlargedly displayed in the card enlarged display area 55, To the

CPU 301, commands corresponding to various instructions by the player, such as designation of

a button image and execution of processing corresponding to the designated button image.

However, in the process of step S S05, even if the player touches the magic activation button

display areas 57 a - 57 c, the operationinput unit 314 does not output the corresponding
command to the CPU 301.

[cO96|

When a commandis output from the operation input unit 314 by the command input processing

in step 5 305, the CPU 301 transmits the commandto the shop server 2 via the dedicatedline 5

by the communication interface circuit 304 (step 5306). When the process of step 5 306 is

finished or when the result of the judgment in step $ 304 is NO, the CPU 301 judges whether or

not the shop server 2 commected by the leased line 5 finishes receiving the command (step

307). When the CPU 301 has not received the acceptance period end signal from the shop server

2 commected via the leased line 5, the CPU 301 considers that the command reception has not

ended, the result of the determination in step $ 307 is NO, and in step 5 302 . On the other hand,

whenreceiving the acceptance period end signal, the determination result of step S 307 becomes

YES, and a display for informing the player that the command reception has endedis displayedin

the play field display area 51 of thefirst display 31 (Step $308). Then, the CPU 301 determines

whether or not the player information and the object position information transmitted in step 5
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213 in FIG. 17 from the shop server 2 has been received (step $ 311).

[0097]

When the shop server 2 has not started receiving a command in step $300, the result of the

determination in step S300 is NO, and the operation input unit G14 displays, on the basis of the

detection signal from the touch panel 33, It is determined whether or not the player has touched

any of the displayed magic activation button display areas 57a to S7c tep $309). Whenthe

player touches any of the magic activation button display areas 57a to 57c, the determination

result of step S309 becomes YES, and the operation input unit 314 corresponds to the touched

magic activation button display area For the magic card. a magic activation command indicating

that an instruction to activate magic is instructed is output to the CPU 301. Then, after

transmitting the magic activation command output from the operation input unit 314 to the shop

server 2 {step $310), the CPU 301 shifts to the processing of the above-described step $311. On

the other hand, if the plaver has not touched any of the magic activation butten displayareas

ova to S7c, the result of the determination in step 5309 is NO, and the process directly shifts ta

the processing in step $311 described above.

[C0938}

Whenthe player information ard the object position information have been received from the

shop server 2 via the dedicated line 5 in step S311, the result of the determination in step S311

is YES, and the CPU 301 determines whether the player infermation and the object position

storedin the RAM 303 Information is updated(step $312). As a result, the player information

and the object position information stored in the RAM 303 ofthe terminal device 3 are

synchronized with the player information and the object position information of the player

playing the game stored in the RAM 203 ofthe shop server2 at the terminal device 3 it will be.

[OO99I

If it is determined in step $ 311 that player information and object position information have not

been received from the shop server 2 (NO in step 5 311), or after executing the processing in

step $312, the CPU 301 acquires from the shop server 2, It is determined whether or not a

display command by the process of step $5 <b> 214 of 17 is received (step $ <b> 313). Hit is

determined that the display command has been received, the CPU 301 performs an image
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display process onthe first display 31 or the second display 32 (step $314). In this process, the

CPU 301 supplies a display command to the first drawing processing unit 311 or the second

drawing processing unit 312. As a result, the first rendering processing unit 311 refers to the

object position information and the player information stored is the RAM 303 according to che

display command, and extracts the image data from the ROM 302. Then, the game imageis

generated by storing the image data in the video RAMaccording to the priority order displayed

on the first display 31 (for example, play field image, character image, button image, various card

images in this order) 1 display 31. As a result, the content of the game image shownin FIG. 14

displayed onthe first display 11 is displayed.

[0100]

Further, the second rendering processing unit 312 renders an object (for example, an object

constituling a tearmmate character, an object constituting an enemy character, and thelike)

storedin the ROM 302 from a position on the three-dimensional space to a pseudo Calculation

for converting to a position in three-dimensional space, light source calculation processing, etc.,

and also performs writing processing of image data to be drawn on the vidco RAM (for cxample,

designated by a polygon Mapping oftexture data to an area of the video RAM,etc.}, and outputs

the battle image to the second display 32. As a result, a battle image as shown in FIG. 22is

displayed on the second display 32. The battle image shown in FIG. 22 represents a situation in

whichthe ally character 52 d and the enemy character 53 c are fighting among the character

images displayed in the play field display area 51 shown in FIG. 14, and the second display The

character image displayed on the right side of the screen of 32 indicates the ally character 52 d,

and the character image displayed on the right side of the screen indicates the enemycharacter
53 c.

[O1G1}

If it is determined that the display command has not been received in step S313, or after

executing the processing in step $314, the CPU 301 determines whether or not to end the game

(step $315). The game end condition of the present same systemis that when the battle in one

play field is ended or whenall the vitality of the character of the player operating the terminal

device 3 becomes "0" Or whenan instruction to end the gameis input, and in the event that

these game end conditions are satisfied, the CPU 301 determines that the game has ended. In

this case, the determination result of step $315 is YES, and the CPU 301 ends the terminal device

processing. On the other hand, ifthe game end condition is not satisfied, the result of the

determination in step S315 is NO, the process returns to the process of step S300, and
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thereafter, until the above-described game end conditionis satisfied, 5315 is repeated.

[0102]

According to the shop server 2 and the terminal device 3 which perform the above processing,

whenit is judged that the own machine is in the acceptance order "1" as a result of referring to

the player participation information in step $200 of FIG. 17 (step S200 , YES), the CPU 201 starts

clocking by the built-in timer (step 5202), and waits until the measured time reaches the

acceptance allowable time, that is, until the command reception period ends (step $208, YES) The

command received from the device 3 is accepted (step $206). Therefore, the processing in steps

5200 and $208 corresponds to the acceptance period setting means. When the acceptance

period ends (YES in step S208), game processing based on the commandreceived from the

terminal device 3 during the acceptance period is performed (step $212). Therefore, performing

the process of step $212 after going through step 5208 means “to start processing of the

programbased onan instruction fromthe input means accepted during the accepting period

when the accepting period has ended" . 21, the instruction from the input means corresponds to

a command transmitted by the CPU 301 to the shop server 2 in step 5306 of FIG. 21. In step

5305 of FIG. 21, the commandis transmitted to the player through the touch panel 33 In

response to an instruction issued by the operation input unit 314 (however, an instruction to the

magic activation button display areas 57 a- 57 c is excluded). Therefore, the touch panel 33

excluding the range corresponding to the magic activation button display areas 57a to S7c

corresponds to "input means’.

[C103]

Whenthe player touches the magic activation button display areas 57a to 57c via the touch

panel 33 while performing the battle process of FIG. 19 executed in the coramand processing of

step $212 in FIG. 17, the terminal device 3 When a magic activation commandis transmitted,

processing based on the magic activation command is performed (FIG. 20, steps S 262 to S 264).

Therefore, the area of the touch panel 33 corresponding to the magic activation buttondisplay

areas 57 a - 57 ¢ corresponds to “inputting means during processing”. Further, the process of

step $262 corresponds to “performing a process of executing the program in accordance with an

instruction input from the in-process input means while the programis being processed”.

[0104]
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While the process related to the spell activation command(FIG. 20, steps 5 263, 5 264) is being

performed, the process based on the command received by the shop server 2 during the

command reception period (battle process of FIG. 19} is not performed . Therefore, this

corresponds to “interrupting the processing of the program based on the instruction from the

input unit while processing based on the instruction input from the inputting unit during

processing is being performed".

jO105)

In addition, in the game screen shown in FIG. 14, only three registered magic card display areas

36 are provided, and in the shop server 2, in the command processing shown in FIG. 18, three or

more cards Magic card registration is not allowed. Also, in the interruption processing shown in

FIG. 20, when the number of activations of the registered magic card exceeds 3 times (step $262,

NO), update processing of the player information based on the registered magic card (step $263)

is performed Absent. Therefore, the processing of step $223 of FIG. 18 and step 8262 of FIG. 20

is different from the processing of "the numberof contents that can be instructed bythe

inputting means under processing andthe instruction input restriction Means ".

[0106]

Although the embodiment of the present invention has been described above, it is merely a

specific example, and the present invention is not particularly limited, and the specific

configuration of each means and the like can be appropriately designed and changed. In addition,

the effects described in the embodiments of the present invention are merely a list of the most

preferable effects produced bythe present invention, and the effects of the present invention are

limited to those described in the embodiments of the present invention is not. Further, in the

above description, the business gamedevice including two displays (the first display 31 and the

second display 32) is described as an example of the terminal device 3, but the present invention

is not limited to this example , A home video game apparatus configured by connecting a home

video game apparatus to a home television, a personal computer functioning as a video game

apparatus by executing a video game program, and the like it can.

[0107]
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1 is an overall configuration diagram of a game system according to an embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 2 is a biock diagram showing a hardware configuration of a center server

constituting the game system. FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram for explaining contents of

authentication information stored in a RAMof the center server. FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagram

for explaining contents of player participation information stored in a RAM of the center server.

FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram for describing the contents of status informationstored in the

RAMof the center server. 1 is a block diagram showing a hardware configuration of a shop

server that constitutes a game system according to an embodimentof the present invention. FIG,

7 is an explanatory diagramfor explaining contents of a capacity value setting table stored ina

ROMofthe store server. FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagramfor explaining contents of a capacity

value correction table stored ira ROMofthe store server. 1 is a perspective view showing an

appearance of a terminal device and a card vending machine installed in one gameceriter in a

game system according to an embodiment of the present invention. 1 is a perspective view

showing an appearance of a terminal device constituting a game system according to an

embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is a bieck diagram showing a hardware

configuration of the terminal device. FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagramfor explaining contents of

player information stored in a RAM of the terminal device. FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagramfor

describing the contents of object position information stored in a RAM of the terminal device.

FiG. 4 is a diagramfor explaining contents of a game screen displayed ona first display of the

terminal device. BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGSFIG. 1 is an explanatory diagramfor

explaining contents of a spell card usable in a game system accarding to an embodiment of the

present invention. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of processing executed by a center server, a

shop server, and a terminal device before a playerstarts a gamein a game systemaccording to

an embodiment of the present invention. 6 is a flowchart showing a flow of command processing

executed by a shop server of a game system according to an embodiment of the present

invention. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of command processing executed by the shop server. 7

is a flowchart showing a flowof battle processing executed by the shop server. 7 is a flowchart

showing a flow ofan interrupt process executed during the battle process. 6 is a flowchart

showing a flow of a game process executed by a terminal device of a game system according to

an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram for explaining the

content of a battle image displayed on a second display of the terminal device.

Explanation of sign

(O108]

1 center server 2 shop server 3 terminal device 4 communication line 5 dedicated line 6 card

vending machine 7 game card 30 chassis 31 first display 32 second display 33 touch panel 34

speaker 35 coin slot 36 ID card insertion slot 37 operation board 38 Placement field 50 Area 52

(52 a- $2 e) Team character image 53 (53 a - 53 e) Enemy character image 54 (64 a- 34 c¢)
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Competition player display area 55 Card enlarged display area 56 (56 a - 56 c} Registered magic

card display area 57 (57 a - 57 c) Magic activation button display area 58 (58 a - 5& e) Card

display area 59 (59 a - 59 f) Button display area 100, 200, 300 Control unit 101, 201, 301 CPU
102 202,302 ROM 103,203,303 RAM 104,204,304 communicationinterface circuit
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Abstract af JP2008014956 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a game system capable of consirucing
anviranment arousing posiive involvement between a beginner and a skilled hand,
SOLUTION: This game system is formed by connecting a plurality of terminal devices
to @ Server Wa é communication ling: arid is characterized in having a level vatue
siorage means storing 4 level value of a player, a level value setling means selling the
level value fo the player and storing the level value in the level value Slorage means, a
level value comparing means comparing the level value of a fighting opponent olayer,
and a capacity value correcting means raising the capacity value of a character
operated by a player having a low level value or lowering the capacily value of a
character operated by a player having 2 high level value based an the comparigan
result of the level value comparing means. (COPYRIGHT: (C)}2006 JPO&NCIP!
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Notice
This translation is machine-generated. lt carmot be guaranteed thatit is intelligible, accurate,

complete, reliable or fit for specific purposes. Critical decisions, such as commercially relevant or

financial decisions, should not be based on machine-translation output.

CLAIMS JP2006014956

i.

A plurality of terminal devices and a server are connected via a communication line and a

plurality of players use the game input mcans of cach terminal device to play a game in which

characters battle between characters displayed on the display means of the terminal device A

level value storage means for storing a level value associated with ID data set for each player, an

ability value storage mearis for storing a capability value set for each character, , Updates the

level value corresponding to the player's ID data stored in the level value storage unit to set a

riewlevel value and stores the level value in the level value storage unit in association with the ID

data Level value comparison means for comparing level values set for two or more players

operating the battle game character; The ability value of the character operated by the player

with the lowerlevel value is read out from the ability value staring means on the basis of the

result of the comparison by the level value comparing means and this ability value is increasedor

the player with the high level value And a capability value correcting means for reading out the

ability value of the character to be operated and executing processing for lowering the ability
value,

2,

The game system according to claim 1, wherein the ability value correcting means executes a

process ofincreasing an attack hit rate when a character operated by a player operated bya

player with a lowerlevel value attacks.

3.

3. The game according to claim 1, wherein the ability value correcting unit executes a process of
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increasing a probability of giving an additional damage when a character operated by a player

with a lower level value attacks system.

4,

4. The game according to claim 1, wherein the ability value correcting unit executes a process of

Increasing an attack avoidance rate when a character operated bya player with a lowerlevel

value receives an attack system.

A plurality of terminal devices and a server are connected via a communication line and a

plurality of players use the game input means of each terminal device to play a game in which

characters battle between characters displayed onthe display means of the terminal device A

level value storage means for storing a level value corresponding to a character on a game

operated by a player, an ability value storage means for storing a capability value set for each

character, Level value setting means for updating the level value corresponding to the character

stored in the level value storage means to set a new level value and storing the level value in the

lovel value storage means in association with the character; Level value comparing means for

comparing level values of two or more characters playing battle, based on a result of comparison

by the level value comparing means The ability value of the character with the lowerlevel value

is read out fromthe ability value storage means and the performance value is increased or the

abihty value of the character with the high level value is read out and the process of lowering the

ability value is executed And a capability value correcting means.

G.

The game system according to claim 5, wherein the ability value correcting unit executes a

process of increasing an attack hit ratio when a character with a lowlevel value attacks.

my

The game system according te clair 5 or 6, wherein the ability value correction means executes

a process ofincreasing a probability of giving additional damage when a character witha low
level value attacks.

8.

The game system according to any one of claims 5 to 7, whereinthe ability value correction

means executes a process of increasing an attack avoidance rate when a character with a low
level value receives an attack.
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9.

A game whichis connected to a plurality of terminal devices via a communication line and in

which a plurality of players can use a game input means of each terminal device to execute a

game in which battle between characters displayed on the display means of the terminal deviceis

executed A server constituting a system, comprising: level value storage means for storing a level

value associated with ID data set for each player; ability value storage means for storing a

capability value set for each character; A level value corresponding to the player's ID data stored

in the level value storing means is updated to set a new level value and the level value is

associated with the [D data and stored in the level value storing means Level value comparing

means for comparing level values set for two or more players operating the battle game

character, The ability value of the character operated by the player with the lowerlevel valueis

read out fromthe ability value storing means on the basis of the result of the comparison by the

level value comparing means and this ability value is increased or the player with the high level

value And capacity value correcting means for reading out the ability value of the character to be

operated and executing a process for lowering the capability value.

10.

A game which is connected to a plurality of terminal devices via a communication line and in

which a plurality of players can use a gare input means of each terminal device to execute a

game in which hatte between characters displayed on the display means of the terminal deviceis

executed A server constituting a system, comprising: level value storage means for storing a level

value corresponding to a character on a game operated by a player; ability value storage means

for storing a capability value set for each character; Level value setting means for updating the

level value corresponding to the character stored in the level value storing means to set a new

level value and storing the level value in the level value storing means in association with the

character, Level value comparing means for comparing level values of two or more characters

playing battle, based on a result of comparison bysaid level value comparing means The ability

value of the character with the lowerlevel value is read out fromthe ability value storage means

and the performancevahue is increased or the ability value of the character with the high level

value is read out and the process of lowering the ability value is executed And a capacity value

correcting unit.

il.

A game whichis connected to a plurality of terminal devices via a communication line and in

whicha plurality of players can use a game input means of each terminal device to execute a

gamein which battle between characters displayed on the display means of the terminal deviceis

executed A level value storage means for storing a level value associated with ID data set for each
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player, a capacity value storage means for storing a capability value set for each character, Level

value setting means for updating the level value corresponding to the player's 1D data stored in

the means to set a newlevel value and storing the level value in the level value storage means in

association with the ID data, Level value comparison means for comparing level values set for

‘wo or more players operating the battle game character, and The ability value of the character

operated by the player having the lower level value is read out fromthe ability value storage

means on the basis of the result of the comparison bythe learner comparing means andthis

ability value is increased or the player having the highlevel value is operated And reading out

the ability value of the character to be played, and executing a process of lowering the capability
value.

iz.

A game which is connected ta a plurality of terminal devices via a communication line and in

which a plurality of players can use a gare input means of each terminal device to execute a

game in which battle between characters displayed on the display means of the terniinal device is

executed A level value storage means forstoring a level value corresponding to a character ona

game operated by a player operated by a player, an ability value storage means for storing 2

capability valuc sct for each character, said level value storage means A level value setting micans

for updating the level value corresponding ta the character storedin the level value storage

means to set a newlevel value and storing the level value in the level value storing means in

association with the character, Level value comparing means for comparing the level values of

the above characters, based on the comparison result by the level value comparing means

Reading a capability value of a character with a lowlevel value from the capability value storage

unit and increasing the capability value or reading a capability value of a character with a high

level value and executing a process for decreasing the capability value Wherein the game contral

program causes the computer to function as correction means.
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complete, reliable or fit for specific purposes. Critical decisions, such as commercially relevant or

financial decisions, should not be based on machine-translation output.

DESCRIPTION JP2006014956

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To pravide a game system capable of constructing an environment in

which beginners and experts want to actively participate. SOLUTION: In a game system

comprising a plurality of terminal devices and a server connected via a communicationline, the

game system comprises level value storage means for storing a level value of a player, a level

value storage moans for setting a predetormincd level value to the player, Level valuc setting

means for storing the level value in the level value storing means, level value comparing means

for comparing the level value of the player who plays the match, level value comparing means for

comparing the level value of the player having the lowerlevel value And a capability value

correcting means for decreasing the ability value of the character operated by a player having a

high level value. (FIG.

Game system, server and game control program

[O0C 1}

The present irivention relates to a game system in which a plurality of terminal devices and a

server are connected via a communicationline, a server constituting the game system, and a

game control program executed by the server. In particular, it relates to a game system capable

of executing multi-player online games such as MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role

Playing Game}, RES (Real Time Strategy), and FPS (first Person Shooting Game}, a server

constituting the game system, And a game control program executed bythe server.

[O02]
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In recent years, along with the developmentof information communication technology, a game

system in which a plurality of terminal devices for business or hone use are connected to a

server via a communication line has become widespread, various online games are executed in

this game systern And it is possible to do. Recently, multi-player online games such as MMORPG

(Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game), RTS (Real Time Strategy), FPS (First Person

Shooting Game} andthe like are provided as online games, for example.

(0003)

For such a multiplayer online game, for a player, it is possible to play a game with an unspecified

number of players who do not knowthe face at a remote place regardless of domestic or

overseas Via a network such as the Internet, It is a big appeal to be able to communicate through

a medium called, andit gains strong support in mary countries around the world. On the other

hand, for same makers, multi-player online games sequentially update data and programs

relating to new events, characters, items, etc., and delivers themto cach terminal device via the

network, whereby the plaver It is also possible to establish a game environment that permanently

continues without getting tired of the game, sa that there is an advantage that stable profit can
be secured.

[O04]

Mearpwhile, in a multiplayer online game, in general, characters corresponding to each player are

set, and the player participates in the game in the virtual game space by operating his / her

character. As the player becomes familiar with the game, the corresponding character can

participate in various events, accumulate experience, and can acquire various iterms and the like.

As a result, the player or the character operated by the player (hereinafter also referred to as the

player) can increase the level value set in the game, and as the level value increases, the ability in

the game andthe position Is iraproved, and various functions can be performed.

jOO05|

Normally, in an online game,it is not necessaryfor a plurality of players to start a game at the

same time, and each player can individually participate in the game or exit from the game.
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However, since the time in the virtual gamespace is real time (real time), even in a state in which

the player is exiting, the time in the virtual game space elapses and the game progresses by other

players Become. As a result, after a certain amount of time has elapsed since the on-line garne

was put into the market, the level values of the respective players vary, and even if a beginner

attempts to newly participate in the game, the difference in level value with other players Was

too large, lacking the balance of the game, and it was not fun for beginners. Even for experienced

people, there was a problem that the beginners were excluded implicitly because they are too

weak and fur to play against beginners.

[0006]

As a conventional game system, for example, there is a game systern that makes battle and

dialogue possible when the level value of the character or player is close, but disables fighting

and dialogue when level values are apart { For example, see Patent Document 1}. According to

the game system described in Patent Document 1, experts can compete among experts,

beginners can battle and interact with each other among beginners. Therefore, beginners can

enjoy games between beginners, while beginners arc automatically excluded without excluding

beginners from the viewpoint of experts, so enjoying the game among experts be able to.

[0007]

Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2003-103054

[GO08|

However, according to the game system described in Patent Document 1, even if a gameis

played in the samevirtual gare space, since a beginner and a skilled person are practically

playing games separately,It has ied to a newproblem that the attractiveness peculiar to online

games that can communicate with a specific large numberofplayers through media such as

gamies is lost.

so, there is a problemthat the game system lorcibly loses surprises because the experienceAlso, tk blem that the g tem forcibly | b th d

player builds an environment where experts play games, and beginners play games between

beginners, so that the interest of the gameitselfis impaired.
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[0009]

Under the gaming environment in which games arc played individually in cach game device as in

the conventional case, each time game software is input to the market, the players start gamesall

at once, and each game is permanently Since it is not continued, problems caused bythe

difference in level values between beginners and experts as described above did not become

noticeable. However, whentrying to secure stable earnings by constructing a game environment

that permanently continues by delivering new data and programs in succession, there will be a

large difference in level values between beginners and experts It is inevitable.

f0010)

Therefore, in the case of providing an online game, there are circumstances in which experts and

beginners are allowed not to engage with each other, and environments where experts and

beginners can not be involved, such as the game system described in Patent Document 1 It is

necessaryto construct an environment in which novice users and experts want to be involved

actively rather than building it.

(O01 1]

The present invention has been made in view of the above-described problems, and ils object is

to provide a gamesystem capable of constructing an environment in which a beginner and a

skilled person are positively required to be involved, a game system And a game control program

to be executed bythe server.

[0012]

In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, the present invention provides the following.

(1) A plurality of terminal apparatuses and a server are connected via a communication line, and

a plurality of players use the game input means of each terminal apparatus to play a game of

characters battle displayed on the display means of the terminal apparatus A level value storage

means for storing a level value associated with ID data set for each player, a level value storage

means for storing a performance value for storing the ability value set for each characterA level

value storing means for storing the level value corresponding to the ID dataofthe player stored

in the level value storing means, setting a newlevel value, associating the level value with the ID

data, A level value setting means for comparing level values set for two or more players
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operating the battle game character with each other, , The ability value of the character operated

bythe player with the lower level value is read out from the ability value storing means on the

basis ofthe result of the comparison bythe level value comparing means and the ability value is

increased or the level value is high And a capability value correcting means for reading out the

ability value of the character operated bythe player and executing processing for lowering the

ability value.

[OO13)

According to the invention of {1}, since the ability value of the character is corrected in

accordance with the difference in the level value of the player at the time of the match, a

situation where a player with a low level value is advantageous or not necessarily

disadvantageous is created become.

Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete with experts, and it is possible te

construct an environment where beginners and skilled persons want to be actively involved. As a

result, it is possible to fully enfoy the merit peculiar to online games that can communicate with

an unspecified mumber of players through a mediumsuch as a game, andit is possible to provide

a game that is surprising and rich in interest.

[O01 4|

Further, the present invention provides the following. (2) In the game systemof (1) above, the

ability value correcting means increases the attack hit rate when a character operated bya player

operated bya player with a lowlevel value attacks.

[G01 5}

According to the invention of (2), sirice the attack hit rate when a character operated bya player

with a lowlevel value attacks at the time of battle increases, a situation where a player with a low

level value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is Will be produced. Therefore, it

is possible to urge a begirmerto actively compete with experts.
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[0016]

Further, the present invention provides the following. (3) In the game systemof (1) or (2) above,

the ability value correcting means increases the probability that a character operated by a player

operated by a player with a lowerlevel value can give additional damage when attacking As
shown in FIG.

(001 7]

According te the invention of (3), since the probability that additional damage can be given when

a character operated by a player with a lowlevel value attacks at the time ofbattle increases, a

player with a low level value is advantageous or not necessarily A situation that is not

disadvantageous will be created. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete

with experts.

[OO18)

Further, the present invention provides the following. (4) In the game system according to any

one of the above (1) to (3), the ability value correction means increases the attack avoidance rate

when a character operated by a player operated by a player with a lowerlevel value receives an
attack As shown in FIG.

[OO19]

According to the invention of(4), since the attack avoidance rate when a character operated by a

player with a lowlevel value undergoes an attack at the time of battle increases, a situation

where a player with a low level valueis in an advantageous situation or not necessarily

disadvantageous Will be created. Theretore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete

with experts.

[0020]
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Further, the present invention provides the following. (5) A plurality of terminal apparatuses and

a server are connected via a communication line, and a plurality of players use the game input

rneans of each terminal apparatus to play a match between the characters displayed on the

display means of cic terminal apparatus A level valuc storage moans for storing a level value

corresponding to a character on a game operated by a player, a level value storage meansfor

storing an ability value memory for storing the ability value set for each character Means for

updating the level value corresponding to the character stored in the level value storage means

to set a newlevel value, associating the level value with the character and storing the level value

in the level value storage means Level value comparing means for comparing level values of two

or more characters playing battle; comparing means for comparing bysaid level value comparing

means , The ability value of the character with the lower level value is read out from the ability

value storage means and the performance value is increased or the ability valueof the character

with the high level value is read out and the processing for lowering the ability value And a

capability value correcting means for executing the capability value.

[0021]

According to the invention of (5), since the ability value of the character is corrected according to
the difference in the level value of the character at the time of the match, a situation where the

character with the lowerlevel value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is

created become. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete with experts, and

it is possible to construct an environment where beginners and skilled persons want to be

actively involved. As a result, it is possible to fully enjoy the merit peculiar to online games that

can communicate with an unspecified number of players through a medium such as a game, and

it is possible to provide a game that is surprising and rich in interest.

{0022}

Further, the present invention provides the following. (6) In the game system according to (5)

above, the ability value correcting means increases the attack hit rate when a character with a
lowlevel value attacks.

(0023)

According to the invention of (6), since the attack hit rate when attacking a character with a low
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level value increases at the time of battle, a situation where a character with a lowlevel value is

advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is created Become. Therefore,it is possible to

urge a beginner to actively compete with experts.

(0024)

Further, the present invention provides the following. (7) In the game system according to (5) or

(6) above, the ability value correction means increases a probability that a character with a lower

level value can give additional damage when attacked by ari attack character.

[O025}

According to the invention of {7}, since the probability that an additional damage can be given

when a character with a lowlevel value attacks is increased at the time of battle, in a situation

where a character with a low level value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous Will

be created. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete with experts.

[O026]

Further, the present invention provides the following. (8) In the game system of (5) to (7) above,

the ability value correcting means increases the attack avoidance rate when a character with a
low level value receives an attack.

[0027]

According to the invention of {8), since the attack avoidance rate increases when a character with
a lowlevel value receives an attack at the time of battle, a situation where a character with a low

level value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is created become. Therefore,it is

possible to urge a beginner to actively compete with experts.

(0028)
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Further, the present invention provides the following. (9) A game is connected via a

communicationline to a plurality of terminal devices, and a plurality of players execute a game in

which characters batcie between characters displayed on the display device of the terminal

device are played using the pame input device of each terminal device A level value storing

means for storing a level value associated with ID data set for each player, a serverfor

constituting a possible game system, a capacity value memory for storing the ability value set for

each character Means for updating the level value corresponding to the player's ID data stored in

the level value storage means to set a new level value and associating the level value with the ID

data and storing the level value in the level value storage means Level value setting means for

memorizing a level value set by the level value comparing means for comparing level values set

for two or more players operating the battle game character , The ability value of the character

operated by the player with the lowerlevel value is read out from the ability value storing means

onthe basis of the result of the comparison by the level value comparing means and the ability

value is increased or the level value is high And a capability value correcting means for reading

out the ability value of the character operated by the player and executing a process for lowering

the capability value.

[O029}

According to the invention of (9), since the ability value of the character is corrected according to

the difference in the level value of the player at the time of a match, a situation where a player

with a lowlevel value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is created become.

Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively compete with experts, and it is possible to

construct an environment where beginners and skilled persons want to be actively involved. As a

result, itis possible Co fully enjoy the merit peculiar to online games that can communicate with

ar unspecified number ofplayers through a medium such as a game, and it is possible to provide

a game that is surprising and richin interest.

[GO30}

Further, the present invention provides the following. (10) A game whichis connectedto a

plurality of terminal apparatuses via a communication line and in which a plurality of players

perform game playing battle between characters displayed on display means of the terminal

apparatus by using game input means of each terminal apparatus Aserver constituting a possible

game system, comprising: level value storage means for storing a level value corresponding to a

game character on a game operated by a player; ability value storage means for storing a
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capability value set for each character And a level value setting for updating the level value

corresponding to the character stored in the level value storing means to set a newlevel value

and associating the level value with the character and storing it in the level value storage means

Level value comparing means for comparing level valucs of two or more characters playing

battle, comparison means for comparing bythe level value comparing means A process of

reading out the ability value of a character with a lowlevel value from the ability value storage

unit to raise the capability value or reading the ability value of the character with the highlevel

value based on the result and decreasing the capability value And a capability value correcting

means for executing the capability value.

[0031]

According to the invention of(10), since the ability value of the character is corrected according
to the difference in the level value of the character at the time of the match, a situation where the

character with the lowerlevel value is advantageous or not necessarily disadvantageous is

created become. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginnerto actively compete with experts, and

it is possible to construct an cnvironment where beginners and skilled persons want to be

actively involved. As a result, it is possible to fully enjoy the merit peculiar to online games that

can communicate with an unspecified number of players through a medium such as a game, and

it is possible to provide a garne that is surprising and richin interest.

[0032]

Further, the present invention provides the following. (11) A game is connected througha

communication line to a plurality of terminal devices, and a plurality of players execute a gare in

which characters battle between characters displayed on the display device of the terminal

device are played using the gameinput device of each terminal device A level value storage

means for storing a level value associated with ID data set for cach player, a capacity value

storage means for storing the ability value set for each character, A level value corresponding to

the player's ID data stored in the level value storing means is updated and a new level value is set

and the level value is associated with the ID data and stored in the level value storing means

Setting means, level value comparing means for comparing level values set for two or more

players operating the battle game character, and Theability value of the character operated by

the player with the lower level value is read out from the ability value storage means on the basis

of the result of the comparison bythe level value cornparison means and the ability valueis

increased or the player with the high level value And a performance value correcting unit that

executes a process of reading the ability value of the character to be operated and lowering the
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capability value.

[C033]

According to the invention of (11), since the ability value of the characteris correctedin

accordance with the difference in the level value of the playerat the time of the match, a

situation where a player with a lowlevel value is advantageous or not necessarily

disadvantageous is created become. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginnerto actively

compete with experts, arid it is possible to construct an environment where beginners arid skilled

persons want to be actively involved. As aresult, it is possible to fully enjoy the merit peculiar to

online games that can comml£nicate with an unspecified number of players through a medium

suchas a game, andit is possible to provide a gamethat is surprising and rich in interest.

[0034]

Further, the present invention provides the following. (12) A game is connected to a plurality of

terminal apparatuses via a communication line, and a plurality of players execute a gamein

which characters battle between characters displayed on the display section of the terminal

apparatus are played using game input means of each terminal apparatus A level value storage

means for storing a level value corresponding to a character on a pame operated bya player

operated by a player, a capacity value storage means for storing the ability value set for each

character, Level value setting means for updating the level value corresponding to the character

stored in the value storage means to set a newlevel value and storing the level value in the level

value storing means in association with the character, Level value comparing means for

comparing the level values of two or more characters which are to be compared with the level

value comparing means Then, the ability value of the character with the lowerlevel value is read

out from the ability value storage means, and the processing for increasing the ability value or

reading the ability value of the character with the higher level value and lowering theability

value is executed And the ability value correcting unit.

[OO35}

According to the invention of (12), since the ability value of the characteris corrected in
accordance with the differencein the level value of the characterat the time of a match, a

situation where a character with a lowlevel value is advantageous or not necessarily
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disadvantageous is created become. Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginner to actively

compete with experts, and it is possible to construct an environment where beginners and skilled

persons want to be actively involved. As a result, it is possible to fully enjoy the merit peculiar to

online games that can communicate with an unspecificd mumber of players dirough a medium

such as a game, and it is possible to provide a game that is surprising and rich in interest.

jOOS6j

According to the present invention, it is possible to construct an environment where beginners

and experts wart to be actively involved, and has merits peculiar to online games that can

communicate with unspecified large number of players through a mediumsuch as a game Hi is

possible to enjoy a game that is sufficiently enjoyable and has a surprising nature and is full of
interest.

[C037|

FIG. 1 is a configuration diagramof a gamic system according to the present invention.

The game systemincludes a plurality of terminal devices 1, a shop server 2 communicably

commected to a plurality of (here, eight) terminal devices 1 via a dedicated Hine5, a plurality of

shop servers 2 and a communication line 4, And a center server 3 that manages games ta be

played bya plurality of players using the terminal device 1 and further includes a card vending

machine 6 connected to the shop server 2 via a dedicated line 5 For each store. Communication

between the shop servers 2 is also possible via the communication line 4.

[0038]

The terrninal device | accepts a predetermined operation performed bythe player via the touch

panel 14 (not shown}, and receives data transmitted fram the shop server 2 (or the center server

3) or data from another terminal device 1 Etc., the game progresses.

[OO39}

It is to be noted that each terminal device 1 is associated with a unique machine ID for its own
machine.
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‘The machine {D includes a code for each shop server 2 to which the terminal device 1 is

conmected and a cade for each terminal device 1 in the shop where the terminal device 1 is

disposed. For example, when the code of the shop server A of the shop A is A and the code of the

terminal device 1 in the shop A is 1, the machine ID of this terminal device lisa 1.

[O040}

The shop server 2 is connected so as to be able to communicate with a plurality there, eight) of

terminal devices 1 and the center server 3, and exchanges data between the terminal device 1
and the center server 3.

[004 1}

The center server 3 is coramunicably connected to a plurality of shop servers 2, and has history

data on each player.

The center server 3 transmits and receives data to and from the terminal device | via the shop

server 2, thereby determining players who play games in the same play field. In this game

system, up to four players can play games in the sarne playfield.

[0042]

The card vending machine 6 can communicate with the center server 3 via the shop server2.

The card vending machine 6 accepts an input operation of personal information performed by

the player and issues an 1D card 8 (not shown). A playeris registered in the center server 3

according to the personal information enteredat this time, and the center server 3 adds ID data

capable of identifying the player for each player. This ID data is stored in the issued ID card8.

[O043}

FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing the external appearance of eight terminals installed in one

shop and a card vending machine. FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing the appearance ofthe

terminal device. In the following description, as an example of a terminal device, an arcade game
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device including twodisplays (a first display 11 and a second display 12) will be described, but

the present invention is not particularly limited to this example , A home video game apparatus

configured by connecting a home video game apparatus to a home television, a personal

computer functioning as a video game apparatus by oxccuting a video game program, and the
like it can.

[0044]

Purther, in che present embodiment, the game performed using the terminal device lis an RTS

(real-time straddy game} using a card. A player who operates the terminal device 1 and a player

who operates another terminal device 1 or a CPU player arranges characters ona play field

existing in the virtual game space and operates the characters to play against each other. In this

game, a character card corresponding to the character and a support card influencing the

character or game content are used.

[0045]

A character card is a card actually held by a player and has identification information

individually. Each character card corresponds to one of the 108 types of characters appearing in

the game. This character card is sold, for example, by the card vending machine 6G orthe like.

[c046|

For the character card in the present invention, for example, a card with a magnetic strike, an IC
card, or the like can be used. Further, when an IC card is used as a character card, the IC card

maybe a contact type or a non-contact type. As a non-contact type IC card, for example, a

transponder used in an RFID (Radio FrequencyIdentification) system and thelike can be

mentioned. Note that this techniqueis a conventionally known technique and is describedin

Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 8-21875, so that the description thereof will be

omitted here. In the present invention, it is also possible to use a character card on which a

pattern related to identification information is formed so as to be optically distinguishable. In the

following description, it is assumed that the character card is a contactless IC card.

[0047]
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The support card exists as data and is a card displayed as an image onthe display (first display

11). The support card inchides, for example, a defense system support card, a mobile system

support card, an attack system support card, a recovery system support card, and the like, and

25 cards are distributed to each player at the start of the game.

[O048)

The support card has a function of exerting a predetermined influence on the character or game

contents by being used during the game. Specifically, the defensive systen: support card

increases the defense power of the ally character, the attack avoidancerate, etc., the probability

of giving the attacking power of the enemy character, the attack hit ratio, the additional damage

(hereinafter also referred to as the critical hit ratic) Or the Hke of the card. The mobile system

support cardis a card having a function of increasing the moving ability of the teammate

character and lowering the moving ability cf the enemy character. The attack system support

card is a card having a function of increasing the attack power, attack hit rate, critical hit ratio,

etc. of the ally character, and lowering the defense power of the enemycharacter, the attack

avoidance rate, and the like. The recovery system support card is a card having a function of

recovering damage damaged by a teammate character and a worn action point (fer example,

magical power, technical point, etc.).

[O049|

As shown in FIG. 3, the terminal device 1 includes a housing 10, a first display 11 provided so as

to be inclined at a predetermined angle onthe front surface of the housing 10,a first display 11

provided abovethefirst display 11 2 display 12. Onthefirst display 11, a game image including

a play field image representing a play field where a character is placed and a card imageis

displayed (see FIGS. 7 and 8). On the seconddisplay 12, when a battle between charactersis

performed, a battle image representing a state of the battle is displayed.

jOOSO}

A touch panel 14 is installed in front of thefirst display 11. The touch panel 14 can detect a

contact by a player, arid outputs a detection signal indicating a coritact position to the operation
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input unit 114 Mot shown) described later when detecting the contact. The player can input

various instructions by touching the touch panel 14. Onthe left and right sides of the second

display 12, a speaker 13 for outputting soundisinstalled.

(G05 4]

On the lowerside ofthe first display 11, a seven-segment display unit 119, a coin slot 15 into
which a coin is inserted, and an ID card insertion slot 16 into which an ID card is inserted are

provided. In the 7-segment display unit 119, placement points are displayed. The placement

point is set for each player. When placing the character card 9 on the placement panel 17, which

will be described later, the placement point decreases by the point set in advance for each

character card 9. When the placement point reaches 0 point, it becomes impossible to newly

place the character card on the placing panel 17 and use it for the game. The coin inserted into

the coin insertion slot 15 is detected by a coin sensor 115 (not shown). In addition, the ID card

inserted into the ID card insertion slot 16 is read by the ID card reader 116 (not shown),

[O052)

The cabinet 10 is provided with an operation table 18 projecting forward, and a mounting panel

17 on which a plurality of character cards 9 can be placed is provided on the top surface of the

operation table 18. A character card reader 117 (not shown) is provided inside the mounting

table 18, and the character card reader 117 is capable of reading the identification information

from the character card 9 placed on the mounting panel 17 is there. A plurality of operation

switches 118 are provided on the uppersurface of the operation table 18. The player can input a

predetermined instruction by operating the operation switch 118.

[O053}

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the hardware configuration of the terminal device. The control

unit 100 controls the overall operation of the terminal device 1, and includes a CPU 101,a ROM
102, and a RAM 103.

[0054]
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The ROM 102 stores various types of image data, game programs, and thelike. That is, the ROM

102 accepts, for example, a teammate character image indicating a character which can be

operated by the player. an enemy character image operated by the opponent player, a play ficld

image in which the ally character image and the enemy character image are arranged, and a

predetermined instruction A button image representing a button, a character card image

representing a character card, a support card image representing a support card, a character

image representing a character corresponding to a character card, various images constituting a

game image displayed onthefirst display 11 And stores theirnage data.

[0055}]

Further, the ROM 102 stores, for example, an object constituting a teammate character, an object

constituting an enemy character, texture data, a background image, and the like. An object or the

like constituting the teammate character or the enemy characteris composed of a predetermined

number of polygons so that three-dimensional drawing can be performed.

[0056]

The ROM 102 may be a storage medium built in the terminal device 1 or a removable storage

medium. Further, the ROM 102 may be configured from both of them. Further, among varicus

data stored in the ROM 102, data that can be stored in an attachable / detachable recording

medium can be read by a driver such as a hard disk drive, an optical disk drive, a flexible disk

drive, a silicon disk drive, a cassette mediumreaderorthe like May be used. In this case, the

recording mediumis, for example, a hard disk, an optical disk, a flexible disk, a CD, a DVD. a

semiconductor memory, or the like.

[057]

The RAM 103 temporarily stores information being processed, variables, and the like. For

example, object position information (see FIG. 9), player participation information (see FIG. 13),

player information (see FIG. 20}, and the like. The object position information is data stored in

the object position table shown in FIG. 9, and includes display position coordinates of an image

displayed on thefirst display 11, coordinates of a character image arranged in the play field, And

whether or not operation input via the touch panel 14 is permitted.
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[0058]

The communication interface circuit 104 is fer transmitting and receiving data (for example,

object position information, player information, etc.) to and from the shop server 2 via the leased

line 5. The communication interface circuit 104 transmits the operation command input from the

operation input unit 114 according to the instruction input by the player via the touch panel 14

to the store server 2 via the leased line 5 and the store server 2 performs the operation Proceed

the game based on the command.In addition, the communication interface circuit 104 receives

display commands for the first display 11 or the second display 12 from the shop server 2 via

the leased line 5. On the basis of the display command, the game imageis displayed on the first

display 11, and the battle image is displayed on the second display 12.

[OO59]

The first rendering processing unit 111 displays a game image including a play field image anda

card imageon thefirst display 11, and includes a VDP (Video date Processor), a video RAM, and

the like. In accordance with the display command, the first rendering processing unit 111 refers

to the object position information (see FIG. 9) and the playerinformation (see FIG. 20) storedin

the RAM 103 and extracts the image data from the ROM 102. Then, the game image is generated

bystoring the image data in the video RAMaccording to the priority order displayed onthe first

display 11 (for example, in the orderof the play field image, the character image, the button

image, the card image} And outputs it to the display 11. As a result, a game imageis displayed on

the first display 11 (see FIGS. 7 and 8).

[OQGO}

The second rendering processing unit 112 displays a battle image representing a battle between

the ally character and the enemycharacter on the second display 12 and includes a VDP (Video

date Processor), a video RAM,and the like. In accordance with the display command, the second

drawing processing unit 112 moves an object (for example, an object constituting a teammate

character, an object making up an enemycharacter, and the like} stored in theROM 102 froma

position in a three-dimensional space to a pseudo three-dimensional space Calculates light source

calculation processing andthelike, performs writing processing of image data to be drawn on

the video RAMbased on the calculation result (for example, a region of the video RAM
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designated by the polygon, Etc.), thereby generating a match image and outputting it to the

second display 12. As a result, a battle image is displayed on the seconddisplay 12.

[O06 1]

The sound reproducing unit 113 outputs predetermined sound, BGM, and the like to the speaker

12 in accordance with an instruction from the store server 2. The touch panel 14 is a rectangular

thin layered bodyprovided in front of the first display, and by arranging pressure sensitive

materials composed of linear transparent materiais at predetermined pitches in vertical and

horizontal directions, respectively, by covering them with a transparent coverorthe like .

Conventionally known touch panel 14 can be adopted. The touch panel 14 outputs a detection

signal indicating the contact position to the operation input unit 114 whenit is touched.

[0062]

The operation input unit 114 is a microcomputer including a memory 1i4a and a timer 11 4b,

and buffers the contact position indicated by the detection signal output fromthe touch panel 14

in a predetermined area of the memory lida as data, sequentially executes a timer 114b Etc.,

based on the data, and supplies the determination result to the control unit 100 as an operation

command. In this way, since the detection signal is buffered as data in the memory 114a of the

operation input section 114, even if an instruction for a plurality of character imagesis instantly

inputted by the touch panel 14, for example, the operation input section 114 simultaneously Or

it is possible to execute processing conforming to the instruction in parallel. An object position

table storing object position informationrelating to am object displayed onthe first display 11

(an image to be operated by the touch panel 14) is stored in a predetermined area of the memory

114 a of the operation input unit 114 (See FIG. 9). The object position table is reterred to when

the operation input unit 114 determines the contents of the instruction, and is updated

synchronously every time the object position information stored in the RAM 103is updated.

[0063]

The coin sensor 115 transmits a predetermined signal to the control unit 100 when the coin

inserted through the coin insertion slot 15 is detected. The ID card reader 116 reads the ID code

from the ID card & inserted in the ID card insertion slot 16 and supplies it to the control unit
100. The character card reader 117 reads the identification information from the character card
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9 placed on the mounting panel 17 and supplies it to the control unit 100. The operation switch

118 supplies a predetermined signal to the contro! unit 100 when operated bythe piayer. In the

7-segment display unit 119, placement points are displayed.

(G064)]

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the hardware configuration of the shop server. The shop

server 2 includes a control unit 200 that controls the overall operation of the shop server 2. The

control unit 200 includes a CPU 201, a ROM202, and a RAM 203.

[OO65}

The ROM 202 stores the game progress management program. The CPU 201 of the shop server

4 executes 4 game progression program stored in the ROM 202 and performs a process of

progressing the game. Further, the ROM 202 stores a character identification table (not shown)

in whichidentification information possessed by the character card and characters appearing in

the game are associated with each other, a support card determination to be referred to when

determining the support card to be distributed to each player A table (see FIG. 17), an ability

value setting table (see FIG. 19) referred to when setting the ability value of each character based

on the history data, a capability value setting table (See FIG. 27) and the like are stored.

[C066]

The ROM 202 maybe a storage mediumbuilt in the terminal device 1 or a removable storage

medium. Further, ROM 202 may be configured from both of them. Further, among various data

stored in the ROM 202, data which can be stored in an attachable / detachable recording

medium can be read by a driver such as a hard disk drive, an optical disk drive, a flexible disk

drive, a silicon disk drive, a cassette medium readeror the like May be used. In this case, the

recording medium is, for example, a hard disk, an optical disk, a flexible disk, a CD, a DVD, a

semiconductor memory, orthe like.

[0067]
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The RAM 203 temporarily stores information being processed, variables, and the like. For

example, object location information (see FIG. 9), player participation information (see F1G. 13) in

each terminal device 1, player information (see FIG. 20) including the level value of each player

or cach character operated by each player, etc. are stored .The RAM 203 functions as an ability

value storage unit that stores the ability value set for each character. Further, the RAM 203

functions as level vahie storage means for storing the level value of the player. Further, when the

player's history data (sce FIG. 18) is supplied fromthe center server 3, the RAM 203stores this

history data. This history data is the skill level of the character operated by each player or each

player. Theskill level increases when winning against another character or putting a

predetermined score on the game.

[0068]

The communication interface circuit 204 is for transmitting and receiving various data to and

from the center server 3 and other store servers 2 via a network madeup ofthe internet or the

ke. In addition, the shop server 2 includes an interface circuit proup 205, and a plurality of

(rere, cight) terminal devices 1 and a single card vending machine 6 .

[C069]

The CPU 201 of the shop server 2 executes the game control programstored in the ROM 202,

for example, to function as the following (A) to (C}. (A) The CPD 201 sets a level value and a

capability value for each player or a character operated by each player according to the history

data (skill level) stored in the RAM 203, andstores the data in the RAM203 as player

information .The CPU 210of the shop server 2 functions as a level value setting unit. (B) When

battle between characters, the CPU 201 compares level values of players whe operate characters

participating in the battle. At this time, the CPU 201 functions as level value comparison means.

(C) The CPU 201 refers to the ability value correction table (see FIG. 27) stared in the ROM 202

based on the comparisonresult in the above (B) to raise the ability value of the character

operated by the player with the lower level value . At this time, the CPU 201 functions as an

ability value correcting means.

[OO70}

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing the hardware configuration of the center server, The center
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server 3 includes a control unit 300 that controls the overall operation of the center server 3.
The control unit 300 includes a CPU 301, a ROM302, and a RAM 303.

[O07 1f

The ROM 102 maybe a storage mediumbuilt in the terminal device 1 or a removable storage

medium. Further, the ROM 102 maybe configured from both of them. Among the various data

stored in the ROM302, data that can be stored in an attachable / detachable recording medium

may be made readable by a driver such as a hard disk drive, an optical disk drive, a Mexible disk

drive, a silicon disk drive, a cassette medium readerIn this case, the recording mediumis, for

example, a hard disk, an optical disk, a flexible disk, a CD. a DVD, a semiconductor memory, or
the like.

[0072]

The RAM303 stores, for example, ID data of each player, history data (see FIG. 18), and thelike.

The communication interface circuit 304 is for sending and receiving various data to and froma

plurality of shop servers 2 via a network composed ofthe Internet or the Hke.

{0073}

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example of a game image displayed on the first display ofthe

terminal device, and FIG. 8 is a viewfor explaining each image included in the game image

shown in FIG. 7. At the upperleft of the game image 90 displayed onthefirst display 11, a play

field image 91 is arranged. The playfield image 91 is an image representing a part of the play

field, and is scroll-displayed according to the progress status of the game (for example,

movement of the character, etc.). In the play field image 91, five teammate character images 98 a

to 98 e and five enemycharacter images 99 a to G9 e are arranged. The characterirnages 98 and

99 are images that can be operated bythe player. In the garne systern according to the present

embodiment, by touching the character images 98 and 99 via the touch panel 14 (not shown),

the operation on the character You can enter instructions.

[O07 4]
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Onthe lowerleft of the game image 9O, a status image 97 indicating the level value and the

ability value of the character operated bythe player is arranged. At the upper right of the game

image GO, a competing player image 96 indicating a competing playeris arranged.

[0075]

Gm the lowerright of the game image 90, five card images 93 (93 a to 93 e) are arranged side by

side. The card images 93 a to 95 c are images (character card images) representing character

cards, and the card images 93 d and 93 ¢ are images (support card images) representing support

cards. The five cards selected bylottery or the like among the character cards placed on the

placing panel 17 bythe player and the supporting cards distributedto the players at the start of

the gameare displayed as the card images 93 a to 93 e. The card image 93 is an image that can

be operated bythe player. In the game system according to the present embodiment, the card

can be used by touching the card image 93 via the touch panel 14 (not shown) . Whenthe cardis

used, the card image 93 disappears, a newcardis selected bylottery, etc., and displayed as a

card image 93.

[0076]

On the upperside of the card image 93, six button images 94 (94 a to 94 f) are arranged side by

side. The button image 94 is an image that can be operated by the player. In the game system

according to the present embodiment, various types of instructions are input by touching the

button image 94 via the touch panel 14 (not shown) You cando. For exarmple, by operating the

button image 94a "ALL-OUT WAR", it is possible to input an instruction to add a total attack to

one enemycharacter with a plurality of teammate characters. By operating the button image 94

b "JOIN",it is possible to input an instruction to gather a plurality of ally characters in one place,

By operating the button image 94 c "STOP", it is possible to input an instruction to stop all

movements of a plurality of teanimate characters. By operating the button image 94 d "MOVE", it

is possible to input an instruction to move all of the plurality of tearnmate characters. By

operating the button image 94 e "MAP", it is possible to input an instruction to display an image

showing the entire play field as the playfield image 91. By operating the button image 94 f

"CHANGE", it is possible to input an instruction to replace the five cards displayed as the card

image 93 with other cards.

[007 7|
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As described above, various images are arranged in the game image 90 displayed onthefirst

display 11, but among various images arranged in the game image 90, an image that can be

operated by the touch panei 14 (Object), its display position and the like are managed bythe

object position table shown in FIG. 9.

[0078]

FIG. 9 is a diagram showing an object position table.

This object position table is a table stored in the RAM 103 and the memory 114 a of the terminal
device 1.

[0079]

The object code is information unique to each object and consists of type and cade. Type "B"is a

button image, type "C" is a card image, type "P" is a teammate character image, and type "E" is an

enemy character image. Therefore, the six button images corresponding to "BOOO1" to "BOOO6"

and the six button images corresponding to "C0120" to "C0122", "C1O10", and "C1020" are

stored in the first display 11 or the play field of the terminal device 1 There are five card images,

seven ally character images corresponding to "PO1OL" to "P0107", and seven enemycharacter

images corresponding to "E0110" to "EO1L16". The card image corresponding to the code with the

thousands "0"is the character card image and the card image corresponding to the code with the

thousand position "1" is the support card image.

{OOS}

The display position coordinates are the coordinates on the first display 11, which are

individually set for each terminal device 1, and are represented by XY coordinates. The play field

coordinates are the coordinates in the play field extending in the virtual game space, which are

commonly set in the terminal apparatus 1 which performs the game with the sameplayfield and

represented bythe xy coordinates.

[008 1
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Although the playfield coordinates are set like the character images corresponding to "P 0106"

and "P 0107", those in which the display position coordinates are not set exist on the play ficld,

but the first display 11 is an image whichis not displayed. Further, although the play field

coordinates are set like the button image corresponding to the type "B" or the card image

corresponding to the type "C", those with the display position coordinates not set are the first It is

an image that is displayed on the display 11 but does not exist on the playfieid.

[0082]

Whether operation acceptance is possible or not (in the figure, "Yes" is denoted by"x". ) Is set for

each object in step S237 of the subroutine of FIG. 22 which will be described later. The player

can input an instruction by touching the object whose operation acceptance is "CO" via the touch

panel 14. On the other hand, even if an object with an operation acceptance of "x" is touched

through the touch panel 14, it is impossible to Input an instruction. Since the operable character

(che character image with the operation acceptance “OO") and the inoperable character (the
character image with the operation acceptance "") are displayed onthe first display 11 in

different manners (for example . See FIG. 24), the player can easilydistinguish both, and

appropriate instructions can be appropriately given te each character.

{0083}

The object position table shown in FIG. 9 is stored in a predetermined area of the memory ll4a

of the operation input unit 114 of the terminal device 1, and the operation input unit 114 refers

to this object position table and is input via the touch panel 14 The content of the instructionis

judged. Next, the processing executed in the operation input unit 114 of the terminal device 1

will be described with reference to FIGS. 10 to 12. FIG. 10is a flowchart showing a subroutine of

an operation input process executed by the operation input unit 114. This subroutineis a

subroutine invoked and executed at a predeterminedtiming by the operation input unit 114.

(OOS 4]

First, the operation input unit 114 determines whether or not the detection signal output from

the touch panel 14 has been received, that is, whether or not the coordinates of the contact
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position has beeninput as data to the memory 114 a bythe detection signal (step S <b> 10). IPit

is determined that coordinates are not input, this subroutine is ended.

[O085}

Onthe other hand, if it is determined that coordinates have been input, the operation input unit

114 performs object search (step S 11). In this process, the operation input unit 114 refers to the

object position table shown in FIG. 9 based onthe input coordinates and searches for an object

corresponding to the input coordinates, Next, as a result of the object search, the operation input

unit 114 judges whether or not the corresponding object exists (step S 12). If thereis no

corresponding object, this subroutine is ended. At this time, the coordinates of the detection

signal stored a5 data in the memory | 1da are cleared.

[OO86]

If the object exists, the operation input unit 114 refers te the object position table shownin FIG.

9 and judges whether or not the object can accept operation (step 513). If the operation

acceptance is impossible, this subroutine is ended. On the other hand, if the operation cari be

accepted, an operation type determination process to be described lateris performed (step $14),

and the present subroutine is ended.

[G08 7|

FiG. 11 is a Howchart showing a subroutine invoked and executed in step S14 ofthe subroutine

shownin FIG. First, the operation input unit 114 sets a predetermined timer value in the timer

114 b (step S <b> 20). This timer value is sequentially subtracted at predetermined timeintervals

after being set.

[O088}

Next, itis determined whether detachment (contact end) has been made or not Grep $21). Inthis

process, the operation input unit 114 determines that detachment has occurred whenthe

detection signal is no longer input from the touch panel 14. fit is determined that the input
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coordinates have not been detached, it is determined whether or not the input coordinates are

moving (step $22). In this process, the operation input unit 114 judges whether or not the

contact pasition indicated by the detection signal from the touch panel 14 is sequentially moving.

if it is determined that the timer valuc has not been sequentially moved, it is determined whether

or not the timer value has become O (step S23). if it is determined that the timer value has

become O, the operation input unit 114 determines that the operation is a touch operation (an

operation to touch the same position on the touch panel 14 for a predetermined period). If it is

determined that the timer value is not 0, the process returns to step $21. Wit is determined in

step S22 that the input coordinates are moving, the operation input unit 114 determines that the

operation is a drag operation.

[0089]

[fit is determined in step 521 that the detachment has been made, the timer 114b is reset (step

S26), and it is determined whether or not there is a newinput in another coordinate (step $27). If

it is determined that there is no sewinput in another coordinate,it is determined whether or nat

the timer value is 0 (step S28). If itis determined that the timer valuc is 0, the operation input

unit 114 determines that the operationis a click operation (step $29). If it is determined that the

timer vahie is not 0, the process returns to step $27.

[O090}

If it is determined in step $27 that there is a new input in another coordinate, the timer 114b is

reset (step $30), and it is determined whether or not there is a new input in another coordinate

(step $31}. When it is determined that there is no new input in another coordinate,it is

determined whether or not the timer value is O (step $ 32). Ifit is determined that the timer value

is 0, the operation input unit 114 determines that the operation is a two-point touch operation

(step 5 33). if it is determined that the timer value is not 0, the process returns to step S 31. If it

is determined in step 531 that there is a newinput in another coordinate, the operation input

unit 114 determines that the operationis a three-point touch operation (step $34).

[G09 1}

Byexecuting the processing in steps 5 20 to S 34, the operation input unit 114 can determine

whether the operation corresponds to a click operation, a touch operation, a drag operation, a

two-point touch operation, or a three-point touch operationit can.
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[0092]

Next, the operation input unit 114 refers to the processing content determination table stored in

the predetermined area of the memory 114 a based on the type of the object corresponding to

the touch position and the operation type, and determines the processing content.

{0093}

PIG. 12 is a diagram showing an example of a processing content determinationtable.

Whenthe corresponding object is B (button image), if the operation typeis “click”, the processing

content is “processing according to the button’.

If the operation type is “touch”, the processing content is “help display". The help display is a

display of processing contents performed according to buttons. When the operation type is

“drag”, the operationis invalid. When the operation typeis “two-point touch" or "three-point

touch", only the first one is valid and the same processing as “click” is performed.

[0094]

Whenthe object is C (card image), if the operation type is "click" or "two-point touch”, the

processing contentis "character appearance” or “card use”. Specifically, when a character cardis

selected, the processing content is "character appearance”, and in this case, the appearance

position of the character is automatically selected by the computer. However, in the case of "two-

point touch’, the second point is the designation of the appearanceposition of the character, and

if the second point is other than the play field, the operation becomes invalid. On the other hand,

when the support card is selected, the processing content is “card use”. In this case,it is

necessary to select a teammate character image or an enemy character image to be usedlater as

a card to be used. However, in the case of “two-point touch", the second point becomes the target

designation, and when the second point is other than the teammate character image or the

enemycharacter image, the operation becomes invalid. If the operation type is "touch", the

processing content is “status display". When the object is C (card image), the status displayis a

display of the characteristic or function of the card. If the operation typeis “drag”, the operation

becomes invalid. If the operation typeis "three-point touch", only thefirst and second points are

valid and the same processing as “two-point touch" is performed.
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[O0S5|

Whenthe object is P (ally character image), if the operation type is "click", the processing content

is “attack” or “target designation’. Specifically, when “use of card” is selected in advance, the

processing content is “target designation’, and in other cases, the processing content is “attack”.

However, when the processing contentis "attack", "target designation" is required later. If the

operation type is "touch", the processing content is “status display”. The status display in the case

where the corresponding object is P (ally character image) is display of appearance, ability, etc. of

the ally character. If the operation type is “drag”, the processing content is "move". In this case,

the destination of the drag is the destination of the character image.

[COS6|

If the operation type is “two-point touch’, the processing content is "attack". In this case, when

the second point is the target designation and the second point is other than the enemy character

image, the cperation becomes invalid.

[0097}

If the operation type is "three-point touch", the processing content is "move + attack”. In this case,

the second point becomes the destination designation, and the third point becomes the target

designation. [f the second point is other than the playfield, or if the third point is E (enemy

characterirnage}, the operation is invalid.

[GO98j

Whenthe object is E (enemy character image), if the operation type is "click", the processing

content is “target specification” or "invalid". Specifically, when “attack” or "use of card” is selected

in advance, the processing content is “target designation’, and in other cases, the processing

content is “invalid”. If the operation type is "touch", the processing content is "status display”. In

the case wherethe object is E (enemycharacter image), the status displayis display of

appearance, ability, etc. of the enemy character.When the operation type is "drag", the
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processing contentis “invalid”. If the operation typeis "two-point touch" or"three-point touch’,

only the first one is valid and the same processing as "click" is performed.

[O039I

After performirig the process of step 5 <b> 35, the operation input unit 114 sets an operation

command corresponding to the process coritent in the RAM 103. This operation commandis

transmitted from the terminal device 1 to the store server 2 at a predetermined timing (see FIG.

2i,step $ 111). Based on the operation command, the shop server 2 performs a process related

to the game progression such as updating the object position information (see FIGS. 22 and 25},

arid transmits the display command to the terminal device 1 based on the processing result . The

first rendering processing unit 111 of the terminal device 1 displays the game image including

the play field image and the card image on the first display 11 based on the display command.

[0100]

Next, in the case where the game is played in the same play field for cach of the four terminal

devices 1, the RAM 203 of the shop server 2 connected to each terminal device i via the leased
line 5 and the RAM 303 of the center server 3 Will be described with reference to FIG. 13.

[0101]

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing player participation information.

A play field number(FN) whichis an identification numberofa play field given for each play

field according to a predetermined rule whenthe playfield is created by the center server3, and

a play field number (FN) to the center server 3 Operates the terminal device 1 with an

acceptance order (RN) whichis an accepted order, a machine ID (CN) whichis identification

information of the terminal device 1, a shop server code (GN) whichis an identification number of

the shop server 2 And the player classification (PC} representing the division of the player are

stored. In the playerclassification PC, “player” is stored whenthe terminal device 1 is operated

by a humanplayer, and "CPU player" is stored when operated by the CPU player. When all the

player classifications of the four players in the playfield are “CPU player” or when the player no

longer exists, the plaver participation information on the play field is deleted.
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fO102)

Participation in the game is accepted by the center server 3 in the order of the terminal device a

1, the terminal device a 2, the terminal device b 1, and the terminal device c 1 in the playfield of

the play field number 1.

[0103]

From the player participation information shownin FIG. 13, the play field of the playfield

number | is composed of the terminal devices a 1,a2,61,c 1, the terminal devices a 1, a 2 are

cormected to the shop server A via a leased line It can be seen that they are connected, that the

terminal devices a 1,a2,b1,c¢ 1 are operated by a human player, andthe fike.

Nan
The player participation information on the play field number "1" shown in FIG. 13 is stored in a

predetermined area of the RAM 203 of the shop servers A, B,

[O104|

FIG. 14is a diagram for explaining the contents of data transmission / reception processing by

the shop servers A, B, C with respect to the game in the playfield of the play field mumber"1".

124A, 12 </ b> B, and 12 </ b> C are diagrams for explaining contents of processing by the shop

servers A, B, and C, respectively. The column on the left side of the chart shows the machine 1D

(CN) of the terminal device 1 as the source of the data received by the store server2 (store

server A, Bor C) and the machine ID Andthe store server symbol (SN) of the shop server 2 to be

passed through. The column on the right side of the chart shows the machine iD (CN) of the

terminal device 1 as the transmission destination of the data transmitted from the shop server 2

(shop server A, B or C) and the machine ID Andthe store server symbol (SN) of the shop server 2

to be passed through. When receiving the data transmitted from the terminal devices a 1, a 2, b

i,c 1, the CPU 201 of the shop servers A, B, C updates various data stored in the predetermined
area of the RAM 203.

jO105)

The CPU 201 of the shop server A receives the data from the terminal device a 1 and transmits it

to the terminal device a 2 and the shop servers B and C as shown in the secondline from the top
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of the chart of FIG. The CPU 201 of the shopserver B receives the data from the terminal device

a il via the shop server A and transmits it to the terminal device b 1 as shown in the secondline

fromthe top of the table of FIG. The CPU 201 of the shep server C receives the data fromthe

terminal device a i via the shop server A and transmits it to the terminal device c 1, as shown in

the second Hine from the top of the table in (c).

[0 106}

At the same time, the CPU 201 of the shop server A receives the data frorn the terminal device a

2 and transmits it to the terminal device a 1 and the shop servers B and C as showninthe third

Ine from the top of the table of FIG. The CPU 201 of the shop server B receives the data framthe

terminal device a 2 via the shop server A and transmits it to the terminal device b 1 as shown in

the third line from the top of the table of FIG. The CPU 201 of the shop server C receives the data

frorn the terminai device a 2 via the shop server A and transmits it to the terminal device c 1 as

shownin the third line from the top ofthe table ofFIG,

[O107]

The CPU 201 ofthe shop server B receives the data from the terminal device b 1 and transmits it

to the shop server A, as shown in the fourth line from the top of the table of FIG. Then, the CPU

201 of the shop server A receives the data from the terminal device b 1 via the shop server B, as

shownin the fourth line from the top ofthe chartin (a), and the terminal devices a 1 and a 2 and

the shop server C, respectively. Then, the CPU 201 of the shop serverC receives the operation

signal fromthe terminal device b 1 via the shop serverB, A and transmits it to the terminal

device c 1 as shownin the fourth line from the top of the table in (c) .

[0108]

Likewise, the CPU 201 of the shop server C receives the data from the terminal device c 1 and

transmits it to the shop server A as in the fifth line fromthe top of the chart of (c). The CPU 201

of the shop serverA receives the data from the terminal device c 1 via the shop server C as in the

fifth Hine from the top of the table of FIG. 4 (a), and stores the data of the terminal devices a 1 and

a2 andthe shop server B. Then, the CPU 201 of the shop server B receives the data fromthe

terminal device c 1 via the shop servers C and A and transmits it to the terminal device b 1 as

shown in the fifth line from the top ofthe table in(b) .
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[0109]

In this way, the CPU 201 accepts data from the terminal devices a t,a2.b 1, andc Lb by

transmitting data from the terminal devices a 1,a 2,b 1, and c 1 between the shop servers A, 8,

Since the various data stored in the RAM 203 are updated eachtime, the terminal devices a I, a

2,6 1,c¢ | proceed the game by using the data stored in the RAM 203, so that the terminal

devices a 1, a 2, it is possible to easily control temporal synchronization (matching game

progress situation) in progress of the game between b 1 andc1.

[OL 10}

That is, the shop server 2 (here, the shop server A), which first received the participation in the

game, receives the data from the terminal device 1 cormected by the leased line 5 and transmits
the data to all the other terminal devices 1 And transmits data from the terminal device 1

connected to the other shop server 2 (in this case, the shop server B or C) via the leased line 5 via

the other shop server 2 (shop server B or C) And transmits it to all the other terminal devices 1.

Further, the other shop server 2 (shop server B or C) receives data from the terminal device 1

commected via the dedicated line 5 via the shop server 2 (shop server A} and sendsit to the
exclusive line 5 To the terminal device 1 connected with the terminal device 1.

[GL11]

FiG. 15 is a Howchart showing the flow of processing up to the start of the game in the terminal

device 1, the shop server 2 andthe center server 3. First, the CPU 101 of the terminal device 1

accepts insertion of coins from the coin insertion slot 15 (step $100). When receiving a

predetermined signal outputted from the coin sensor 115 whena coin is detected, the CPU 101

reads the ID code of the player fromthe ID card 8 inserted in the ID card insertion slot 16 by the

ID card reader 116 (Step $101). The input of the password bythe operation ofthe playeris

accepted (step $102). Next, the CPU 101 transmits the read ID code, together with the password

input by the player operation, to the center server 3 via the dedicatedline 5 by the

communication interface circuit 104 to the center server 3 (step 5103}.

[0112]
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The CPU 301 of the center server 3 judges whether or not the ID code received fromthe terminal

device 1 is present in the ID code stored in the RAM 303.If it is Judged that there is an ID cade,

in step S 301, authentication is performed by determining whether or not the password of the

player associated with the code andstored in the RAM 303 matches the password received from

the terminal device 1. The CPU 301 transmits the result to the terminal device 1 as a response

signal (step 5 302}.

fO113}

Whenreceiving the response signal from the center server 3, the selection of the game modeis

accepted (step 5104). As a selection of the game mode, selection of a play field for playing a

game, selection by an opponent(for exarnple, selection as to whether or not to play a game by a

player playing a game on the terminal device 1 of the same store, whether to join a CPU player

Selection of whetheror not, etc.) can be performed.

fOL14]

Next, the CPU 101 reads the identification information from the character card 9 placed on the

placing panel 17 bythe character card reader 117 (step $105). The CPU 101 transmits the entry

data including the read identification information and the like to the center server 3 via the shop

server 2 (step $106).

[0115]

On the other hand, the CPU SO1 of the center server 3 accepts the entry (step § 303) and

updates the player participation information shown in FIG. 13 (step 5 304). Next, the CPU 301

determines a player (opponent) who plays a game with the same playfield (step 5 305). When

the number of human players is less than four, or whenit is selected to fight against the

computer in the garne modeselection, the CPU playeris set.

[0116]
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Next, the CPU 301 extracts history data of each piayer from the RAM 303 (step 5 306). Next, the

CPU 301 transmits the extracted history data to the shop server 2 (step § 307). Upon receiving

the game history data of cach player from the center server 3, the shop server 2 performs an

initial setting process (step S200}. In this initial setting process, the player information (see FIG.

20) including the level value and theability value of each player and the character operated by

the player and the object position information (see FIG. 9) are generated. The initial setting

processing will be described laterin detail with reference to FIG. 16.

lO1l1L7}

Next, the shop server 2 transmits the generated player information and the object position

information to the terminal device 1 that performs the game in the same playfield (step 5201).

Thereafter, the terminal apparatus 1 and the shop server 2 start games (steps $108 and $202).

[0118]

As shownin FIG. 15, ina game performed by the game system according to the present

embodiment, each player can participate at a desired time, and a plurality of players

simultaneously participate in a game progressing in one playfield You can do. Thisis a feature of

real time straddle game (RTS).

fO119I

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing a subroutine ofthe initial setting process invoked and executed in

the shop server 2 in step S200 of the flowchart shownin FIG.

[G1 20)

First, the CPU 201 of the shop server 2 executes a random number generation program stored in

the ROM 202 and samples random numbers (step $210).

The number of random numbers to be sampledis the numberof support cards to be distributed

to the four players. For example, in the case where 25 support cards are distributed ta each
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player, 100 random numbers are sampled.

jOL21]

Next, the CPU ZO1 refers to the support card determination table stored in the ROM202, and

determines a support card to be distributed to each player based on the sampled random nurnber

value (step $ 211). FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an exampleof a support card determination
table. A random number extraction value is stored in the leftmost column, a card numberis

stored in the right column, and the type and function of the support card are associated with

each card number. This support card determination table is a lookup table. For example,if the

random number extraction value is any one of O to 15, a support card of "1001"is selected.

iOi22)

Next, the CPU 201 refers to the ability value setting table and sets the level value and the ability

value of the player and the character based on the gamehistory data (skill level) (step $212). In

step S212, the level value and the ability value of the player and the character operated by the

playerare set for the four players playing the game in the same play field. When executing the

process of step S212, the CPU ZO1 of the shop server 2 functions as a level value setting means

for setting a predetermined level value to the player and storing the level value in the RAM 203

(level value storage means).

[0123]

FIG. 18 is a diagram showing an example ofhistory data. The ID datais data stored in the ID card

8 (not shown) and is data assigned to each player by the center server 3 when the ID card 8 is

sald fromthe card vending machine 6. The history data shownin FIG. 18 is history data ofthe

player "Pi". In the field of the character number, the character number of the character which

the player "Pi" has sometimes used (operated) in the game is stored. Skill level is historical data

in the present invention, and is individually set for the player and each character. The skill level

increases when a predetermined condition (for example, winning a battle between characters,

fulfilling a predetermined result by a player, etc.) is satisfied during the game.

[0124]
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FiG. 19 is a diagram showing an example of the ability value setting table. In the ability value

setting table, skill level, level value and ability valuc are associated with cach character. As shown

in FIG. 19, the ability value is composed of a plurality of items oflife force, magical power, attack

power, defense power, movementforce, attack hit rate, critical hit ratio and attack avoidance

rate. Alchough not shownin the figure, in the ability value setting table, the skill level, the level

value and the ability value are also associated with the player.

[O125}

The level value indicates the garne strength of the player or the character step by step. In the

case of the same player or character, the higher the numerical value, the higher the ability value

of the player or character, the higher the ability value on the game It will be strong. This level

valueis a level value set by the CPU 201 functioning as level value setting means. Thelife force

shows the remaining physical strength of the player or the character, and it decreases when it is

attacked by the enemy character etc. and damaged. Whenthe life force of the player becomes Q,

the game ends. Also, whenthelife force of the tearmmate character becomes O, the character

disappears from the play fleld and it can not be used for the game for a predetermined period.

Magical poweris an action point necessary for a character to perform a predetermined action

(here, use of magic). When a character uses magic, magical power decreases by a predetermined

value corresponding to the type of magic. Magical power recovers with time at a predetermined

speed when it decreases during battle. The recovery speed of the magical power changes

according to the level value of the character.

[0126]

The attack poweris a force that allows the character to damage other characters, and the higher

the numerical value, the more damage can be given to other characters. Defense poweris a farce

to defend against attacks fromother characters, and the higher the value, the less damage the
attack from other characters can be. Movement force affects the distance the character can move

on the playfield and the frequency with which the character acts during battle, and as the

numerical value increases, the character moves over a long distance on the playfield Ht will be

possible to increase the numberof actions in the battle.

[0127]
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The attack hit ratio is the rate at which the character can hit attacks against other characters, and

the higher the murerical value, the higher the prebability ofhitting the attack. The critical hit

ratio is a rate at which the character can add additional damage whenattacking another

character, and the higher the numerical value, the more damage can be given with a higher

probability. The attack avoidancerate is a rate that avoids the attack when the characteris

attacked by another character, and the higher the numerical value, the higher the probabilityof

avoiding the attack.

[OL 28]

After the process of step $212, the CPU 201 generates player information based on the

processing results of steps $211 and $212 (step 5213). FIG. 20 is a diagram showing an example

of player information. The chart on the upperside is the player informationof the player "PL".

The level values and the ability values of the player and each character set in step $212 are

stored and the card numbers of a plurality (for oxampic, 25) of support cards distributedin step
S211 are stored.

[0129]

Further, the chart on the lowerside is the player information of the player “P2". In the figure,

only player information on two players is shown, but in step $213, player information is

generated for four players playing a game in the same playfield.

[0130]

Next, the CPU 201 selects five cards to be usable first by lottery (step $214). The cards that can

be used are cards displayed as the card images 93 ato 93 e on the first display 11 of the

terminal device 1, and five cards are selected bylottery out of the character cards and support

cards. In step S214, for the four players playing the game in the same playfield, five cards which
are to be used first are selected.

[O13 1]
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Next, the CPU 201 generates the object position information shownin FIG. 9 (step $ 215). In this

processing, the CPU 201arranges predetermined characters on the play ficld, sets the play field

coordinates, and sets display position coordinates in each terminal device 1 based on the play

field coordinates. Also, based on the selection result in step 5214, the display position

coordinates of the card image in each terminal device | are set. Furthermore, processing such as

setting display position coordinates of the button images in each terminal device 1 is performed.

Thereafter, this subroutine is ended.

[0132]

The abject position information (see FIG. 8) and the player information (see FIG. 20) generated in

the subroutine shown in FIG. 16 are transmitted to the terminal device 1 in step 5 201 of the

flowchart shownin FIG. 15. Thereafter, during the progress of the game, as described with

reference to FIG. 14, since the data is transmitted between the shop server ¢ and the four

terminal devices i arid the temporal synchronization is controlicd, the shop server 2 The same

object position information and player information are always stored in the RAM 203 and the
RAM103of the four terminal devices 1.

[0133]

FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing an outline of a process executed in the terminal device 1 during

the progress of the game. First, the CPU 101 of the terminal device 1 judges whether or not an

operation commandis input (step 5110). As described with reference to FIGS. 10 to 12, the

operation commandis a command that the operation input unit 114 sets in the RAM 103

according to an instruction input by the player via the touch panel 14. In step S 110, Itis

determined whether or not an operation commandhas been set in the RAM 103.

[0134]

When determining that an operation command is input from the operation input unit 114, the

CPU 101 transmits an operation cormmand to the shop server 2 via the dedicated line 5 by the

communication interface circuit 104 (step S 111}. This process corresponds to the process of

step S231 in the flowchart shownin FIG. The shop server 2 receives the operation command as
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appropriate fromthe four terminal devices 1 and performs processing for advancing the game

based on the operation command. Based on the processing result, the shop server 2 transmits

display comunands to the first display 11 or the second display 12 to each terminal device 1 (FIG.

22, step § 238). Further, the shop server 2 updates the playerinformation and the object position

information based on the processing result, and transmits the updated player information and

the object position information to each terminal device 1 (FIG. 22, step S 239). The processing

executed in the shop server 2 will be described later in detail with reference to FIG. 22.

jO1S5}

If it is determined in step $110 that ne operation command has been input, or when the

processing in step $111 is executed, then in step $113, the CPU 101 determines whether or not

a card change instruction has been input. The card change instruction in this step S 113 is an

instruction to change the card images 93 a to 93 e displayed on thefirst display 11, that is, an

instruction to change the usable card. The card change instruction here is not an instruction to

physically change the character card 9 placed on the placing panel 17 (or example, removing or

adding a character card, ctc.). The card change instruction in step $ 113 can be input by touching

the button image O4 f "CHANGE"of the game image 90 displayed onthefirst display 11 via the

touch pane! 14 (see FIGS. 7 and 8)

[0136]

When judging that the card change instruction has been input, the CPU 101 transmits a card

change instruction to the shop server 2 via the dedicated line 5 by the communication interface

circuit 104 {step S$ 114). On the other hand, the shop server 2 selects a newly usable card based

on the received card change instruction, and updates the object position informationof the card

image.

[0137]

Whenit is determined that the card changeinstruction is not input in step S 113, or whenthe

processing in step S 114 is executed, the CPU 101 determines whether or not the player

information and the object position information are received from the shop server 2 (Step S 115).

This process corresponds to the process of step $238 of the flowchart shownin FIG. In this

processing, the CPU 101 determines whether or not data (Dlayer information and object position
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information} has been transmitted between the shop server 2 and the four terminal devices 1

described with reference to FIG. 14. if it is determined that the player information and the object

position information are received from the shap server 2, the CPU 101 updates the player

information and the object position information stored in the RAM 103(step $ 116). As a result,

the player information and the object position information stored in the RAM 103 of the terminal

device 1 are temporally synchronized with the player information and the object position

information stored in the RAM 203 of the shop server 2. Whenthe object position information

stored in the RAM 103 is updated, the object position information stored in the memory 114 a of

the operation input unit 114 is also updated.

[0138]

if it is determined in step S 115 that the player information and the abject position information

have not been received from the shop server 2 or when the processing in step S 116 is executed,

the CPU 101 determines whether or not a display coramand has been received from the shop

server 2 (Step $117}. This process is a process corresponding to the process of step S 239in the
flowchart shown in FIG. 22.

[0139]

Ifit is determined that the display command has been received, the CPU 101 performs image

display processing on the first display 11 or the second display 12 (step S 118). In this process,

the CPU 101 supplies a display command to the first drawing processing unit 111 or the second

drawing processing unit 112. In accordance with the display command,the first rendering

processing unit 111 refers to the object position information (see FIG. 9} and the player

information (see FIG. 20) stored in the RAM 103 and extracts the image data from the ROM 102.

Then, the game image is generated by storing the image data in the video RAM according to the

priority order displayed on the first display 11 (for example, in the order ofthe playfield image,

the character image, the button image, the card image} And outputs it to the display 11. Asa

result, a game imageis displayed onthefirst display 11 (see FIGS. 7 and 8}.

(0140)

In addition, the second drawing processing unit 112 changes the position of the object stored in

the ROM 102 (for example, an object constituting a teammate character, an object constituting
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an enemy character, and the like) stored in the ROM 102 fromaposition on the three-

dimensional space to a pseudo 3 Caiculation for converting to position in the dimensional space,

light source calculation processing and the like, and also performs writing processing of image

data to be drawn on the video RAM(for example, video RAMspecified by polygon Mapping of

texture data to the area of the second display12, etc.}, thereby generating a match image and

outputting it to the second display 12. As a result, a battle image is displayed on the second

display 12.

fOL47]

If it is determined in step $117 that the display comumand has mot been received, or whenthe

processing in step 5118 is executed, the CPU 101 determines whether or not to end the game

(step S119). In this process, when the hattle by the four players in the play fleid has ended, the

CPU 101 receives an instruction to the effect chat the player operating the terminal device 1 is

lost in the gameor the player ends the game When judging chat the game is to be ended.If it is

determined not to end the game, the process returns to step S110. On the other hand, if it is

determined to end the gare, this subroutine is ended.

fO142)

FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing an outline of a process executed in the shop server 2 during the

progress of the game. First, when starting a game, the CPU 201 sets a timer corresponding to the

player in a predetermined area of the RAM203 (step S230). The timer value of this timeris a

timer that is sequentially subtracted at predetermined time intervals alter being set, and when a

player with a high level value plays a game against a player with a lowlevelvalue (battle

between characters), the level A timer corresponding to a player having a high value is reset, and

when the timer value becomes 0, the level value of the player corresponding to the tirner

decreases by one. In step $230, a timer maybeset forall four players, or a timer may be sct only

for a predetermined numberof players with high level values among the four players. Also, the

timer value may be changed according to the level value of the player.

jO143)

Next, the CPU 201 determines whether or not an operation command has been received from the

terminal device 1 via the dedicated line 5 by the communication interface circuit 204 (step 5 <b>
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231). This process corresponds to step 5 111 of the flowchart shownin FIG. 21. [fit is

determined that the operation command has been received, the CPU ZO1 executes command

processing for advancing the game based on the operation command received from the terminal

device 1 (step $232). The command processing will be described in detail later with reference to
PIG. 25,

[0144]

When it is determined that the operation command is not received in step 5231 or when the

processing in step $232 is executed, the CPU 201 causes the communication interface circuit

204 to transmit identification information (The identification information read fromthe

character card) has been received (step $233). This processing corresponds to step $ 114 ofthe
flowchart shown in FIG. 21.

[0145]

When determining that the identification information is received from the terminal device 1, the

CPU201 refers to the ability value setting table and sets the level value and the ability value of

the character based on the game history data (skill level) (step 5 <b> 234) . This process is the

same process as the process of step $212 of the subroutine shown in FiG. 16, and has already

been described, so the explanation here will be omitted.

[0146]

Whenit is determined that the identification information is not received in step $233 or when

the processing in step 5234 is executed, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the timer value

of the timer set corresponding to the player in step 5230 has become zero (Step 5235). If it is

determined that the timer value has becomeO, the level value of the player corresponding to the

timer is decreased by 1 (step $236).

fO147|

Whenit is determined in step $235 that the timer value is not 0 or when the processing in step

S236 is executed, the CPU 201 determines whether or not to accept operation of an object

displayed onthe first display 11 of each terminal device 1 And performs setting processing (step
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[0143]

Here, the process of setting permission / prohibition of operation reception in step $237 will be
described in detail.

Whether or not to accept the operation is determined for each object as described with reference

to FIG. 9. An instruction can be input by touching an object whose operation acceptanceis "CO 
through the touch panel 14, and even if the operation reception accepts touching the object "x"

through the touch panel 14, it is impossible to input an instruction . When the process of step

5237 is performed for the first time alter the game is started, the CPU 201sets a timer

thereinafter referred to as an operation acceptance timer) corresponding to eachof ail the

players and all the characters existing on the playfield in the RAM 203. In addition, when the

processing of step $234 andthe processing of step $251 (see FIG. 25) to be described later are

performed and a character newly appears onthe playfield, in step $237, the CPU 201 transmits

an operation acceptance correspondingto the character In the RAM 203.

[0149]

Theinitial value of the timer value of the operation reception timer (hereinafter also referred to

as operation acceptance timer value} is set according to the moving force of each player or

character. Specifically, the higher the moving force is, the smaller the operation reception timer

value is, and the lower the moving force, the larger the operation reception timer value is set. The

CPU 201 performs aninterrupt process or the like at a predetermined cycle and sequentially

subtracts the dimer value of the operation acceptarice timer set in the RAM 203.

[0150]

The process of step $237 is intermittently performed in the process of repeating the processes of

steps S230 to 5240. In the process, when the operation acceptance timer value of a certain

character becomes 0, in step $237, the CPU 201 permits the operation of the character and sets

"CO" as the operation acceptance of the object position information stored in the RAM 203.

Thereafter, when an instruction for the characteris input, in step $237, the CPU 201 sets the
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operation acceptance of the object position information stored in the RAM 203 te "x" and resets

the operation acceptance timer.

fO151]

in the case where the process of step $237is intermittently executed in this way, whether or not

to accept the operation of each character changes as shownin the time chart of FIG. In the figure,

“operation permission” indicates the timing at which the operation acceptance of the object

position information stored in the RAM 203is set to "CO" by the CPU 201. "Operable" indicates a

state in which operation acceptance of the object position information stored in the RAM 203 is

"O", "Operation input" indicates the timing at which a predetermined instructionis Input via the

touch panel 14 of the terminal device 1 and the operation acceptance of the object pasition

information stored in the RAM203 is set to "x" by the CPU 201.

[0152]

The period from "operation input" to "operation permission” is a period during which the

operation reception timeris sequentially subtracted, “operation permitted” is made whenthe

operation reception timer value becomes 0, and “operable"State. Since the operation accepting

timer value is set to be shorter as the moving ability of the characteror the like is higher,it is

possible to instruct the character or the like having a high moving ability at a high frequency,

and itis possible to advantageously advance the game.

[0153]

Also, since the period of "operable" continues until “operation input” is made and ends when

“operation input" is made, promptly “operation input” is performed after “operation permission’

is made and " Operable "is shortened, the timing at which the next” operation permission “is

performed becomes earlier. As a result, it is possible to instruct the character to the character

with high frequency, and it is possible to proceed with the game advantageously. In this way. the

point that the game progresses in real (ime {in real time) is a feature of real time straddle game

(RTS).

[0154]
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After performing the processing of step $237, the CPU 201 performs processing to transmit the

player information and the object position information updated in the above-described steps

$232, $234, $236 or S237 to each terminal device 1 (step S238). This processing corresponds ta

step 5 115 of the flowchart shownin FIG. 21.

Next, the CPU 201 transmits a display command to each terminal device 1 based on the

processing results in steps $232, $234, $236 or $237 (step $239). This processing corresponds

to step 8 117 of the flowchart shown in FIG. 21. In step S 239, the CPU 201 transmits a display

command to each terminal device | to display the operable character image and the inoperable

character imape in different modes. As a result, on the first display 11 of the terminal device 1,

for example, a game image including a play field image as shown in FIG, 24 is displayed.

[O156]

FIG. 24 fa) is a diagram showing theplay field image 91 displayed onthe first display 11 of the

terminal device 1 at the point A in the time chart shown in FIG. 23.In the playfield image 91, the

five ally character images 98 a to 08 e and the five enemycharacter images 99 a to 99 e are

displayed, but it is alsa possible to display the manipulable ally character image(the ally

character image 98 a), an image showing parenthesesis displayed. Further, in the vicinityof the

enemy character image (enemy characters 99 a, 99 b in FIG. 24 (a)) which can be operatedby

the player of the opponent, an image indicating the star is displayed. 24 (b} is a diagram showing

the play field image 91 displayed onthefirst display 11 of the terminal device 1 at point B in the

time chart shownin FIG. 23. Images showing parentheses are displayed around the four corners

of the surrounding ally character image (the ally characters 98 b, 98 c in FIG. 24 (bj)

[0157]

Next, itis determined whether or not to end the game (step S240). in this process, the CPU 201

determines that the gameis to be ended when the competition of four players inthe play field

has ended or when all four players input instructions to end the game.
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(0158)

if it is determined that the game is not to be terminated, the process proceeds to step $231. On

the other hand, when determining to end the game, the CPU 201 transmits the game history data

stored in the RAM 203to the center server 3 via the communication line 4 bythe

communication interface circuit 204 (step S 241). As a result, the game history data stored in the

RAM303of the center server 3 is updated.

[0159]

FiG. 25 is a Howchart showing a subroutine of command processing called and executed in step
5232 of the flowchart shown in FIG,

[0160]

First, the CPU 201 determines whether or not an operation command to use a character card has

been received from the terminal device 1 (step $250).

When determining that an operation command to the effect that the character card is to be used

is received from the terminal device 1, the CPU 201 sets the play field coordinates of the

character, and based on the playfield coordinates, on the first display 11 of each terminal device

1 The display position coordinates of the character image are set (step $251). Thereafter, the

CPU201 updates the playerinformation stored in the RAM203 (step $259), updates the object

position information stored in the RAM 203 (step S260}, and terminates the present subroutine.

fO161]

If it is determined in step $250 that it is not an operation command to use the character card, the

CPU 201 determines whetherit is an operation command to the effect that the support cardis

used (step $252}. If it is determined that the operation command to use the support card is

received from the terminal device 1, the CPU 201 executes processing corresponding to the

support card (step 5253}. Thereafter, the CPU 201 updates the player information stored in the

RAM203 (step $259), updates the object position information stored in the RAM 203 (step

5260), and terminates the present subroutine.
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[0162|

If it is determined in step $252 that the commandis not an operation command to use the

support card, the CPU 201 determines whetheror not it is an operation commend to perform an

attack (step $254). When determining that an operation command to attack is received from the

terminal device 1, the CPU 201 executes a match process (step $255). This battle process will be

described later in detail. Thereafter, the CPU 201 updates the player information stored in the

RAM 203 according to the match result (step $259), further updates the object position

information stored in the RAM 203 (step 8260), and ends the present subroutine.

[0163]

If it is determinedin step $254 that it is not an operation command to attack, the CPU 201

determines whether it is an operation command to move (step $256). Whon determining that an

operation command to move is received from the terminal device 1, the CPU ZO1 changes the

play field coordinates of the corresponding character, and based on the play Held coordinates,

the character image on the first display 11 of each terminal device 1 (Step S <b> 258).

Thereafter, the CPU 201 updates the player information stored in the RAM 203 (step $259},

updates the object position information stored in the RAM 203 (step 5260}, and terminates the

present subroutine.

[0164]

if it is determined in step $256 that the command is not an operation command to move, the CPU

201 executes processing corresponding to the other commands {step S257). Thereafter, the CPU

201 updates the player information stored in the RAM 203 (step 5259}, updates the object

position information stored in the RAM 203 (step 5260), and terminates the present subroutine.

jO165)

Next, the battle process executed in the shop server 2 when the battle between characters is

performed will be described. FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing a subroutine of the battle process
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called and executed in step $255 ofthe flowchart shown in FIG.In the following description, the

case where the character "0101" operated by the player "P1" shownin FIG. 20 fights against the

character "0110" operated bythe player "P2" will be described as an example .

[GO 166]

First, the CPU 201 refers to the player information stored in the RAM 203 and compares the

level values of the player "P1" and the player "P2" (step $270}. According to the player

information shown in FIG. 20, the level value of the player "P1" is 2 and the level value ofthe

player "P2" is 6. Therefore, the player "P1" is a player with a high level value, and the player "P2"

is a player with a lowlevel value. Also, the difference betweenthe level values of both is 4. When

executing the processing of step 5270, the CPU 201 of the shop server2 functions as level value

comparison means for comparing the level values of the players who operate the characters

participating in the battle.

[0167|

Next, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the level value of the player "PI" and the level

value of the player "P2" are the same based on the comparison result in step $270 (step S271). If

both of them have the same levei value, the process proceeds to step $274, but since the level

value of the player "P1" is different fromthe level vale of the player "P2", the process proceeds

to step S272.

[0168]

In step S272, processing for resetting the timer corresponding to the player ofthe high level

value is performed. As a result, the timer value of the timer corresponding to the playerof the

highlevel valueis set to the initial value (the value set in step $230of the subroutine shown in

PIG. 22}. On the other hand, the timer corresponding to the player of the low level value
continues to decrease.

[0169]
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After executing the processing of step $27Z, the CPU 201 performs a process of correcting the

player's ability value of the low level value (step $273). At this time, the CPU 201 functions as a

capability value correcting means and executes a process of lowering the ability value ofthe

character operated by the player having the lower level valuc. In this processing, the CPU 201

executes a random number generation program stored in the ROM 202, and samples one

random numberfrom a predetermined numerical range (for example, 0 to 127). Based on the

sampled random number and thelevel value difference between the players "Pi" and "P2", the

ability value correction table stored in the ROM 22is referred to, and the ability value to be

corrected and the correction value are compared with each otherSetit.

[0170]

Fit. 27 is a diagram showing an example of the ability value correction table stored in the ROM

202 of the shop server 2. In the leftrnost colunm, three numerical ranges (0 to 63, 64 to 95, 96

to 127) are stored as random number values, and to the right of the numerical range, numerical

ranges ta be corrected Theability value is stored. If the random number value is 0 te 63, the

ability value to be corrected is the attack hit ratio. and if the random: number valuc is 64 to 95.

the ability value to be corrected is the critical hit ratio, the random number value is 96 127, the

ability value to be corrected is the attack avoidance ratio. Further, in the ability value correction

table, a correction value corresponding to the level value difference of the playeris set for each

ofthe ability values to be corrected.

O17 1]

The process in step $273 will be described with reference to FIG. 28 (a) shows the player

information before the ability value correction, and (b} te (d) are the player information after the

ability value correction. As shownin FIG. 28 (aj, the level value ofthe player "Pi" is 2, and the

level value of the player "P2" is 6. The level value difference between them is 4. For example,

when the random number value sampled in step S273 is 0, referring to the ability value

correction table shownin FIG. 27, the ability value to be corrected is the attack hit ratio, and the
3 OY

correction value is + 8% . When the ability value is corrected in this manner, the attack hit ratio

of the character "OLO1" operated bythe player "P1” increases by 8%from 8%to 88%, and the

character "GL1G" operated by the player "P2" The attack hit ratio is higher than 84% (see FIG. 28

(b)). Therefore, the character “O101" can hit an opponent with attack with a high probability, and

itis possible to advantageously advance the match. At this time, the CPU 201 functioning as the

ability value correcting means increases the attack hit ratio of the character operated by the

player with the lower level value.
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[0172]

Also, in the case where the random numbervalue sampled in step 5273 is 64, referring to the

ability value correction table shown in FIG. 27, the ability value to be corrected is the criticalhit

ratio, and the correction value is + 12% . When the ability value is corrected in this way, the

critical hit ratio of the character "0101" operated by the player "P1” increases from 12% to 12%

from 0%, and the character "0110" operated by the player "P2" Thecritical hit ratio is higher

than 2% (see FIG. 28 (c)). Therefore, the character "0101" can give additional damage to the

opponent with a high probability, and it is possible to advantageously advance the match. At this

time, the CPU 201 functioning as the ability value correcting means increases the critical hit rate

(the probability of giving an additional damage to the opponent) of the character operated bythe

player with the lower level value.

[0173]

In addition, when the random number value sampled in step $273 is 96, referring to the ability

value correction table shownin FIG. 27, the ability value to be correctedis the attack avoidance

ratio, and the correction value is + 8% . When the ability value is corrected in this manner, the

attack avoidance rate of the character "0101" operated by the player "P1" increases from 8% to

0%, from1%, and the character "0110" operated by the player "P2" The attack avoidance rate is

higherthan 2% (see FIG. 28 (d}). Therefore, the character "0101" can avoid the attack from the

opponent with high probability, and it is possible to advantageously advance the match.At this

time, the CPU 201 functioning as the ability value correcting means increases the attack

avoidance rate of the character operated by the player with the lower level value.

[OL7 Al

If it is determined in step $271 that the level values of the two players are the same, or when the

processing in step $273 is executed, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the characteris in

the behavior (step $274). The timing at which the characteracts is determined by the movement

force of the character. The higher the moving force, the more frequently the characteracts.

[O175|
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ifitis determined that the character is acting, the CPU 201 executes the programstored in the

ROM202 to select the action ofthe character {step $275). As an action of the character,for

example, attacks on other characters, use of magic, escape from battle, and the like can becited.

In addition, the method of selecting the behavior of the character is not particularly limited, and

itmaybe selected by lottery, for example. Also, when there is a lot of magical power, use of

magic, attacks to other characters whenthere is little magical power, attack when you have a Hite

force lowerthan a predetermined value, escapefrombattle, progress of the game, ability value of
the character etc. As shownin FIG.

[0176]

Next, as an action of the character, it is determined whether or not an attack on another

character has been selected (step $276). If itis determined that an attack on another character

has been selected, the CPU 201 makes a hit determination of the attack (step $277). In this

process, the CPU 201 determines whether or net an attack hits another character based on the
attack hit rate and the critical hit ratio of the character and the attack avoidance rate of the other

character, and if the attack is hit If it is determined to do so, calculate the damagereceived by

another character based on the attack pawerof the character and the defensive powerof the
other character.

[O17 7|

Thereafter, the CPU 201 updates the plaver information stored in the RAM 203 based on the hit

determination result (step $278). Specifically, when an attack on another character hits, it

damages the other character and decreases its life force.

(01738)

if itis determined in step S276 that an attack on another characteris not selected, the CPU 201

determines whether or not use of magic has been selected (step 5279).it is determined that the

use of magic is selected, the CPU 201 updates the player information storedin the RAM 203

according to the used magic function (step $280). For example, if you use magic to attack other

characters, reduce the vitality of other characters. In addition, when the magic that changes the
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ability value of the characteris used, the ability value of the character is changed.

[O179|

Next, the CPU 201 decreases the magical power of the character according to the type of magic

used and performs processing to update the playerinformation stored in the RAM 205 istep 5

281). Next, the CPU 201 sets a recoverytimer corresponding to the character whose magical

power has decreased in a predetermined area of the RAM 203 (step 8 282). Thetirner value of

the recovery timeris a timer that is sequentially subtracted at a predetermined time interval alter

being set, and whenthe timer value becomes 0, the character's magical power recovers. In step

5282, the CPU 201 refers to the recovery timersetting table stored in the ROM ZO2 based onthe
level value difference between the character and another character, and sets the timer value of

the recoverytimer.

[0180]

FIG. 30 is a diagram showing an example of a recoverytimer setting table. In the left cohumm, the

level value difference of the player is stored, and in the right colunm, the recoverytimer setting

value is associated with each level value difference. For example, since the level value of the

player "P1" is 4 lower than that of the player "P2", the level value difference is -4 and the

recoverytimer setting value is 15. On the other hand. since the level value of the player "P2" is 4

higherthan that of the player "P1", the level value difference is 4 and the recoverytimer setting
value is 55.

[0181]

if it is determined in step 5279 that the use of magic is not selected, the CPU 201 performs

various processes so that the character executes the sclected other action (step $283), and the

CPU201 adds In response, it updates the player information stored in the RAM 203 (step $284).

(0182)

Whenit is determined that the character does not act at step S274 or when the processing of

step 5278, $282 or S284 is executed, the CPU 201 causes the communication interface circuit

204 to display the second display , A display command for displaying a battle imageis
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transmitted (step $285).

This processing corresponds to the processing of steps S117 and $ 118 of the flowchart shown

in FIG. 21. Upon receiving the display command by the communication interface circuit 104, the

CPU101 ofthe terminal device 1 supplies a display command to the second drawing processing

unit 112. In accordance with the display command, the second drawing processing unit 112

roves an object (for example, an object constituting a tearmmate character, an object making up

an enemycharacter, and the like) stored in the ROM 102 from a position in a three-dimensional

space to a pseudo three-dimensional space Calculates light source calculation processing and the

like, performs writing processing of image data tc be drawn an the video RAMbased on the

calculation result (for example, a region of the video RAMdesignated by the polygon. Etc),

thereby generating a match image and outputting it to the second display 12. As a result, a batde

image is displayed on the seconddisplay 12.

[0183]

FIG. 29 is a diagram showing a game image displayed on thefirst display 11 of the terminal

device | and a match image displayed on the second display 12. When the shop server 2

executes the subroutine of FIG. 26 and the battle between the characters is performed, as shown

in FIG. 29, the game image 9O including the play field image and the card image is displayed on

the first display, On the second display, a battle image 92 representing the battle between the

characters is displayed.

[0184]

After executing the process of step $285, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the recovery

timer value is 0 (step $286). Whenit is determined that the recovery timer value is 0, the magical

powerofthe character is recovered and the player information stored in the RAM 203 is updated

(step S 287). As described above, since the timer value of the recovery timer is set to be smaller

for the character operated by the player with the lowerlevel value than the character operated

by the player with the higher level value, the recovery of the magical power becomes faster.

[0185]
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If it is determined in step $286 that the value of the recovery timer is not 0, or when the process

of step S287 is executed, the CPU 201 determines whether or not the competition has ended

(step $288). In this processing, the CPU 201 determines that the match-up has ended whenthe

vitality of cither character becomes 0 ar when one of the characters has escaped from the match.

if it is determined that the battle has not ended, the process returns to step $274. On the other

hand, if it is determined that the competition has ended, the player information stored in the

RAM203 is updated (step 5289} so as to increase the skill level of the player or character

winning the match, and the present subroutine is ended .

[O186}

As described above, according to the game system ofthe present embodiment, since the ability

value of the character is corrected according to the difference in the level value of the playerat

the time of battle, a situation in which a player with a lowlevel value is advantageous or not

necessarily disadvantageous is created . Therefore, it is possible to urge a beginnerto actively

compete with experts, and it is possible to construct an environment where beginners and skilled

persons want to be actively involved. As a result, ic is possible to fully enjoy the merit peculiar to

online games that can communicate with an unspecified number of players through a medium

such as a game, and it is possible to provide a game that is surprising and rich in interest.

[0187]

In the present embodiment, the level value is set for each player, the level value of the playeris

comparedat the time of competition, and the ability value of the character operated by the

player at the lowlevel value is increased. However, in the present invention, A level value may be

set for each character and the level value of the character may be comparedat the time ofbattle

to raise the ability value of the character ofthe low level value.

[O188]

In the above example. the case where the character of the lowlevel value or the ability value of

the character operated bythe playerof the lowlevel value is raised has been described. However,

in the present invention, the character of the high level value or the player of the high level value

operates The ability value of the character to be reduced may be lowered.

It is also possible to raise the ability value of the character operated by the character ofthe low
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level value or the playerof the lowlevel value and lower the ability value of the character

operated by the character of the high level value or the playerof the high level value .

[0189]

in the present embodiment, the case of correcting any one of the attack hit rate, the critical hit

rate, and the attack avoidancerate has been described, but in the present invention, the ability

value to be corrected is particularly limited Absent. In addition, the number of items of the ability

value to be corrected may be one or plural. Further, the level value set for the character maybe a

correction targe C.

fO190}

In the present embodiment, a case where a lottery is performed to set the ability value to be

corrected out of the ability valucs of a character composed ofa plurality of items has been

described, but in the present invention, the item of the ability value to be corrected The method

of determining is not Himited to this example. For example, the item of the ability value to be

corrected may always be the same, or the itemof the ability value to be corrected may change in

a predetermined order.

[O19]

in the present invention, for example, if the difference between the level values of the characters

is small, the value to be corrected is made small while if the difference between the level values

of the characters is large, the value to be corrected is increased so that the level of the characters

ic is desirable to change the value to be corrected according to the difference in value (see FIG.

27). It is pessible to correct the appropriate ability value according to the difference between the

level values of the characters and to prevent the balance of the gare from being impaired.

jO192|

In the present embodiment, the ROM 202 of the shop server 2 stores a game control program

that causes the CPU 201 to function as level value setting means, level value comparison means,
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andability value correction means, and the CPU 201 executes the game control program, The

CPU 201 functions as level value setting means, level value comparing means and ability value

correcting means, and as a result, the shop server 2 includes level value setting means, level

valuc comparison oicans, and ability value correction means. However, the present invention is

not limited to the above-described embodiment, and by executing the game contro! program of

the present invention by the ROM 302 ofthe center server 3, the ceriter server 3 can realize the

level value setting means, the level It is also pussible to adopt a configuration including a value

comparing means and an ability value correcting means. Furthermore, in the present invention,

for example, the ROM 202 of the shop server 2 stores a game control programthat causes the

CPU 201to function as the level value setting means and the level value comparison means, the

ROMS02 of the center server 3 functions as the ability value correction means The ROM 202

maystore a part of the game control programofthe present invention and the ROM 302 may

store the remaining game control program. In this case, the shop server 2 includes a level value

setting means and a level value comparing means, and the center server 3 inchides a capability

value correcting means. In the above description, the RAM 203 of the shop server 2 is level value

storage means for storing the level value of the player or the character operated by the player.

However, the RAM 103 ofthe terminal device | maybe a player or a character operated bythe

player Level value storage means for storing the level value of the level value.

(0193)

In the present embodiment, a plurality of terminal devices 1, a shop server 2 communicably

connected to a plurality of terminal devices 1 via a dedicatedline 5, a plurality of shop servers 2

connected to a plurality of shop servers 2 via a communication line 4 And the center server3.

However, the present invention is not limited to this example. For example, a game system

including a single gamedevice (terminal device), a game systemin whicha plurality of game

devices {terminal devices} are connected via a communicationline, a plurality of pame devices

(terminals) The present invention can be applied to a game system orthe like whichis connected
via a network.

[0194]

Next, another example of the game system according to the present invention will be described.

The game system described here adopts a figure imitating a character instead of a character card.
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[0195}

FIG. 31 is a configuration diagram of another cxample of the game system according to the

present invention. The game system includes a plurality of terminal devices 1010, a shop server

1020 communicably cormected to a plurality of terminal devices 1010 via a dedicated line 1050,

a plurality of shop servers 1020 comununicably connected to the plurality of shop servers 1020

via a communication line 1040 And a card vending machine 1060 cormectedto the shop server

1020 via the dedicated line 1050 is provided for each shop. In the shop Q. a shop server 1020

for game A and a shop server 1020for game B areinstalled.

[0196]

The center server 1030 includes a database server 1039 and a plurality of garne servers 1031,

1032... The database server 1039 performs (1-1} data management for each LD datagivento

each player, (1-2) authentication of the player at the start of the game, and (1-3) gamedata

transmission processing.

[0197]

Specifically, the database server 1039 manages, for example, the ID data given to each player,

the password used at the timeof authentication of the player, the type of the game performed by

the player, the game data, andthe like (Store, set, update, etc.). In addition, the game data

includes, for example, the progress state of the game (character specific data, etc.}, the character

operated by the player, the level value or the ability value of the character, the increase /

decrease value of the ability value, and thelike.

[G198)]

In addition, the database server 1039 authenticates the player using the ID data and the

password, for example, as the above (1 - 2), and permits participation in the game. Further, the

database server 1039 stores, as the above (1-3), for example ID data of the player and data for

identifying the character read fromthe figure by an IC chip reader (not shown) as the reading
means of the terminal device 1010 Theidentification data, and the identification informaticn},

the character data is transmitted from the game data to the terminal device 1. However, in the
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case where the player performs the game for the second time and thereafter,it is possible to

determine the game based on the ID data of the player, the password input bythe player's

operation, and the type of the game without using the figure It is possible. Also, if you are not

using a figure, you can set a certain limit.

fO199}

The garne servers 1031, 1032... Are installed corresponding to each executable gamein the

game system according to the present embodiment. Note that one of the plurality of game

servers is a game server corresponding to the game according to the present embodiment. The

gameservers 1031, 1032. ... (hereinafter also referred to as the game server 1031 etc} are (2-1)

matching processing between the terminal devices 1010 installed in different shops, (2-2)

matching processing of data after matching Traffic control related to transmission and reception
is carried out.

[O200}

Specifically, the game server 1031 or the like determines whether or not another player is

participating when a certain player participates in the game by operating the terminal device

1010as the above (2-1). it is determined that another player is participating, matching with

the terminal device 1010 operated by the player is performed. On the other hand,if it is

determined that no other playeris participating, the CPU plaver is set. When setting up a CPU

player, the shop server 1020 may be set as a CPU player or the center server 1030 (for example,

the game server 1031 etc.} may be set as a CPUplayer.

[O20 1]

In addition, the game server 1031 or the like performs traffic control concerning transmission

and reception of data between the terminal devices 1 matched by the matching processing of (2-

1) as the above (2-2). For example, the game server 1031 or the like transmits the data received

from the terminal device 1 connected to the shop server (for game A} LOZO of the shop P to the

terminal device 1 (for game A) connected to the shop server (for game A) 1020 of the shop Q. In

this manner, the shop server 1020 according to this embodiment only receives data fromthe

center server L030, and does not directly transmit / receive data between the shop servers 1020.
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[0202]

The shop server 1020 is connected to the center server 1030 via the router 1070. The router

1070bas a predetermined routing table. When a plurality of shop servers 1020are installed in

the same shop like the shop Q showninthe figure, when the router 1070 receives game data and

the like from the center server 1030, it refers to the routing table, And transmits the game data

to the shop server 1020 connected to the terminal device 1010 via the dedicated line 1050.

When data is exchanged between terminal devices 1010 connected to a plurality of store servers

1020installed in the same store, the router 1070 transmits game data etc. from the terminal

device 1010 via the store server 1020 , It refers to the routing table and transmits the game data

to the shop server 1020 connected to the destination terminal device 1010 via the dedicated line
1050.

[O203)

The shop server 1020 inchides (3-1) a traffic control for data wansmission / recoption

concerning data transmission / reception betweenthe center server 1030 and the terminal

device 1010 or between the terminal devices 1010 connected ta the plurality of shop servers

1020 installed in the same shop , And (3-2) download the application to the terminal device 1.

[O204|

Specifically, as described above (3 - 1), the shop server 1020performstraffic control concerning

transmission and reception of game data and the like between the center server 1030 and the
terminal device 1010.

However, if the destination terminal device 1010 is connected to the same shop server 1020 or

is connected to arrother shop server 1020 installed in the same shop, it transmits game data etc.

to the center server 1030 And transmits game data and thelike to the terminal device 1010.

[0205]

In addition, the store server 1020 downloads the application to the terminal device 1010 at the
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liming whenit receives a request signal requesting download from the center server 1030 as the

above (3-2) from the terminal device 1010. The application includes various kinds of data (for

example, image data and the like} and programs related to the game content, and a board

programfor assigning functions on the game to input means (for example, a plurality of input

switches, not shown) of the terminal device 1010. Further, downloading of the application is not

limited to being performed from the shop server 1020, but may be performed from the center
server 1030.

[O26]

The terminal device 1010 is connected to the store server 1020 via a private line 1050. The

terminal device 1010 (4-1} downloads the application, and (4-2) progresses the game.

Specifically, when the terminal device 1010 is powered on as (4 - 1), the terminal device 1010

transmits a request signal to request the download of the application to the shop server 1020,

and downloads the application. The downloaded application is stored in a temporarily storable

area of RAMor the like in the terminal device 1010. in addition, the terminal device 1010

performs the progress of the game using the downloaded application as the above (4-2). The

progress of the gameis as follows. The terminal device 1010 receives data for each ID data given

to each plaver from the database server 1039 at the start of the game. During the progress ofthe

game, data between the terminal device 1010 in the same game and another terminal device

1010is transmitted and received via the center server 1030 via the store server 1020. However,

when another terminal apparatus 1 is connected to the same shop server 1020 or whenit is

connected to another shop server 1020 installed in the same shop, game data and the like are

transmitted to the center server 1030 Instead, it transmits game data and the like to the terminal

device 1010. Upon completion of the game, the updated game data or the gameresult itself is

transmitted to the database server 1039 during the game. Incidentally, the progress of the game

is not limited to the terminal device 1010, but maybe performed by the shop server 1020.

[OZ07|

The card vending machine 1060 can communicate with the center server 1030 via the shop

server 1020. The card vending machine 1060 accepts the input operation of the personal

information performed by the player and sells the ID card storing the 1D data. The ID card is used

for starting the game, and the ID data is read bythe ID card reader provided in the terminal
device 1010.
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[0208]

FIG. 32 is a perspective view showing the external appearance of the terminal device in this

embodiment. An operation base 18 protruding forward is provided in the housing 10, and an

authentication machine 20 capable of placing a figure on the top surface of the operation table

18 is provided. A plurality of authentication devices 20 may be provided. A recessed portion 21

is provided at the upper portion of the authenticator 20, and the figure 30 can be placed thereon.

The recessed portion 21 has a shape in which a pedestal portion of a igure, which will he

describedlater, is fitted without gaps, and has a structure in which more than twothirds ofthe

Hgure's pedestal portion is accommodated in the recessed portion 21. in addition, the recessed

portion 21 is provided with a stopper 22, whichis structured such that the figure 30 does not

come off, fails down, or does not cause misalignment, and can be detached by operating the

removal switch 23. An IC chip reader (ot shawn) is provided inside the authentication device 20,

and it is possible toa read the information of the IC chip built in the figure 30 as the object to be
read.

[O209}

The authentication device 20 is provided with an LED 24, and the IC chip reader blinks while

data of the figure 30 is being authenticated. During authentication, the LED 24 blinks, and the

concave portion 21 or the entire 20 of the authentication device is rendered by light. The

presentation is not particularly limited to light. and the authentication machine ZO may perform

a predetermined operation (for example, the entire authentication machine 20 moves up and

down). It should be noted that the ilustrated authenticator 20 shows the minimum function, and

it is preferable that the design is adapted to the world view of the game.

[O2Z10|

FIG. 33 is a view showing the appearanceof the object to be read (igure 30) according to

another example of the game system. The figure 30 is composed of a base portion 39 and a

figure main body portion 40. The pedestal portion 39 has a columnar shape, and is composed of

an upperlid 33, an IC chip 34, and a lowerlid 35. The IC chip 34 is sandwiched betweenthe

upper lid 33 and the lowerlid 35 and can not be taken our. In the IC chip 34, capability value

data of the character representedin the figure main body portion and the like are stored. The

upperlid 33 is provided with a convex portion 37. In addition, the lowerlid 35 is designed to

have a slightly larger diameter than the upper lid 33 so that the figure 30 is fixed by the stopper
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22. The figure main body portion 40 is composed ofa figure main body 31 anda figure main

body base portion 32. A concave portion 36 is provided in the figure body base portion 32. The

concave portion 36 and the convex portion 37 are for preventing a positional deviation from

occurring when the base portion 39 and the figure main body portion 40 are adhered. The figure

is placed in a capsule about 7 cm in diameter and sold with another vending machine equivalent

ta card vending machine 1060. Of course, the sales formof the figure is not particularly limited.

[O21 1]

In this embodiment, the RAM provided in the game server 1031orthe like of the center server

1030 functions as level value sterage means for storing the level vaiue associated with the ID

data set for each player. The RAMof the terminal device 1010 functions as an ability value

storage unit that stores the ability value set for each character. The CPU of the game server 1031

of the center server 1030 updates the level value corresponding to the player's ID data storedin

the RAM (level value storage means) of the game server 1031etc. to set a newlevel value , And

functions as level vahie setting means for associating the level value with the ID data and storing

the level value in the RAM(level value sterage moans) of the game server 1031 orthe like. The

CPUof the terminal device 1010 functions as level value comparison means for comparing level

values set for two or more players operating competing characters. The CPUof the terminal

device 1010 reads out the ability value of the character operated by the player with the lower

level value fromthe RAM (ability value storage means) ofthe terminal device 1010 based on the

comparison result by the level value comparison means, Value of the character operated by a

player having a high level value or reading the ability value of the character operated bya player

having a high level value and lowering the ability value.

[O2Z12]

Although the embodiment of the present invention has been described above,it is merely a

specific example, and the present invention is not particularly limited, and the specific

configuration of each means arid the like can be appropriately designed and changed. In addition,

the effects described in the embodiments ofthe present invention are merelya list of the most

preferable effects produced bythe present invention, and the effects of the present invention are

limited to those described in the embodiments of the present invention is not.

[O213)
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1 is a configuration diagram of a game system according to the present invention. FIG. 2 is a

perspective view showing an appearance of eight terminal devices and a card vending machine

installed in one store. FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing an appearance of a terminal device.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a hardware configuration of a terminal device. FIG. 2 is a block

diagram showing a hardware configuration of a shopserver. FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a

hardware configuration of a center server. FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example of a game

image displayed ona tirst displayof a terminal device. FIG. 9 is a diagram for describing each

image included in the game image showninFIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an object position

table. 7 is a flowchart showing a subroutineof instruction input processing executed ina

terminal device. 10 is a flowchart showing a subroutine of an operation type determination

process invoked and executed in step 514of the subroutine shownin FIG. FIG. 11 is a diagram

showing a processing content determination table referred to in step S 36 of the subroutine

shown in FIG. 11. FIG. 7 is a diagram showing player participation information. FIG. 7 is a

diagram for describing the contents of data transmission and reception processing by a shop

server. 3 is a flowchart showing a flow of processing up to the start of a game in the terminal

device 1, the shop server 2 and the center server 3. 15 is a flowchart showing a subroutine of an

initial setting process invoked and executed by the shop server 2 in step S200 of the flawchart

shownin FIG. FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a support card determinationtable. FIG. 4 is a diagram

showing ar example of history data. FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example of a capacity value

setting table. FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of player information. 3 is a flowchart

showing an outline of a process executed in the terminal device 1.3 is a flowchart showing an

outline of processing executed in the shop server 2. FIG. 22 is a time chart for explaining the

processing in step $237 of the flewchart shawn in FIG. FIG. 7 is a diapram showing a playfield

image 91 displayed onthe first display 11 of the terminal device 1 during a game. 22 is a

flowchart showing a subroutine of command processing called and executed in step S232 of the

flowchart shown in FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing a subroutine of the battle process called and

executed in step $255 of the flowchart shownin FIG. FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example ofa

capacity value correction tabic. (A) is the player information before the ability value correction,

and (6) to (d) are the player informationafter the ability value correction.

FiG. 3 is a diagram showing a game image displayed onthe first display 11 of the terminal device

lL and a match image displayed on the seconddisplay 12. FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an example

of a recoverytimer setting table. FIG. 7 is a configuration diagram of another example of the

game system according to the present invention. FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing an

appearanceof a terminal device according to another example of the gamesystem. FIG. 7 is a

diagram showing an appearance of an object to be read (a figure} according to another example

of the game system:
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Explanation of sign

[O21 4]

1 terminal device 2 shop server {corresponds to a serverin the present invention). ) 3 center

server 4 communication line 5 private ine (corresponding to a communication line in the present

invention). } 6 card vending machine 8 ID card 9 character card 10 chassis 11first display 12

second display 13 speaker 14 touch panel 15 coin slot 16 ID card insertion slot 17 placing panel
18 control board 20 authentication machine 21 recess 22 stave 23 removal switch 24 LED 30

figure 31 figure body 32 Agure body base portion 33 top cover 34 IC chip 35 bottom cover 36

recess 37 protrusion 39 seat portion 40 figure body portion 90 game image 91 play Neld image

92 battle image 93 (93 a- 93 e) Card image 94 (94a to 94f Button image 95 Enlarged card

image 96 Fighting player image 97 Status image 98 (98a to O8e) Ally character image 99 (99a ta

99e) Enemycharacter Kuta image 100, 200, 300 control unit 101, 201, 301 CPU 102, 202, 302

ROM 105, 203, 303 RAM 104, 204, 304 communication interface circuit 111 first drawing

processing unit 112 second drawing processing unit 113 audio Playback unit 114 operation

input unit 114 a memory 115 coin sensor 116 1D card reader 117 character card reader 118

operation switch 119 7 sesrnent display unit 205 interface circuit group
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